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This thesis is a documentation of my effort in exploring the issues about Hong 
Kong adolescents' appearance and their construction of subjectivity. Individual 
appearances are complicated sites intersecting with media images and school 
regulations rather than a product of a single source. The adolescents cannot be 
perceived merely as message receivers, but also agents of embodiment who practice 
discursive meanings on their appearances. The study will show while media and 
schools play significant roles in adolescents' life experience respectively, the way 
they exercise their influences are different. The school is administering individual 
adolescents through disciplinary practices and appearance is one major focal point of 
the discursive context. The constructive impact of schooling is observable on the 
self-concepts of young people who find themselves ordinary. Adolescent 
experiences of consuming media images are analyzed to provide another spectacle of 
the constitutive web of meanings for their appearances and subjectivities. Media 
images serve as a repertoire of knowledge on performing oneself and its 
consumption provides young readers space to escape and fantasize. Upon the 
prescriptive forces from these institutions, young people can still improvise 
discursive tactics to gain certain degree of autonomy in appearance management. 
The study contributes to my understanding of how power works differently across 
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[Chapter One: Introduction] 
What is a youth, in Hong Kong society, in the year 2000? How do they 
perceive themselves in managing to be a member of the society? In their life world, 
how they are treated and how they live within? I have all these questions in mind 
and start off my search on a microscopic point of focus - young people's 
appearances as a dialectic medium of their identities. On one side major 
institutions like school, media, family, etc. are educating these young people of 
behavioral codes and appearance management is one of these standards to be 
learnt. On the other side, young people construct their self-image by managing 
their appearances. Appearance hence becomes a cultural site on which social 
expectation and individual autonomy compete with each other. In this study, I will 
explore how the different forces are operating and how Hong Kong young people 
'take' and make use of the meanings, in the constructive process of building up 
appearance and self-concepts. 
To narrow down the scope of analysis, I have highlighted the impact of 
schooling and media images on young people's appearance\ The aims and 
research questions are stated as follow. 
‘Detai led elaboration would be given in the following sections of this chapter. 
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Aims and Research Questions 
This study aims at exploring Hong Kong adolescents' appearance and 
subjectivity in relation to media and school. The study will elucidate the micropolitical 
relations and discursive constitution of self-concept. To look into these questions 
in-depth, the subjective experience of my adolescent informants would be analyzed. I 
will document the pattern or examine the structural interrelationship between the 2 
discursive sites. The specific research questions are as follows: 
1. On media: 
How do media act as sites that create and circulate discourses on adolescent 
appearance? What cultural meanings are stabilized and carried by the 
mediated images of "celebrities"? How does the liking or disliking of such 
celebrities constitute the subjective experience of adolescents? 
2. On school: 
How do school authorities perform disciplinary practices on adolescent 
appearances? What are the power relations involved? What patterns of 
subjectivities of adolescent are produced? Particular attention will be paid to 
whether and how school authorities and the media conflate in disciplining 
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adolescent appearances. 
3. On management strategies: 
What practices of appearance management do adolescents use vis-a-vis the 
disciplinary practices as researched in 1. and 2.? In particular, how do they 
perceive the "physical/sexual attractiveness" of their own sex and the 
opposite sex? 
What discursive tactics do they use in their everyday appearance to tackle 
with the disciplinary practices? The central issue here lies on an inquiry of 
their self-constitution or exertion of autonomy. 
In the first part of this chapter I will introduce the background of this study, by 
discussing on two previous pilot studies. Then I will discuss the role of schooling 
and media to explain why they are focused in the constructive process of adolescent 
appearance. In the final section I will briefly talk about the methodology to be used 
in investigation of the questions about Hong Kong youth. 
Background 
Family Planning Association (FPA) Project on Youth Sex Education 
It has always been my interest to explore the ways an individual grows up to be 
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a social subject in the Hong Kong society. In the first year of my master's study, I 
visited the FPA mobile library to observe how they operate and understand sex 
education programs that they offer for young people. I noticed especially how 
students learn about sex in a regulated form provided by schools and social 
organizations. Attempting to apply Foucauldian theories to analyze the empirical 
data from participation observation, I began to question the meaning of discipline in 
relation to the medium of delivering information and its impact on the construction of 
youth identity. 
Women Who Want To Be Slim - The Narrative of a 20 Years-old Woman 
Following the initial observation from the FPA research project, I worked on a 
paper for another course in cultural studies, examining the popular 
conceptualizations of dieting and the constituted embodiments of female subjects in 
Hong Kong magazines. In 2000, I interviewed a young woman, who was 21， 
focusing on her struggles in reducing body weight. ^  During the interview, I 
witnessed her struggles in trying to be slim, and I found it even "painful" to hear her 
talking about her own experiences. While working on this study, I often came 
across the term "body image", which is so frequently used that I began to feel 
2何翹楚(2000)《香港女子瘦身飮食文化：媒體監控與自我工程》 
Ho, K.C. (2000) Hong Kong Women's Dieting Practices: Media Discipline and Technologies of the 
Self, (not published) 
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interested (Dunkley, Wertheim, and Paxton, 2001; Jones, 2001; McCabe and 
Ricciardelli, 2001; Polce-Lynch, Myers, Kilmarten, Forssman-Faick, & Kliewer, 1998; 
Rodriguez, Bariaud, Zardi, Delmas, Jeanvoine, and Szylazy, 1993.) "Body image", 
as suggested, is a concept associated with the young person's sexual identity and 
self-image. If a teenager is not able to develop good body image, he or she is 
expected to have problems developing good sense of self. 
Influenced by the complication of the dynamics between Sex, Youth, Discipline 
and Body Image from these pilot studies, when I first started to design my thesis 
proposal, I thought it would be a meaningful project to explore sex education in HK 
and the corresponding living experiences of Hong Kong young people, like that of my 
sister. I also hope to make use of the opportunity to reflect on my own life history, 
the upbringing in my family as well as that in local culture. 
Adolescence in Hong Kong 
Looking through the literature about growing teenagers, I found a common 
thread in the description of adolescents that mainly follows Erikson's (1972) ideas: 
this is the group of young people who are confused about their own bodily changes 
due to puberty; their identity is in crises for they are struggling with the issues of 
transition from children to adults. Personal reasons aside, it is not difficult to justify 
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why I have chosen to study about adolescents as a way to understand the struggles 
each one of us has to go through in order to become someone with a clearer sense 
of self. 
In this study, the term adolescence refers to young people in the age range of 
13 to 19. The term is used interchangeably with teenagers, youth and young people. 
Since adolescence is just a social construction and a very recent one, I think there is 
no need to limit my target to a rigid age range. All I want is to understand the 
experience of youngsters as a special case for understanding how people see 
themselves, their body and sex. 
A social constructionist approach to understand appearance 
I notice that there are many theorists who want to draw our attention to the 
problems created by adolescents - their delinquent behaviors and sexual danger 
(Males, 1999; Sweetman, 2001.) Some radical views consider the attempt to portray 
them as deviants is a reflection of the problems of the adult world and how they want 
to project their own problems onto others (Shiu Ka Chun, 2001). I want to be able to 
see these young people as common people, who are active social agents who want 
to choose their ways of lives and take action. I have chosen to use social 
constructionism as the broad framework to understand the impact of the social forces 
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on adolescents' identity construction. This theoretical perspective has its root in 
several sociological traditions including ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967; Heritage 
1987; Pollner 1987), Social phenomenology (Berger and luckmann 1966; Schutz 
1967, 1970)，and particular versions of symbolic interactionism (Blumer 1969). What 
these streams of thoughts have in common is an emphasis on the person's active 
role, guided by his or her culture, in structuring reality. While most traditional 
psychology and sociology put forward explanations in terms of static entities, such as 
personality traits, economic structures, models of memory and so on, the 
explanations offered by social constructionists are more often in terms of the 
dynamics of social interaction. The emphasis is thus more on processes than 
structures. The aim of social enquiry is moved from questions about the nature of 
people or society and towards a consideration of how certain phenomena or forms of 
knowledge are achieved by people in interaction. By placing centre-stage the 
everyday interactions between people and seeing these as actively producing the 
forms of knowledge we take for granted and their associated social phenomena, our 
use of language can therefore be thought of as a form of action. For the social 
constructionists, the 'performative' role of language is their focus of interest. 
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Beyond body weight 
As I went further into the issues about body image of young people with 
reference to my earlier investigations, I have found that most studies in the area are 
predominantly concerned with the issues of body weight and the associated medical 
and psychological problems in cases when people are not happy with their weight. 
There are quite a number of studies in anorexia (Dunkley, Wertheim, and Paxton, 
2001; McCabe and Ricciardelli, 2001.) Numerous studies have been conducted to 
analyze the role played by the mass media in shaping the body image of young boys 
and girls by bombarding them with images of unattainable beauty as measured by a 
particular type of body, size and weight. I was puzzled as to why the media is given 
such a prominent role when the teenagers spend most of their day time at school and 
I decided to go deeper into understanding the relationship between adolescent 
bodies and the mass media in the context of their roles and experiences as a student. 
This study touches on body weight, but it is also much more than that. I want to 
broaden my discussion to include issues about body image including how they feel 
about their own physical appearances and social presentations in the eyes of their 
peers, significant others and their idols who are TV, film stars and singers. 
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The role of the media 
In literature and in public discourse in Hong Kong, the media has always been 
used as a convenient explanation of adolescents' "problematic" behavior and attitude. 
However, it is interesting to note how often the relationship between the media and 
adolescent's body and appearance is being over-simplified. The media is often 
perceived as a one-way linear message sender and the adolescents are merely seen 
as passive receivers at the other end. 
The major problems of existing studies on the relationship between media and 
adolescent appearance are as follows: firstly, only a small number of social factors 
are explored 一 peer, media and family influences are the most frequently investigated 
sources. Very often, how do they affect young people is not clearly defined. 
Secondly, such social factors are often singled out as isolated variables in the 
analysis, although some recent studies (Tiggemann and Ruutel, 2001; O'Dea, 1999) 
have tried to find out the combined effects of the various factors on adolescents' body 
image. On the whole, there is little concern about the interactive dynamics between 
these sources of social influence. Thirdly, these researches seldom attend to the 
negotiation that take place between the individual adolescent and the social forces. It 
is observed that the media's negative influence is not closely studied despite a vague 
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image/description of how they have made it difficult for young people to be happy 
with themselves because they have seen the unattainable body shapes and 
internalized those ideals. Very seldom do we see how the researchers try to 
understand the experience of the adolescent readers before they come to conclude 
that media is adversely affecting the adolescence identity and body image. 
In many instances, the focus of studies related to media influence on 
adolescents is on the sexual and violent content of mass media. Adolescents are 
perceived to be fragile and always in need of guidance and protection to resist 
contaminating media content. There is a lack of discussion on how these "problem 
youth" go through their lives as ordinary social members of the different social 
institutions and contribute to the development of new knowledge and social reality. 
Besides, the implicit but powerful messages about sex and violence (or power) may 
need to be attended to if we were to understand the role of the media and its impact 
on young people. 
As mentioned above, the concept of body image is too often linked with weight 
issues which I also found problematic. The bodily attributes young people 
concerned about are much more than weight. They care about the way they look, 
the hairstyle they make for themselves, the style they dress themselves and the 
overall social image they present to others. It is my contention that a broader concept 
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of adolescents' physical and social appearance should be used to incorporate more 
comprehensively all those bodily attribute relevant to their self-identity. Appearance 
which includes physical and social dimensions is a more appropriate concept for 
understanding young people's feelings about their own bodies. Their appearance is a 
site for them to identify themselves as somebody or a subject. It is also the site for 
them to express themselves and communicate their identity to others. It is a 
packaged-medium connecting the individual self to the social world, which relates 
much to the changing identity of adolescents. 
It is my contention that the ways adolescents manage their own appearance is 
worthwhile of investigation and understanding. And my literature search suggests 
that a linear concept of media influence is inadequate to explain the complexity of 
adolescents' lives. There are many meanings about body and appearance circulating 
in the society, media is one of the sites of circulation and there are multiple ways of 
consuming media texts. How do young people acquire the social meanings and 
use them for the construction of their identities? The focus on the study is on how 
young people make meaning of their own appearances to tell themselves who they 
are and what they want to become. I also want to explore how their self-image (which 
is related to their body image or perception of their own appearances) affect the way 
they relate to other people. 
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The school vs. the media 
Under the broad aim of trying to understand the social construction of 
adolescence's experience, I have chosen to study the two major sites - the school 
and the mass media in explaining the complicated picture of adolescent living 
experience. In real life contexts, the young people I know and in my own adolescent 
stage, the major part of daily life is spent in school. Regarding appearance, there 
are many strict regulations and guidance to adolescent students. We are also 
required to wear uniforms. So I find it important that the schooling experience must 
not be overlooked as a significant component of their cultural learning. 
I will also explore the influence of the mass media, but I want to show how it is 
not possible to analyze media content and its impact without analyzing the 
audience-reception behaviors. I hope to provide the contrasting pictures of how 
adolescence are being socialized in order to show the different modes or forms of 
social influence and how these forces may interact with the individuals and shape 
their perception of themselves. There are rules and regulations in school for 
governing how students should look and manage their own physical appearances, 
but the influence of the mass media is less explicit. The teenagers are a product of 
both forms of influences which compete with each other and at times reinforce each 
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other. There is no way we can say that the media is more responsible or solely 
responsible for producing the kind of youngsters we have in HK today. 
In the process of exploration, I also turned to social constructionism and some 
post-structuralist theories for the appropriate theoretical tool of analyzing the 
discourse of young people. I borrowed the perspectives of disciplining bodies from 
Michele Foucault's prominent work "Discipline and Punish" and History of Sexuality 
(V. I) to analyze the disciplinary practices of school institutions on adolescents' 
appearance. Foucault is most useful in helping me make sense of the social 
regulations at school and how they are in fact disciplinary practices for managing the 
student population. Sexuality becomes a focal point of social control of individuals 
who have become 'dociled bodies' under disciplinary discourses (Foucault, History of 
Sexuality). I attempted to re-conceptualize the role of media as a part of the 
discursive terrain in which adolescents acquire social meanings to identify 
themselves and manage their own physical appearances and social presentations as 
way to develop their identities or the subjective sense of self. 
Methodology 
The adolescent informants are invited to share their views on specific media 
images and express their preferences of TV/film stars' appearances, their school 
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regulations on appearance and uniform, and their feelings towards their own 
appearance. Qualitative research method, in-depth interview, is used in this study. 
The interviews are semi-structured. The 16 informants are interviewed 1 or 2 times, 
depending on their availability and willingness to share. They can openly talk about 
themselves, how they feel about their own physical appearance and what do they 
think about their schools, families and what they like to see in the mass media. The 
informants are sampled by their school and family background and the ways they 
look. In order to have maximum variation in a relatively small sample, I rely on the 
three main dimensions of research questions to draw lines of criteria in selection of 
interviewees. I end up with a mixed group of boys and girls, each in their own way is 
different from the rest of the group in terms of media use pattern, background of 
schooling and appearance management strategies. 
This thesis is a documentation of my effort in exploring the issues about Hong 
Kong adolescents' appearance and their construction of subjectivity. Individual 
appearances are complicated sites intersecting with media images and school 
regulations rather than a product of a single source. The adolescents cannot be 
perceived as message receiver, but an actor in the play of embodying discursive 
meanings into their appearance. The study will show while media and schools play 
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significant roles in adolescents' living experience respectively, the way they exercise 
their influences are different. The school is administering individual adolescents 
through disciplinary practices and appearance is one major focal point of the 
discursive context. While the media as functioning arm of capitalist economy 
serves as space for adolescent consumers to escape and fantasize. The study 
contributes to our understanding of how power works differently across different sites 
and how they interact with each other in an individual's life history. 
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[Chapter Two: Literature Review] 
To tackle my investigation in the culture of adolescent appearance, a detailed 
analysis of relevant academic theories must be done. In this chapter, I am going to 
examine the major theoretical stands of various streams of thoughts that dwell on 
different conceptualizations of 'adolescence' and adolescents, as well as the 
conceived role of media as a social agent involved in the creation and transformation 
of adolescent appearances and bodies. The ways in which these theories frame 
the empirical studies will explore the relationship between media and adolescent 
appearance. Meanwhile, I will also discuss the applicability and 'usefulness' of those 
theories in facilitating a further investigation of my research focus ~ the social and 
cultural existence of adolescent bodies in Hong Kong context in the year 2000. How 
people manage their appearances as influenced by social expectations towards their 
gender role (Paff & Lakner, 1997; Heywood, 1998; Messner, 2000) has been a 
much-studied topic in gender politics. For many, appearance is kind of social 
expression of one's identity (Giddens, 1991; Rudd & Lennon, 1999) or the cultural 
gendered performance on one's bodies (Butler, 1990.) These various 
conceptualizations of the relationship between appearance, individual and society 
will be further examined in the coming sections as my study is inevitably another 
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attempt to study the relationship between individual appearance and society in 
greater depth. As a whole, the investigation aims to answer the research question: 
in the case of Hong Kong society, how (is) self-construction of adolescent 
appearance possibly generated 
Culture is ordinary: that is the first fact... The growing society is there, yet it is 
also made and remade in every individual mind... We use the word culture in two 
senses: to mean a whole way of life - the common meanings; to mean the arts and 
learning - the special processes of discovery and creative effort. Some writers use the 
word for one or other of these senses; I insist on both, and on the significance of their 
conjunction. The questions I ask about our culture are questions about our general 
and common purposes, yet also questions about deep personal meanings. Culture is 
ordinary, in every society and in every mind. (Raymond Williams) 
Are Hong Kong adolescents subject to some sociological impacts like ideologies 
about gendered bodies? Do media and other social forces beyond their 
self-determination construct their bodily appearances? Or, on the other extreme, 
are they self-creators while growing up in society managing their appearances in 
their very unique ways? Between the two extremes, in what positions are 
adolescents taking in the cultural dynamics of appearance and body construction? 
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Do they possess and control their appearances and bodies? If so, to what extent are 
they "autonomous" and under what social circumstances? 
These questions serve as the starting point to guide the exploration of different 
theoretical approaches. How these researches are addressed and resolved will be 
stated specifically in later parts of this chapter. 
I. Conceptualizing Body and Appearance in Social Constructionism 
The discussion of social constructionism comes first because it is where most 
theories and empirical studies begin. This also explicates the fundamental premise 
of this study. While exploring the relationship between appearances of adolescents 
and media in Hong Kong, I also lay out the shared basis between my concern and 
the key assumptions of soda丨 constructionists. 
The shared basis starts with the anti-essentialistic view on human body. In 
science and medicine, the body is considered a natural and biological entity 
possessed by human, and that assumes the body to be on a pre-social and 
pre-biological basis where the superstructures of the self and society are founded 
(Shilling, 1993). Social constructionist view emerges in the realm of anthropology 
and sociology, with different origins, purposes and visions. When sociologists place 
human body in an interactive social environment, the emphasis is on the social and 
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cultural forces governing body and its image. As social products, the character and 
meanings attributed to the body and the boundaries exist between bodies are not 
naturally but culturally constructed (Shilling, 1993). Concepts like gender, sexuality 
and social behavior cut across the ideas and enrich the picture of social and cultural 
construction of human body. 
The notion that human body is socially constructed and conceptualized conjures 
up a train of questions worth asking: what is the (visible) observable and subtle 
construction on bodies? And perhaps more importantly, how does the 
construction process of conceptualization work? Studying adolescent's 
appearance is one of such attempts to answer the question: how are Hong Kong 
adolescents' appearances "made up" by society and "self-created" by 
individuals? How do both processes operate on adolescents? Undeniably, the 
whole study would be meaningless if it does not share the basic premise with 
social constructionists. It is a platform on which I could embark to attain 
further findings on culture related to appearances, with greater depth, and more 
focused, on the specific social role of Hong Kong adolescents. 
II- Media's Role in Constructing Adolescent Appearance 
i. Media Effect Only 
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As expected, media comes into the picture as a key player in constructing 
various meanings pertaining to appearance and exerting considerable influence on 
adolescent's appearance (Miles, 2000.) On the basis that all agree on media's role 
as a major source of disseminating meanings about appearances and bodies, 
theorists have conceptualized media communication in different ways. In existing 
literature the diversity of studied subjects is however quite limited, with most of them 
pay special attention on the effects of media content, whereas particular aspects of 
production, consumption and reaction are usually neglected. Henceforth, with an 
aim of bringing the conventional understanding of adolescent's appearance, I would 
first outline the pattern of empirical studies and point out the theorists' assumption 
towards media's role on adolescents with the aim of generating an understanding of 
adolescent's appearance, when analyzing the unique social and cultural existence of 
adolescent bodies in Hong Kong, which might not be comprehensive enough. 
ii. Unclear Media Reading Pattern 
Although most studies strongly attribute the media's information on adolescent 
body image to its influence, there are some unexplained details in the analysis. Least 
to say, from these studies we cannot tell which medium is particularly referred to and 
how adolescents 'read' media texts. In McCabe and Ricciardelli's (2001) study, it is 
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suggested that media's influence is perceived to be greater on girls than boys, but 
the study does not state clearly what it means by "media influence." Some studies 
suggest that media figures especially celebrities are largely influential to adolescent 
body images (Jones, 2001.) For example, body piercing is considered to be a trend 
popularized by celebrities and athletes (Kinon, 2000.) However, the assertion of 
celebrities or idols' bodies and images have not been closely studied and analyzed. 
It has remained a vague description of the unattainable standard of ideal bodies in 
the discussions. In Dittmar's research, though adolescents are asked to view and 
respond to the media texts in the research, media is not analyzed specifically as a 
'source' of body knowledge and meaning. (In this study, adolescents are analyzed by 
three dimensions: age/gender and body weight, and Dittmar points out that body 
image is multidimensional, in a sense that research should not only focus on 
thinness or body weight. At the same time, she points out the differences between 
boys and girls in judging ideal bodies of both sexes. ) These existing studies are 
using more generalizable approach to deal with the topic, but not aim at in-depth 
studies into the complication of media reading as a constructive agent. In light of 
this, I would like to explore the potential of in-depth study addressing on the 
complication of media reading as constructive agent. 
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iii. Lack of Analysis of Subtle Influences 
Most of these studies rely on self-report of adolescents on the degree they were 
being influenced by media. It is questionable if the subtle influence of media 
especially the ideological meaning about body and appearance on adolescents could 
be revealed. Media text carries much latent meaning, and multiple layers of the 
meaning in appearances and bodies appearing in media may easily be neglected by 
the informants. As suggested by Stuart Hall, at least three types of reading of texts, 
are available in the studies of media and adolescent appearance, in which media 
influence is inevitably depicted as 'preferred reading.' Adolescents are receptive to 
media images of bodies and appearances without doubt. This interpretation seems 
to echo what Featherstone (1991: 175) describes, ' ... a world in which individuals are 
made to become emotionally vulnerable, constantly monitoring themselves for bodily 
imperfections ... ' In other words, this nearly unachievable ideal is assumed to be 
'unhealthy' to adolescents, who might alter their body shape by means of excessive 
dieting or exercises. I am not arguing that these empirical studies have biased 
views on adolescents' appearance management under media influence, but with the 
domination of these perceptions, the possibility of oppositional reading of media texts, 
which could shed light on the investigation of the subtle influences of 
media-produced ideals, is often slighted. 
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iv. Limited Scope of 'Social Influences' 
Apparently only few social factors are frequently investigated; however, these 
factors are often not clearly defined. The most representative factors analyzed in 
existing literature are media, peers and parents. These factors construct a rather 
simplified version of reality as culture in which the entire way of living and cultural 
meanings of appearance and body are fixed and ubiquitous. Some studies show an 
awareness of the concurrent nature of the social factors and hence analyze the 
combined effects of media, parents and peers on adolescent body images. It is a 
worthwhile attempt to create a wholistic view on the context situating the adolescents 
- the context that affects adolescent body image. In those studies, the degree of 
simplification may have been lessened since they single out the social factors as if 
they are independent to each other. Still, such examination is inadequate in its 
explanatory power, as social and cultural factors are pulled out from the living context 
and tested separately as variables. In real lives of adolescents, these social 
influences are acting upon a much more complex pattern. They restrict and 
supplement each other, as well as compete with and reinforce each other in 
construction of meaning regarding appearances and bodies. In these analyses, 
where media content is principally emphasized, the importance of this dynamic 
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interaction between various social factors is often left out. 
V. No Voices of Adolescents 
In the studies mentioned, media and other social influences are conceptualized 
as external agents exerting much influence on adolescents. Yet no voice of the 
adolescents is recorded and balanced. In one study (Dittmar, 2000), adolescents 
are interviewed as focus groups and their responses to media figures from 
magazines are extracted in the report. But most of these studies place little 
significance on the subjective experience of adolescents despite much pertinent data 
and statistical analysis. While the quantitative findings reveal the physical and 
measurable contacts between the media texts and the adolescents, which remain 
important in determining the general effects of media contents on the formation of 
adolescent body image, these studies do not show a direct and detailed 
understanding about the living experience of adolescent individuals as cultural 
participants who find that media, peers, parents and all other social influences are 
interacting like a web of dynamics. How do they really 'get' meanings about 
appearance from media? How do they 'make use' of these meanings about the 
appearance of their own bodies? Adolescent individuals may have very different 
experiences dealing with these social factors. Is it possible that individual 
adolescents are negotiating with a wider scope of social context in which they found 
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prescribed meaning about appearances, instead of passively influenced by the 
factors concerned? 
vi. Applicability on Hong Kong Context^ 
As indicated in Dittmar's research, most of the studies concerning adolescent 
appearance and body image are conducted in the American context. While she has 
provided useful findings of ideal body image in Western adolescent culture, few 
empirical studies have been done in Asian context. I suppose it is important to bear 
in mind that Hong Kong culture has its unique specificities and could not make use of 
other society's youth experience as direct reference. Undeniably, media, peers and 
parents may have similar roles in Hong Kong adolescents' lives comparing to their 
counterparts in developed Western societies. It is valuable that some studies point 
out appearance is a major site of social comparison where adolescents compare 
their own appearance with celebrities' bodies and their peers; and some studies state 
that parents who go on a diet could seriously influence adolescents' body images. 
All these findings would serve as good references to understand Hong Kong 
adolescent's appearance and body image. Nevertheless, I would argue that, in 
local Hong Kong context, schooling is also a key force in shaping adolescent bodies. 
3 Local studies of the media influence and youth would be discussed in the next session. 
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For schools contexts are closely connected to local culture of the society, western 
style schooling and their practices on disciplining students may differ from those in 
Asian societies like Hong Kong and Japan. In a cross-cultural study of schools in 
Finland and London, it is found that the different dress codes (uniformed or not) 
constructed different presentation of bodies of students (Gordon, Holland and 
Lahelma, 2000.) I suggest that the study relationship between Hong Kong 
adolescent's appearance and media should not overlook the role of schools in their 
lives. The regulating practices of most secondary schools in Hong Kong could have 
major intriguing effects on media text reading, parents' and peers' opinions. For 
example, peers may or may not overlap with the identity of schoolmates, but in 
adolescents' school life opinions about their appearances may be much intensified, 
and such interpersonal dynamic so specific to school context is intensively altering 
adolescents' lives and their appearance management. 
vii. Lack of Discussion on impact of Courtship 
Another significant factor left rarely-explored is the role of courtship in relation to 
the constructive project of adolescent appearance, within a culture where diversified 
meanings about bodies are widely circulating. Some studies try to differentiate the 
influences of same-sex peers and different-sex peers (Rodrigurez et al., 1993; 
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McCabe and Ricciardelli, 2001), but whether the latter are the informants' boy friends 
and girl friends is not clearly stated. For adolescents, intimate relationships may 
cause considerable clash of body experience and have substantial impact on their 
appearance management. Neglecting the influence of adolescents' romantic love 
experience may lead to misinterpretation of the subjective meaning constructed by 
individuals. 
As 'peers influence' is emphasized heavily in the socialization of 
adolescents, it is undeniably important to study how individual adolescents make use 
of their appearances as one way of social interactions. In psychology, classical 
models show that adolescence is the transition from abandoning the ‘self associated 
with parents but transiting to adopting other interpersonal influences (Martin, 1996.), 
and since adolescents easily absorb and adopt other interpersonal influences, the 
importance of studying courtship and schooling in adolescents' construction process 
of appearance should be emphasized. 
Conclusion 
Existing literature on the topic are mostly approached for generalization of 
media and adolescent appearance as social phenomenon, which contributes a lot to 
understanding of the macro environment of the investigated societies' young people. 
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But it may not be able to go into greater depth, for me to trace and picture why 
adolescent body image and appearance has been largely influenced by social 
factors; why adolescent appearance is a 'target site' for media, school, and other 
social individuals to exert influence, be it intended or un-intended. If scholars 
acknowledge the fact that adolescent appearance is socially constructed with cultural 
meaning and significance, what meanings are derived in structural relations to the 
"hidden causes" of the construction? Is such a construction multi-directional or 
prescriptively operative to lead adolescents to certain standards? And how does 
the construction process take place on individual adolescents? It may be a direction 
to seek greater multitude in conceptualization of media's role. In contemporary 
capitalist society, media is regardlessly functioning arms of market economy. This 
has been an obvious fact that adolescents are both consumers and readers of the 
rich images projected by media. In this case, what is the implication for 
re-interpretation of relationship between media and adolescents? 
With these questions in mind I will explore how adolescents 'learn' the 
'appropriateness' of the bodily symbols, how they manage their appearance 
according to the 'interaction order' and under what circumstances the 'order' is 
juxtaposed to create new meaning in the interactive process; henceforth why they 
take up such 'interaction order' and the meaning to themselves by displaying 
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themselves in such 'looks'. To explore more of these issues, I would turn to analysis 
of discursive formation of bodies in the following section. 
III. Local Studies on Media and Youth 
Since the 90s there have been a growing number of local studies on media and 
youth. The Commission on Youth has conducted two large-scale researches in 
1991 and 1999 respectively "to map out youth consumption pattern and their 
preferences in media types, to ascertain their perception on the latest media types, to 
correlate their media exposure with their value systems and social attitudes, and to 
formulate recommendations" (1999.) The objectives stated by the Commission on 
Youth represent majority purpose of local research done by scholars from 
communication studies (So and Chen, 1992; Yu, 1999) and non-government 
organizations (Mo et.al., 2001.) 
These studies share the same stance of foreign researches on adolescent body 
image through investigations on young people in the society. They share the 
concern over the social meanings acquired by young people in media consumption. 
However, there is a lack of voices of young people in the studies. Their experience 
of media consumption and their values are treated as variables, to achieve 
representative figures for theoretical or policy-making reference. 
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Youth is constructed as uncontaminated message receivers of media content in 
these studies. They are primarily concerned with their exposure to sexually explicit 
media content but not their sexuality. They are usually rendered as vulnerably 
at-risk and easily manipulated by media content. 
For young people's experiences of media consumption and their values being 
manipulated as variables, undoubtedly, representative figures for theoretical or 
policy-making reference could be achieved. In a macro level, the establishment of 
such a theoretical framework is influential, however, the voices of young people 
remain quite imbalanced in the studies. 
To get a closer at their direct real life experience in Hong Kong, I would 
re-establish an interpretative framework which facilitates the research on the on-field 
happenings in the territory of young people. May they speak in their own voices 
about their preferences in media consumption, idols, songs, magazines and 
programs as they please; May they also express their thoughts, belief and attitudes 
towards their own bodies and sexuality. 
JV. Differentiating Body Image and Appearance 
Let me take a little step backward to talk about the frequent use of 'body image， 
as a target of investigation in existing literature since it indicates some important 
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assumption behind the scholars' effort. From existing literature, authors tend to 
discuss more on body image but less on the actual practices of adolescents in 
managing their appearances. Actually it falls consistently in place with the social 
constructionist perspective. In Goffman's (1969) work about symbolic interaction of 
human bodies, some awareness of social construction in appearance is shown. But 
in general, seldom do scholars talk about appearance as a key subject in body 
studies. Usually appearance is categorized under the discussion of body 
management, a rather general inclusion. For the empirical studies mentioned 
previously, 'body image' is emphasized instead of the practical everyday experience 
of adolescents in managing the way they look. 'Body image' is more about the 
self-perception about one's own body, but the active alteration, grooming, and related 
efforts made in life are about 'appearance' and its management. 
Generally speaking, appearance is a key site disseminating social meanings of 
the body to others. While there are genetically determined attributes of human 
body, appearance is less 'biological' but more 'social' in its formation (Entwistle, 
2000.) There are many means to manage the 'outer looks' in contemporary 
society, from hairstyle to clothing style, from facial makeup to body shape, from 
accessories to decorations. All one can see on a person, and all that one allows 
others to see on her/his body is one's appearance. It is a display of embodiment. 
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For adolescents, their appearance is a vigorous display of their body 
management, namely a social and cultural product conceptualized in social 
constructionism. 
The emphasis on real bodily practices by applying the term "appearance" is 
aimed to highlight the discursive nature of body management under the big web of 
meanings produced by various social discourses. For individuals, they are 
undergoing a constant constitutive process by which historical and social formation 
takes place on embodiment. The very local acts they carry out in the ways they look; 
their presentation of bodies and alteration of their appearances, are the everyday 
practices that embody the social meaning of their identity. Therefore it is important 
that I emphasize the specific real life experience of adolescents living with the 
discourses and practice on their appearances rather than the mere self-perception of 
their bodies influenced by social factors. This will be elaborated more deeply in the 
following sessions on discursive approach. 
V. Discursiveness of Adolescent Appearance 
In this session 丨 would substantially examine the applicability of conceptualizing 
appearance as a discursive product and its usefulness in understanding the culture 
of Hong Kong adolescents and their appearances. As discussed in previous 
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session, existing literature tends to conceive adolescent body image as socially 
constructed but such literature is theoretically and methodologically inadequate in 
explaining the complexity of cultural process, particularly on why and how 
adolescents' body and appearance are target sites of construction. Considering this 
inadequacy, perspectives of discourse analysis would therefore offer strong 
explanatory and analytical power. The following is an attempt to illustrate the key 
characteristics of the approach in relevance to the subject of this study - adolescent 
appearance. 
i. Discourse and Production of Adolescent Appearance 
The discourse of Adolescent Appearance denotes a very different approach 
from the most fundamental presumption of communication, of body, and identity. 
The simplest explanation of 'discourse' is ~ a regulated way of speaking. In a 
sense, meanings are temporarily stabilized or regulated into a discourse with specific 
historical conditions. Statements are combined and regulated to form and define a 
distinct field of knowledge/objects requiring a particular set of concepts and delimiting 
a specific ‘regime of truth' (Barker, 2000.) Discourse is more than language and it 
incorporates a sense of 'act.' Language and social practices are together giving 
meaning and producing knowledge. Discourse is therefore much more complicated 
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than mere 'influences' from media and other social factors, for all those meanings 
attached are forming a web of knowledge for individuals. Adolescents are not only 
receivers of 'influences,' but they rely on the meaning and the knowledge to learn 
about body and appearance. 
That is the productivity of discourse. More than ideological ways of thinking 
and interpretation, discourse constitutes the 'nature' of material objects, unconscious 
and conscious minds and emotional life of the subjects which it seeks to govern 
(Weedon, 1997.) Existing literature, though tries to demonstrate that adolescents' 
body image is related to media, peers and parents, fails to elaborate the ‘reliance’ of 
adolescents towards these factors. Reliance is insufficient in describing the 
relationship between discourse-constituted subjects and the social world full of 
meanings. No one is the author or originator of any statement one speaks of; we 
actually depend on the prior existence of discursive positions (Barker, 2000.) The 
discursive constitution of subjectivity is a constantly repeated process, the acquisition 
of modes of subjectivity involves the accumulation of the memory- conscious or 
unconscious - of subject positions and the psychic and emotional structures implicit 
in it (Weedon, 1997.) In this respect, our bodily experiences are actually never a 
self-product. The emotions, memories and knowledge we have accumulated about 
our own bodies are discursive constitutions. As embodied subjects, we come to 
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know, practice, experience and live in our bodies by discursive constitution. It is the 
production of meaning as well as individuality that implies a far more complicated 
and intense relationship between individual adolescents and the meanings derived 
from those sources. The knowledge is 'used' by adolescents for embodiment 
projects, and their appearances are 'made up’ by discourse. Therefore, it is better 
to ask how adolescents really live with or within the meanings from media and other 
social agents rather than to prove that they are being affected. 
Circulating in a specific historical and cultural context, various discourses about 
body and appearances are competing for knowledge production on sites of 
individuality. In the life of an adolescent, while many different discussions about 
appearance are circulating, one cannot actually distinguish which of them are from 
the media or other sources as all the discursive meanings emerge together like a 
web, a terrain, a very broad network. This is why the attempt to single out social 
influences as variables may over-simplify the interpretation and overlook significant 
details. 
ii. Productivity of Adolescents 
To be 'effective', discourse always requires activation through the agency of the 
individuals whom it constitutes and governs in particular ways as embodied subjects. 
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Adolescents lack Voices' in existing literature; this is largely related to the very basic 
concept of their identity. Focusing the discussion in the light of discursive approach, 
adolescents would be the subjects - agents activating discursive meanings. 
Discourses determine the way adolescents see the objective world, as well as how 
they get to know themselves as who they are subjectively. To regard themselves as 
subjects, to formulate a sense of being "I," they have to take up subject positions 
offered by discourses. By such interpretation, adolescents are not voiceless; their 
appearances and bodily management are products of their very own activation of 
subject positions offered by various discourses. 
One more important point worth pondering with regard to the existing approach 
is how adolescent materialization of bodily meanings are dialectically changing the 
pattern of local cuKure. Yet, this is rarely discussed in existing literature since the 
conceptualization of communication is linear, from the sources of social influence on 
one end to the other where adolescents are receivers. But the process in a model 
of discursive web reminds me of adolescents' 'power' to respond to the meaning 
'prescribed' by sources of influence and their role in constructing culture. "Youth 
can be removed from the familiar social control model and reconceptualized within 
an understanding of power as productive - one that does not always appear to focus 
on youth as victim, but instead largely focuses upon the formation of "youthful" 
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capacities and aptitudes within finite governmental programs." (Tait, 2000: 3) 
iii. Institutionalization 
Discourse is institutionalized with its production of knowledge controlling and 
regulating functions over individuals. Obviously, under Foucauldian theory, human 
body is constituted by various discourses. The generation of meanings for the body 
relies on the knowledge framework produced by discourses. Only through 
discursive production, that is language and social practices, can we make sense of 
our bodies. Yet such discursive production is institutionalized, meaning certain 
'regimes of truth' are brought forth to circulate in a particular historical moment. 
Specifically in modern times we rely on discourses from medicine, law, science and 
many other institutions to learn about the body. Most adolescents live in the school 
environment, build upon institutions of education and thus operate perfectly as a 
regulative model of individual bodies. By analyzing the discursiveness of schooling 
on adolescent bodies, the production of appearance under the tension of regulations 
would be sharply revealed - in a more realistic manner than merely considering peer 
pressure as a major source of social influence. 
Various researchers have already shown the relationship between individual 
body and the institutionally discursive environment. For example, Bryan S. Turner's 
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work "The Discourse of Diet" analyzes dieting in detail as a treatment to human body, 
and discursive production in a time capitalism and medical regime prevails (1982). I 
would draw the focus of this project to a more micropolitical level，paying as much 
attention as possible to the growth of adolescent (in respect of appearance 
production.) Therefore, school, as the backdrop of scenario in which adolescents 
live, could not be excluded in my analysis, as it's the institutional background where 
discourses circulate. (The power relations involved between the institution and the 
individual would be further discussed in the following section about micropolitics.) 
iv. Implications 
Applying discursive approach would change the entire platform on which the 
research project develops. It allows a more multi-dimensional, and sophisticated 
interpretation in understanding adolescents as growing subjects who make use of 
cultural meanings in their body management. Discursive approach recognizes the 
complexity in the process of deriving meaning and self-production. Therefore it 
avoids the ambiguity and over-simplification which may stem from assuming 
adolescents as mere receivers of social influence. Scholars adopting discourse 
analysis in studies of body politics have illustrated its applicability in their previous 
works, among which Sandra Barky's study on women's body, will be discussed in the 
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next section. Not many works, however, are applying the approach on studies of 
adolescent bodies. To envision the investigation into Hong Kong adolescents' 
appearances, I will introduce the application of discourse analysis. 
VI. Micropolitics of Adolescent Appearance 
As I mentioned previously, discourse produces knowledge and thus serves 
regulative functions on individual adolescents while constituting their appearances as 
performance of subjectivities, which could be achieved through discipline. 
Post-structuralist theory of subject proposes the notion of identity as precariously 
constituted in the discourses of the social whereby it is both determined and 
regulated by the forces of power inherent in a given social formation (Easthope, 
McGowan et.al., 1992.) Exploring subjectivities inevitably leads to concerns raised 
over the discourses and power relations pre-existing before the individuals. In this 
section, the politics involved in discursive discipline over adolescent appearance in 
the line of Foucauldian studies will be under discussion. The application of the term 
'micropolitics' is meaningful in describing the power mechanism in adolescents' daily 
life; this will be illustrated in relevant studies and shown with its conceptual use for 
this study. 
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i. Power and the category of "youth" 
The fundamental emergence of "adolescents" in society is actually a discursive 
production; this segment of population is created and subjects named accordingly. 
"Youth can be understood as part of the process of subdividing and ranking time 
within a segmented (but linear and teleological) model. Youth becomes an artifact 
of disciplinary methods that characterize and utilize categories of person according 
to the stage in the series they are encountering...." (Tait, 2000:87) This seems to 
be in alignment with Foucault's theory on technologies of power. 
Discourse produces knowledge to categorize and name subjects as 
"adolescents," separated from each other yet constantly under surveillance of power. 
"By placing individuals within the disciplinary space and time characteristics of 
schooling, observable differences could then appear." (Tait, 2000: 87) This 
perception of schooling echoes with Foucault's model inspired by the architectural 
design of Bentham, which gives a visible form to understand power and discipline, ‘to 
induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibility that assures the 
automatic functioning of power' (Foucault, 1979). Panopticon is ‘a generalizable 
model of functioning; a way of defining power relations in terms of the everyday life of 
men...' (Foucault, 1977.) Unlike the traditional analysis of power, assumption is 
possessed by a central force higher in the hierarchy and infiltrates individuals and 
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exercised top-down - in forms of relations producing individuals' subjectivity. 
Foucault expands the domain of the politics to include a heterogeneous ensemble of 
power relations operating at the microlevel of society, amongst the very individual 
beings, illustrating how power relations at the microlevel create global effects of 
domination (Sawicki, 1991.) Hence the examination of power relations can be seen 
as a study of ‘micropolitics’ in which even the least significant experience of an 
individual's everyday life is discursively constituted as an exercise of power. 
Disciplining adolescents refer to "the intention to produce adults who can 
manage their own sex." (Tait, 2000:87) By distinguishing between "the body of 
populations and the body of individuals", Foucault draws power into the scene of 
body and society. It means that, as social beings, the body of individuals is 
regulated by various forms of control in line with interest of the population. The 
body of each social subject seems to be private but actually intangible forces are 
operating upon it to secure the interest of the majority. And thus, the body rests 
upon the center of political struggles. 
The artifacts of body performance, the most tangible form of sexual appeal, are 
all tangled with appearances. Adolescents managing their own appearances are 
displaying their bodies and sexualities revealing, a deep connection with their inner 
sexual selves. Power mechanism operates dialectically like a network of struggling 
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relations; adolescent appearances are disciplined via discursive knowledge 
specifically in tiny moments to manage their sexualities, and adolescent sexualities 
are produced to sustain stability of the population's sex. In this study, I will highlight 
the major discourses concurrently circulating in contexts of schooling and media 
consumption in which power operations are vividly manifested. 
ii. Power and individuals 
Technology of power allows discourses to discipline individual adolescents by 
practices, "it makes itself everywhere present and visible; it invents new mechanisms; 
it separates, it immobilizes, it partitions.. .'(Foucault, 1977.) In modern times, 
Foucault suggests there is a new form of discipline which 'invades the body and 
seeks to regulate its very forces and operations, the economy and efficiency of its 
movements' (Bartky, 1988.) 
What was then being formed was a policy of coercions that act upon the body, a 
calculated manipulation of its elements, its gestures, its behavior. The human body 
was entering a machinery of power that explores it, breaks it down and rearranges it. A 
"political anatomy," which was also a "mechanics of power," was being bom; it 
defined how one may have a hold over others' bodies, not only so that they may do 
what one wishes, but so that they may operate as one wishes, with the techniques, the 
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speed and the efficiency that one determines. Thus, discipline produces subjected and 
practiced bodies, "docile" bodies (Foucault, 1979) 
With the he micropolitics of adolescent appearances, discipline intrudes the very 
processes of bodily activity and partitions the body's time, its space, and its 
movements (Foucault, 1979.) Individual adolescents are experiencing power from 
within, believing they are required to act upon certain kind of knowledge (be it from 
media, school or wherever) in managing their bodies and appearances. K is a 
constant negotiation process for adolescents to utilize discursive knowledge to 
decide how their bodies should be presented and behave in a way they feel like 
being themselves. Along this line of conceptualization, the micropolitics of 
adolescent appearance could be analyzed as a constructive project of discourse in 
producing "socially-desirable" youth sexuality, but it is a personal project for each 
individual adolescent as well. For individuals, it is a project of becoming oneself in 
bodily performance and realization of one's sexuality. 
iii. Limitation of discursive power 
According to Foucauldian theory, it seems that individual adolescents are 
rendered as totally incapable of resisting the power and disciplinary practices. In 
fact, this is not the case as Foucault emphasizes "where there is power, there is 
resistance, and yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position of 
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exteriority in relation to power" (Foucault, 1978.) Power relations are never a forced 
coercion. Its domination must be achieved through individual consensus and if one 
finds one's interest clashes with the subject position offered by discourse, resistance 
is likely. At a time when discourse is in circulation, power and fragility are at the 
same time rendered; a regulated way of speaking is open to be challenged by 
another discourse. ‘Docile bodies' are not totally docile because the very process of 
bodily activity is intruded by disciplinary discourses, and people have many chances 
to self-reflect whether their interests are conflicting with discourse (though they are 
constituted by discourses.) 
Numerous discourses are competing to produce different kinds of knowledge 
regimes. Some are more powerful while others are more well-established and 
supported by institutions. There is no absolute certainty as adolescents are subjects 
themselves. For adolescents, it is possible to resist against certain kind of power in 
their own ways. But how would that happen? Would it take place in a form of 
collective resistance? In the following section, I will discuss the sub-cultural approach 
which has dominated youth studies over decades, in an attempt to explore a way to 
study adolescent's resistance in relation to their bodies and appearances. 
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VII. Possibility of Adolescent Resistance? Discussion on Subcultural 
Approach 
The topic of adolescent appearance, is oftentimes associated with a word 
--'style.' People are asking whether they could learn more about the 'intentions' 
behind the 'strange' clothing style and youth fashion trend. It is both interesting and 
awkward to see how the impression emerges? Generally any topic of youth studies 
will soon be associated with rebellious young people who are irritatingly resisting the 
majority of society. In this session, the conceptualization of young people and their 
appearance in the subcultural approach with be discussed in a greater depth. 
Henceforth, the problematic side of the discursive approach will be raised, instead of 
avoided. 
i. What is subculture 
If culture is ‘the whole way of living' or 'maps of meaning,' obviously the key 
word to be emphasized here should be 'sub.' (Barker, 2000) "The defining attribute 
of 'subcultures', then, lies with the way the accent is put on the distinction between a 
particular cultural/social group and the larger culture/society." (Thornton, 1997:5) 
Young people conceptualized as subcultural participants are a 'deviant' group from 
the mainstream and resist being so. In the classical work of Paul Willis (1978) on 
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motorbike boys and the seminal book Resistance Through Rituals by Stuart Hall and 
Jefferson in 1976, subcultural approach is demonstrated as a powerful conceptual 
tool in recognizing the significance of youth culture. Young people did not share 
everything in mainstream culture; they seem to create a different arena, a subterrain 
out of the well-established adult world. It is an important initiation of the CCS 
scholars to place such assurance on the topic of youthfulness in relation to the 
culture/society. It is still worth noting to borrow the very basic vision of the 
subcultural approach, in which the role of young people in culture/society is treated 
seriously as a subject in academic research. 
ii. Style in subcultural approach 
The role of style is linked closely to the identification of young people towards 
the subculture. Style is the organization of objects actively engaged by young people 
who have subjective attitudes incorporated to that particular mode of dress, music or 
other rituals (Barker, 2000.) It is generally viewed as a form of coded 
communication, intelligible to 'insiders,' but foreign to the wider society (Tait, 2000.) 
Subcultural approach seems preoccupied with the way which youth "expresses 
itself." 
It would be my first task to identify a 'map of meanings' attached to the dress 
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codes of a group of young people, if there is a subculture formed within the wider 
cultural theme. In this sense, the way adolescents manage their looks would 
become an object closely analyzed according to its purposes of communication and 
its resisting function for the subcultural participants. However, as mentioned, there 
are several problems with such approach. 
iii. Problems 
The most problematic aspect of subcultural approach is the categories created 
by scholars for the young people studied, since such categorization is a doubtful and 
ambiguous representation despite having become a regime of knowledge like 'truth.' 
And such categorization tends to represent 'deviant' youth, who articulate their 
behavior with their class background and their resistance to the privileged class or 
wider social context. "...Ideology and hegemony has been pivotal in subculture 
theory. It has a tendency to homogenize what can often be quite distinct historical 
or social phenomena. Subcultural theories produce categories like modern 
versions of the juvenile delinquent and the maladjusted schoolchild, which 
normalized these young people and becomes a construct in itself. The dichotomy is 
problematic in a sense that one side is always privileged over the other." (Tait, 2000: 
4) 
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It appears in subcultural approach that young people who have no future (in 
comparison to the elite social class) get their anger expressed by the 'annoying' style 
they created. "All in all, the subcultural youth represents a troubled stage of life, 
powerless, neither adult nor child, its many problems a measure of society's 
dysfunctionality." (Tait, 2000: 4) It is no wonder why people constantly ask me 
whether I am studying groups of young people who dress "alien-liked." They have 
been alienated, but normalized as 'signs of rebellious stage,'. The development of 
subcultural approach somehow constructs a kind of "reality" about adolescent 
appearance. 
iv. Reconceptualize in discursive approach 
My study focuses on the construction of adolescent appearance as a part of 
their "self," which would go into a different direction with subcultural approach. 
Actually it is a project based on discursive approach with hopeful attempts to avoid 
those problems discussed. Instead of analyzing young people's appearance as 
subcultural codes, I prefer a close study of the specific steps in the process of 
subjectivity formation for the adolescents. They may be resisting against something 
from the wider social context, but they are individually dealing with the rich bodily 
meanings circulating in society. Tait (2002:6) suggests, "the style of the 
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self-expressive youth can be reinterpreted as a habitus.... A habitus is formed, in part, 
via the many techniques of self-government associated with the governmental 
construction of certain kinds of person. Thus, style is not the way in which the self is 
expressed, but part of the way in which it is formed." In this sense, the gust of 
question is shifted from the subcultural meaning of young people's style to the 
cultural meaning of style to young people. The shift marks a re-recognition of the 
primary concern towards young people, which would be more consistent to my own 
study aims. 
This also implies, to me, that there is as much value in exploring the 
construction of ordinary youth self through analyzing the subcultural groups. For one 
thing, they are more distant to the wider culture, whereas ordinary and 'problem-less' 
common young people get less attention. Their self-formation processes may not 
threaten any status quo of society. They may not be an interesting focus, but their 
self-perception of appearance and body would assumingly be a significant indication 
of the society's attitudes towards body and sexuality. 
Conclusion 
Before finalizing this session, I would like to summarize the major discussion 
above. There are several problems with the quantitative social constructionist 
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approach in existing research concerning adolescent body images. Another 
‘popular’ approach on young people's appearance, subcultural approach, is also 
theoretically inadequate in certain aspects. By introducing discursive approach to 
study the construction of Hong Kong adolescents' appearance and body, I believe 
the challenges stemming from the basic preconceptions of other approaches could 
be avoided. Nevertheless, discourse is not the ultimate answer to everything. In 
the following section, I will discuss an alternative perspective which should provide a 
more comprehensive and sophisticated blueprint for my investigation. 
VIH. Everyday Life Tactics of Adolescents in Appearance Management 
My present position... is that however dominant a social system may be, the very 
meaning of its domination involves a limitation or selection of the activities it covers, so that 
by definition it cannot exhaust all experience, which therefore always potentially contains 
space for alternative acts and alternative intentions which are not yet articulated as a social 
institution or even project. (Raymond Williams) 
One major criticism on discourse analysis is that it renders subjects to be so 
docile that they cannot escape the disciplinary practices and they have no agency to 
decide for themselves at all. Stuart Hall (1996) criticizes that Foucauldian theory of 
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discourse could not explain how and why particular discourses are 'taken up’ by 
some subjects and not by others, or how a subject produced through disciplinary 
discursive practices can resist power. Other scholars criticize the discursive 
approach of studying adolescents ‘for in cultural studies ethnographic evidence on 
the lives of young people is treated less as a representation of their subjective 
experiences than as an expression of their "subjectivities" - the text, discourses, 
frameworks and social positions through which their lived reality is "spoken" (see 
McRobbie 1994: Ch. 10)' (Muggleton, 2000: 3-4.) 
Underneath these criticisms lies the 'blind spot' of discourse analysis that points 
to the word 'subjectivity.' The crux of the question is the negligence of subjective 
power or agency in discursive context. It would be easy to fall into the critical 
examination of institutional regulative effects from school, media and other discursive 
sites; or the conclusion that adolescents' appearances are merely products of 
various discourses. Their subjectivity appears to be so passive and helplessly 
destined, whereas their appearance is bound to be discursive formation in order to 
let themselves become subjects. To me, however, this is an important signal to step 
into the discursive theories and proceed further. In this section, I will integrate the 
late Foucauldian concept "technologies of the self and Michel De Certeau's concept 
of "discursive tactics" into the discourse analysis of adolescent appearance 
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constitution. 
i. Technologies and Tactics, Foucault and De Certeau 
After all, the very basic of my concern - the human individuals and their 
everyday life, should be really examined and closely understood on a personal basis 
to explain how discursive constitution of subjectivities in real life takes place. There 
is so much multiplicity and complexity of discourses for adolescents seeking to 
achieve formation of subjectivities that activation of the individuals is required by 
drawing self-knowledge from subject positions. That becomes a continuous 
process of constructing self - a trivial, practical and personal life-long project. In 
late Foucauldian theory, this project is conceptualized as technologies of self. Such 
daily project involves substantial participation of the individual as every decision of 
acts/practices means conforming with or resisting the discursive direction. 
Individuals are not bound to be powerless if they are creative enough to make 
"spaces" within the discursive terrain for themselves. This engagement in everyday 
tactics of practices is conceptualized by Michel de Certeau as discursive tactics. In 
the last part of this section, I will demonstrate how these two approaches of Foucault 
and De Certeau could be integrated to supplement each other and fill up the gap left 
by discourse analysis and, more importantly, to envision this study about the 
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adolescent self in politics of appearance. 
ii. Taking care of the self 
For Foucault, ethics is how one recognizes oneself as a subject for oneself 
involved in practices of self-constitution, recognition and reflection. The concept of 
ethics is a different locus with the concept of moral. Moral is more like external 
forces guiding one to be proper, to be ‘all right' within the social context. But ethics 
is the local reflections and practices by which one deals with oneself in everyday life. 
For adolescents, there are quite a lot regulations and guiding principles for how they 
should live and perform, particularly obvious from school and media. That is the 
moral aspect that concerns their being, but on ethical aspect it is how they 
individually live with these moral requirements, how they create space for themselves 
to grow into a unique person under all those moral discourses. 
Foucault conceptualizes this as "technologies of the self," which is "related to 
the specific techniques that human beings use to understand themselves." 4 
Technologies of the self - which permit individuals to effect by their own means or 
with the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, 
thoughts, conduct, and way of being - help transform themselves in order to attain a 
4 According to Foucault, there are four major types of these "technologies." Each of them a matrix of practical 
reason: (1) technologies of production, (2) technologies of sign systems, (3) technologies of power, (4) 
technologies of the self. 
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certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (Foucault, 
1988:18.) 
This concern with self-production (which is also a discursive practice) is 
centered on the question of ethics as a mode of 'care of the self.' To take care of the 
self, an individual adolescent needs to pay attention to the 'government of others and 
the government of oneself； The techniques of caring lead the subjects ‘to focus 
attention on themselves, to decipher, recognize and acknowledge themselves as 
subjects of desire' (Foucault, 1985:5.) This explains why discourses, which are 
independent to the individual, are ways by which adolescents constitute themselves 
and bring their selves into being. For adolescent subjects, undergoing all these 
self-constitutive projects on a regular basis becomes their everyday task in 
understanding who they are and how they should act and perform. 
The most explicit daily practice in 'taking care the self is the management of 
body and appearance. The techniques involved in recognizing and affirming 
oneself within the very broad range of circulating discourses would eventually lead to 
one's subjective being. Appearance management also requires as much attention 
and techniques, and it is regarded as representation of self or medium of 
communicating self. It manifests its special role in the whole set of technologies of 
self. With overwhelming emphasis of appearance management in consumption 
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culture, it is unsurprising that government of others' appearances and the 
government of one's own appearance has become a bizarre way of 'care of the self.' 
Emotions of morality and questions of ethics take the form of appearance 
management and are an indispensable component of 'technologies of the self.' 
Although the linkage between appearance and self is by itself discursively formed 
with this specific context, the discursive practice of self-constitution involving 
appearance management is undeniably significant and meaningful to be studied. 
How would those technologies of the self in the form of appearance management 
take place practically in everyday life of the adolescent subjects? What are the 
specific techniques used by them to create their own looks and selves? 
iii. Tactics in life 
Michel de Certeau argues that individuals, though remaining within the 
framework of prescribed syntax, are 'heterogeneous to the systems in which they 
infiltrate and sketch out their guileful ruses of different interests and desires. 
Individuals come and go, and drift over an imposed terrain and there are different 
movements making use of the elements of the terrain. (De Certeau, 2000: 167.) 
'Making use’ can be in strategic or tactical ways. While strategies involve creation 
of space with proper locus that has relation to power, tactics are the ways for the 
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weak: 
"A tactic is a calculated action determined by the absence of a proper locus. No 
delimitation of an exteriority, then, provides it with the condition necessary for 
autonomy. The space of a tactic is the space of the Other. Thus it must play on 
with a terrain imposed on it and organized by the law of a foreign power. It 
does not have the means to keep to itself, at a distance, in a position of 
withdrawal, foresight, and self-collection It operates within isolated actions, 
blow by blow. It takes advantage of "opportunities" and depends on them, being 
without any base where it could stockpile its winnings, build up its own position, 
and plan raids" (De Certeau, 2000: 169.) 
Tactics are so mobile that an individual must pay attention carefully to 'seize on 
the wing the possibilities that offer themselves at any given moment.' Whenever 
there are ‘the cracks that particular conjunctions open in the surveillance of the 
proprietary powers,' creative use of tactics allows the individual to assert their own 
ways with the discursive terrain. 
As discussed previously, adolescents are living with the regulative discourses 
that govern them to sustain the power relations, which serve for the good of 
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institutions. However, these discursive regulations are not always flawlessly 
complete. The discursive terrain of body and appearance, by any chance, would 
have disjunctive cracks which allow individuals to use tactics. The clever little tricks 
are actually discursive practices that manipulate the existing resources. One 
example is the daily presentation of bodies in school uniforms. The external foreign 
power in this case is the school regulations and punishment system; adolescent 
students who are the weak ones, still got their own way to live with these regulations 
and preserve something for themselves. They like to wear sweaters on top of their 
uniforms, even in hot summer times. Teachers and parents have no way to stop 
them though they think it is uncomfortable and abnormal. As those sweaters are 
permitted in cool weather, students do not really violate the school regulations but 
irritate the dominant power relations. Some specific tactics in adolescents' 
everyday life may be out of others' imagination as it is difficult to understand the real 
daily experience without the sight of the subjects, as well as the trap of my own 
position which bounds me to be an outsider. This is the reason why I have tried to 
get into their world and read from their subjective experience of being an adolescent 
in Hong Kong, to document the cultural dynamics between regulations and self 
manifested in politics of adolescent appearance. 
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IX. Possibilities in Research (Theoretical Framework) 
As a concluding section, I will attempt to illustrate the theoretical map of 
possible research framework and direction, with discursive approach, for a goal of 
understanding Hong Kong adolescents' appearances in greater depth. 
What I am going to do in this study is not merely a supplementation of 
information on how the media exerts influence onto young people and socializes 
them with certain body values. In fact, I have discussed the face of such approach, 
of which linear conceptualization defines the passive role of adolescents. These 
problems over-simplify the phenomena by stressing too much the effect of media on 
adolescents' body concepts while contradictorily making too little effort in close 
reading of media content. Subtle influences are ignored; adolescents make no 
voices in those researches, and there is a lack of concern over schooling and 
courtship in relation to adolescent's appearances. Overall, it seems like discarding 
the living context of adolescents, who are mere faceless subjects in those studies, in 
which their appearances and bodies become an object of analysis. I could not 
really answer the question posed in the first section of this chapter, that is, how they 
are involving in the construction of their appearances and under what extent of 
socio-cultural forces within their own lives? 
To avoid the problems, and to explore what is left unanswered, I try to introduce 
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discursive approach as a theoretical guide in my investigation. The emphasis of the 
approach on discursive practices of bodies under regulations and discipline provides 
a solid theoretical base for investigation into adolescents' own daily experiences as a 
subject living with so many meanings (regulative or not.) And the perspective of 
institutions utilizing discourses, power mechanism working from down to top, the 
diversity and concurrency of circulating discourses, has driven me to reconsider what 
the approach should be used in my own study. 
In reference to subcultural approach and theory of discursive tactics, I have 
found my way to conceptualize adolescents' appearances as a form of resistance to 
mainstream/adult culture. I reckon the applicability of subcultural perspective on my 
study for there is a conscious ritual of 'affiliates' to express their social statements 
through a collective style, with a delicate selection of dress codes. To me, such 
resistance is more "strategic" as in De Certeau's theoretical terms, it is more likely to 
happen wKh systematic planning. However, I am more interested in studying 
ordinary young people in Hong Kong mostly students under quite restrictive 
regulations. In their daily lives, moments of discursive junctures provide them 
opportunities to use tactics against the dominating forces, and make their 
environment a bit easier for them. 
In this research project, I will go into details to look at what regulative meanings 
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about appearances are circulating in school and media contexts, which formulates a 
web of lively experience of adolescent subjects, and in turn reproduce themselves 
subjectivity through self-activation of these meanings. The interaction between 
adolescent subjects with the discourses, between different discourses, between 
adolescents of different socio-cultural positions, will be explored for deeper 
interpretation. 
There is a tendency to render subjects as 'docile bodies' under discourses, 
especially when the subjects are 'traditionally' considered as powerless and passive 
in governing their bodies. Adolescents are of this position in studies of different 
areas. Yet 丨 would try to explore the possibility of their active role in constructing their 
appearances with regard to discursive power over them. I do not consider the 
disciplinary practices totally dominating over Hong Kong adolescents; I’ however, am 
not denying the fact that school and media are major discursive agents in governing 
their appearances too. To sum up, there is space in adolescents' lives to create their 
own way of appearance management and various body projects. The chapters will 
further explore and answer the multi-layers of the question. 
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[Chapter Three: Methodology] 
Introduction 
In the last chapter, I have gone through some major theoretical approaches 
which other studies were built upon.丨 found a tendency of existing research to 
consider adolescents as passive receiver of media and other social influences in 
construction of appearance and body management. Therefore I introduce 
discursive approach to trigger the conceptualization of "social influence” into floating 
blocs of discourses which regulates individuals to actualize certain kinds of 
subjectivities. I would like to explore that, in the real experience of Hong Kong 
adolescents, whether the constitutional impact of discourses are taking power over 
their appearances. If that is possible to draw an outlining map to study the most 
significant agents of discourse circulation in their lives, I would analyze the 
relationship between the discourses and adolescents. Are there any joints in the 
discursive terrain? Are they possible in self-construction of adolescent appearance? 
This chapter is an attempt to bridge the theoretical and the empirical. With the 
theoretical tools built upon discursive approach, necessarily I have to combine them 
with appropriate methods before I 'intrude' to adolescents' life-world. In the first 
place I would clearly outline the theoretical framework of this study, and then briefly 
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discuss the approaches and methods used and recommended by other researchers. 
Also I would talk about my choice of qualitative methods and how that relates to my 
whole project of studying adolescent appearance, lastly, how 丨 reach my informants. 
Theoretical Framework 
An individual adolescent is situated in the culture where discourses circulated 
diversely, they are invited to take up various subject positions for appearance 
management. They activate and respond to discourses, and carry out their body 
projects in daily lives. Media and Schooling are the two major blocs of 
dissemination of meanings of body and appearance. The meanings are 
institutionalized, both in language form and in social practices, to discipline the 
adolescents. There is no totalizing effect of these discourses, meanings are 
competing against and supplementing each other at different specific contexts. The 
individual adolescent is constantly negotiating with the discourses about body and 
appearance, not only with those from school and media, but also from their close 
relations and other institutions. Therefore, the ways s-he manages appearance, are 
complicated production of both his/her "self as well as discursive impact. Also, the 
ways s-he treats his/her appearance becomes kind of social practices which may in 
turn constitute the adolescent culture. In spite of being disciplined, within the 
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context of regulative life world, the individual adolescent does not merely choose 
from what offered by discourses, s-he could make use of tactics in specific moments 
in which "self overrides prescriptive meanings of body and appearance. My role 
would be, trying to explore the pattern of adolescents' experiences in negotiating with 
discursive meanings of appearance and how they practice their own management 
projects of appearances. As an 'intruder； I consider my interviews with these 
adolescents as dialectic interaction and also a kind of experience of them in talking 
about their appearances. 
Foundation of Research Methods 
"The basis of our consciousness of self is the abiding fact that without a world 
we would not have such a consciousness, and without this consciousness no world 
would exist for us. What occurs in this contact is life, not a theoretical process; it is 
what we call an experience... So the I is not a spectator who sits in front of the 
world's stage, but is involved in actions and counteractions in which the same 
actualities are over-whelmingly experienced whether kings figure in them or fools 
and clowns. This is why no philosopher could ever persuade those involved that 
everything was appearance or show and not reality." (Wilhelm Dilthey) 
"But cultural studies is not just about theoreis or texts: it deals with lived experiences, 
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and with the intersections of social structures, systems of representation, and subjectivities -
intersections which are, of course, relations of mutual constitution. Here it does matter if the 
interpretation does not fit experience. “ (Janet Wolff) 
I start off this section by two important quotations. The concept of "experience" 
is highly emphasized and made to be central focus of cultural theories. This is 
undeniably important to my study, that when I investigate the topic of adolescent 
appearance, the whole thing is hinged to the materialistic, bodily experience of my 
real subjects. They have to be treated as real people, and their practices on 
appearance are all subjective experience in their lives. However, what constitutes 
their experiences on appearance? And how should 丨 approach the all-loose 
experiences shared by adolescents? I turn to seek reference from several research 
projects with similar research purpose of mine. 
In last chapter,丨 have discussed the inadequacy of media interpretation in 
existing researches concerning adolescents and their body images. Henceforth, I 
suggest close reading of media text but avoid analyzing text at the expense of the 
dialectics between texts and adolescent subjectivities. Angela McRobbie (1993) 
advocates researchers to "turn away from the temptation to read more and more 
from the cultural products and objects of consumption." The importance of 
analyzing and interpreting textual meaning is not denied, "such a turning-away does 
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not mean being against interpretation, rather it means examining all of those 
processes which accompany the production of meaning in culture, not just the 
end-product: from where it is socially constructed to where it is socially deconstructed 
and contested, in the institutions, practices and relationships of everyday life around 
us" (McRobbie, 1993: 83.) It is necessary to have textual analysis of media 
representations about appearances, as a starting point to discuss the experience of 
adolescents in consuming, reading and referring to these texts as a significant aspect 
of their living experience. 
Another major component of this study is the investigation of adolescents' 
experience of school life and its discursive constitution on their appearances. 
Sandra Bartky (1992) tries to bridge the gap by applying Foucauldian theory of 
discipline on female body. She finds that femininity is constituted by various 
discourses and women have their unique ways of becoming 'docile bodies.' 
Demonstrating how the very process of managing female bodies are actually 
discursive disciplines, Bartky raises examples like mastering good skincare 
constrains women's timetable as if they were schoolchildren or prisoners. Women's 
gesture, posture, movement, and general bodily comportment are far more restricted 
and each aspect directing them to be feminine is producing a '"subjected and 
practiced," inferiorized, body... an oppressive and inegalitarian system of sexual 
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subordination.' This is because power is exerting control to more specific and finer 
movements and space of bodies, that bodily appearance (micro level) become a 
major site of disciplinary practices to facilitate social control of female sexuality 
(macro level.) I would like to approach adolescent subjectivities in the same 
manner, to explore how the specific actions, responsive practices on appearances 
are constitution produced by school disciplinary practices. 
Nevertheless, I would go further beyond the single direction of investigating how 
adolescent appearance is constituted. On the other way round, I consider the 
practices of adolescents in school context have made changes to the meaning 
system, the discursive terrain. The tactics they carry out in combating with the 
disciplinary practices, though not refuting the whole system, but are subversive 
enough to produce "self-concept" which is quite different from the prescribed "self." 
Appearance is a little site on which individual adolescent are being disciplined but 
also exercise self-control and self-realization. Their experience of resistance at 
specific moments, would be significant constitution of alternative discourses 
concerning their own and other adolescents' bodies and appearances. 
Research Questions 
In this study, I would explore three basic areas: discourses circulating in Hong 
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Kong culture in regard of adolescent appearance and body, namely media and 
school discourses; the embodiment of disciplinary practices by adolescents and 
their appearance management practices; as well as discursive tactics of 
adolescent subjects. The following is an elaborate account of my research 
questions. 
1. On media: How do media act as sites that create and circulate discourses on 
adolescent appearance? What cultural meanings are stabilized and carried 
by the mediated images of "celebrities"? How does the liking or disliking of 
such celebrities constitute the subjective experience of adolescents? 
2. On school: How do school authorities perform disciplinary practices on 
adolescent appearances? What are the power relations involved? What 
patterns of subjectivities of adolescent are produced? Particular attention 
will be paid to whether and how school authorities and the media conflate in 
disciplining adolescent appearances. 
3. On management strategies: What practices of appearance management do 
adolescents use vis-a-vis the disciplinary practices as researched in 1. and 2.1 
In particular, how do they perceive the "physical/sexual attractiveness" of 
their own sex and the opposite sex? 
What discursive tactics do they use in their everyday appearance to tackle 
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with the disciplinary practices? The central issue here lies on an inquiry of 
their self-constitution or exertion of autonomy. 
The goal of this study, ultimately is to discover the cultural patterns of adolescent 
subjectivities under the theme of 'politics of appearance.' Exploring these three 
areas contributes to a documentary profile of the discursive regulations and tactics, 
but I would emphasize significantly the subjective bodily experience of adolescents. 
Therefore, these explorations would be used as a platform on which the ultimate 
research question can be answered: what are the sexual subjectivities of Hong Kong 
adolescents who live through all these discursive constitution and techniques of self? 
Are Hong Kong adolescents subject to disciplinary discursive impact about 
appearance? Do media and other social forces beyond their self-determination 
construct their bodily appearances? If not, are they self-creators who are managing 
their appearances in their very unique ways? At what positions are adolescents 
taking in the cultural dynamics of appearance and body construction? Do they, 
literally possess and control their appearances and bodies? What are the social 
contexts that they can assert self-control on appearances and what contexts do they 
have to be surveilled and regulated? 
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My Approach 
Experience of subjective life world is emphasized in analyzing discursive 
constitution of adolescent appearance. In view of this,丨 would further focus on 
studying the discursive impact of schooling and media texts of teenage idols' 
appearances. 
I take media consumption as subjective experience of adolescents, but it is 
rather vague to develop a concrete method. For adolescents who are actively 
engaging in textual consumption of media figures, particularly the images of stars 
(mostly pop singers, TV or movie stars,) these bodies and appearances are 
meaningful sources of knowledge. I would start off with brief analysis of these star 
texts, with supportive clues from my adolescent informants to trace the system of 
meanings, the regime of knowledge produced by these texts, and the discourses 
(interwoven by these texts) regarding appearances. They are like contour lines on 
the map of adolescents' minds. Special attention would be paid on the emotions 
attached to these bodies and appearances shown on different media (mainly 
magazines, TV show, MTV and movies.) The subjective feelings, whether it is liking 
or disliking, has significant indication of the reading pattern of adolescents. This I 
suppose should reveal much about the meanings of media discourse, as part of the 
discursive web, to the adolescents. 
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As another major component of ordinary Hong Kong youth life, schools are 
places full of regulations (both explicated ones and subtle ones.) Attempt to 
interpret school regulative discourse and adolescent appearances would easily turn 
out to be a study of the disciplinary language and practices. To avoid this, I would 
include only a brief description of school regulations collected from my informants， 
and have two telephone interviews with secondary school teachers. This 
information serves as a base for understanding the general context of school life in 
regulating students' appearances. For what the most important is not how these 
regulations discipline, but how they constitute a meaning system for these 
adolescents to regard themselves as different subjects and how should they look. I 
would try to pick out hints from informants, if there are patterns of relationship 
between their subject positions, appearances and the discourses circulated within 
school context. It should be possible to point out the activation of meanings 
prescribed by school, as well as the moments of resistance for individual's 
appearances. 
Intertextuality of media and school discourses will also be analyzed, but not in a 
sheer manner of interpretation. To this project, the intertextual meanings on bodies 
and appearances are only valuable when they are making sense to adolescents' 
subjectivities. From the experiences shared by informants, it should be possible to 
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find the complication of the discursive terrain, whereas many different meanings may 
compete or supplement each other and they all mingle in adolescents' l ives.丨 just 
try to articulate the meanings of these meanings to my informants, who contextually 
take up particular discourses at the expense of others. It is also possible that these 
meanings are re-produced by adolescents, who take up elements from discourses 
and co-construct appearances with the social world. 
Drawing out the lines of knowledge system and disciplinary practices, would 
inform only the perceptional experience of adolescents, the discussion would easily 
float on the air without really touching the 'real bodies.' Henceforth, I must focus on 
the experience of daily appearance management, on the specific ways they polish 
themselves and present their bodies socially. This would be a thread lining up the 
web of meanings (be it prescribed or learnt,) on two levels: firstly, these specific acts 
are embodiments of their subjectivities, are products of discursive constitutions by 
media, school and other institutions; and from these substantial living experience of 
treating appearances, it can manifest the negotiating process of individual 
adolescents in activating discursive knowledge to actualize their bodily existence and 
facilitate their interaction with the social world. On the second level, their 
experiences are another way of studying discourse, their appearances are discourse 
circulating in their life world, having impact on not merely their peers but also 
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constituting the society's knowledge of adolescence and adolescent bodies. 
In this sense, the experiences of creating their own looks are adolescents' 
discursive impact. This would relate to discursive tactics they use to combat with 
the disciplinary practices from school and media discourses. There are 
spontaneous moments where they resist against the disciplines, although that are 
not strategic move, they try to have tactics for easier lives in which they preserve 
some kind of autonomy to their appearances. No one could deny, there tactical 
moves create some alternative meanings, be that subversive or not, to the 
institutional contexts which try to discipline them. They could reverse the power 
mechanism with specific tactics. I would illustrate these tactics and the specific 
moments of realizing them by picking out the lines from the stories my informants tell. 
Qualitative Method 
As discussed, the existing literature tends to generalize real experience of 
young people to induce simplified interpretation of the social world. This has much 
relevance to the theoretical foundation as well as the designation of acquiring data 
for analysis. Quantitative methods are mostly used in research of media influence 
on adolescent body image. This relies on predetermined categories of analysis, in 
this case, the age of study group, the amount of time in media use, the scale of body 
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satisfaction, etc. "Quantitative methods....require the use of standardized 
measures so that the varying perspectives and experiences of people can be fit into 
a limited number of predetermined response categories to which numbers are 
assigned" (Patten, 1999.) The predetermined categories provide a well-defined 
boundary for interpretation, within which researcher could conduct investigation to a 
broad sample size and achieve significantly representative findings. The data is 
valuable in terms of its validity and generalizability, but the depth of information is at 
the expense. Individual differences among the adolescent subjects could not be 
recognized, that is their "varying perspectives and experiences" which could not be 
shaped and fitted into presumed responses. In this study,丨 would go for qualitative 
approach in fieldwork with less constrained methods, semi-structured interview with 
adolescent subjects, supplementary interview with schoolteachers, and 
documentation of media texts and school regulations. 
Ethnographic Interview and Documentation of Textual Materials 
The empirical investigation is structured to incorporate certain skills for deeper 
understanding of the subjective world of adolescent informants. Ten interviews are 
conducted at the informants' home, at which they show me the settings of their 
bedrooms or their private space. These informants feel easier to share with me 
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their collection of posters and photographs of their idols. They also let me see their 
uniforms and photographs they like, which forms a substantial imagery of their 
description on school life and their self-concept. For other interviewees, they are 
not willing to bring me home, one interview is conducted at the informants' school, 
others at cafe or restaurants they chose to meet me. I would approach these 
informants for second or even third interviews, to familiarize myself and have 
smoother dialogues with them. As I am seeing them somewhere outside their home 
or schools, the ways they dress themselves give me important information of their 
appearance management strategies. This would be helpfully supplementing the 
self-narratives they make during the interviews. 
As mentioned in the first chapter, I have visited two secondary schools in my 
pilot studies of sex education in Hong Kong. In interviewing Ah Lam,丨 have been to 
her school and talked to her teacher as well. It is important to note here that, the 
ethnographic experience of observation at secondary schools consolidate the 
analysis of discourse. Since documentation of school regulations on adolescent 
appearance is abstracted and analyzed as disciplinary practices, the textual material 
should be contextualized into the site where the disciplinary practices are executed. 
In the semi-structured interviews, adolescent subjects are invited to talk about 
their appearance in several aspects. Firstly I ask general questions of, how do they 
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perceive their own appearance, what is the importance of appearance to them, how 
do they manage their appearance daily, and their perceived impression for other 
people. This part would inform about their self-concepts and attitudes towards 
physical appearance. The second focal point would be the media images of 
celebrities, to ask why they fancy their idols, their experience of liking or disliking any 
mediated appearance, and the types of appearances of celebrities that they 
appreciate. The discursive meanings of physical attractiveness and their reading of 
mediated appearance would be useful to trace the constitutive effect of media texts. 
The third part focuses on their experiences of living in school, the regulations of 
appearance they have to observe in school, their opinion towards those regulations, 
their interaction with the schoolmates in appearance management, and their 
resistance towards the regulations and schoolteachers. 
Apart from analysis of the school regulations, I check with two school teachers 
on their perception towards the relationship between these regulations and their 
students. Also they are invited to talk about their experience and reflections on 
executing the regulations. One female schoolteacher is younger and has been 
teaching for 2 years, another male teacher is more experienced and has taught in 
several different schools. 
Chang's research of Taiwanese lesbians' campus memory (2000) stressed to 
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the readers that, interviews with the subjects are a process of re-constructing their 
experiences. That means, the experiences of adolescents are "happened" and 
recalled in the interviews. Since I am not engaging in the school context and 
scenarios of their media consumption, I could not treat the information retrieved as 
"reality." The real experiences of school discipline or resistance to regulations do 
not emerge during interview. Therefore, it is necessary to be aware about my role 
as an interviewer, the only instruction of research whom would cause intervention to 
the interviews. Parker and Song (1995) have illustrated the different attitude of a 
particular ethnic group towards the same interviewer, who's identity is of dual 
heritage. Some interviewees may distant themselves and feel insecure to reveal 
much information whereas some subjectively believes that the interviewer would be 
sympathetic about their ambiguous ethnic identity. This is what I have to pay 
particular attention to, the uncertain dynamics between interviewer and the 
interviewees. 
This also suggests that, I should take the talk about media text of appearances 
as a kind of experience co-constructed by the adolescents and myself as interviewer. 
I am concerned that, some informants may not be able to talk freely about the reason 
they fancy their idols, or reveal their desire by explaining their attraction towards 
media's appearance. The constructed elements of these informations should be 
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taken into account in my analysis. Just as a sociologist researcher who are doing 
cross-racial interviews said, "I am convinced that this self-reflective method of 
constructing knowledge is more compelling and reliable than standard, detached 
ways of knowing. I know that my understanding of these women's lives w川 always 
be partial, incomplete and distorted. I also know that the Black women did not likely 
report the same things to me as they would have to a Black interviewer, but that dos 
not make their accounts any less true. If the tasks of sociology is to understand the 
multiple intersections between social structure and biographies, then the many ways 
in which we see ourselves and our relationships to others should be part of 
sociological accounts" (Andersen, 1993.) The information given by the adolescent 
subjects, though may be distorted by my role in the interviews, reveal the interactions 
between them and the society and the way they relate themselves to others. 
Since much emphasis is put on the subject experience of adolescent bodies, in 
consuming mediated appearance and living with school regulations, supplementary 
documentation of the texts would be included. This is to provide an illustration of 
the discursive products in which meanings are embedded and being 'used' by 
adolescent subjects. The preferred appearances of celebrities and media figures 
would be presented, and at appropriate times support and elaborate interview data. 
School regulations on appearance management would be presented and analyzed, 
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with reference to the viewpoints of schoolteachers who execute them. 
As a brief summary, I would list the methods used in my study in table format to 
show their functions in exploring the areas concerned in my research questions: 
Media School Management Strategies 
• Textual Material • Textual Material • Observation 
(posters and (School regulations (observe the 
photographs as documented in appearance, the 
provided by appendice) apparels and 
informants, • Observation (School clothing items of 
supplemented by visits) informants) 
media search of • Semi-structured • Semi-structured 
images mentioned Interview (with Interview 
by informants) adolescent subjects 





Table 3.1 Objects and Related Methods of Analyses 
Reaching Informants 
Sampling of informants is commenced along two dimensions: the condition of 
schooling and appearance. I look for adolescent subjects ranging from the age of 
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13 to 19, with an attempt to diversify the social and cuKural background of subjects. 
I tried to identify samples along the dimensions to ensure a wealth of detailed 
information rich enough to compare and contrast the life experiences within the 
group of informants. These teenage subjects are with all of them from secondary 
schools, except one dropped out case who has been working full-time for a few years. 
Varying to an extent that supposedly indicates contrast between different subject 
positions held. All of them are approached by referral from people they knowl 
I have raised in the previous chapters that, schooling and media are important 
institutions that young people involve in their daily life. Yet as pools of discursive 
meanings the two institutions have intriguing and complex interaction on the process 
of producing adolescent subjectivities. For every unique individual youth, their 
appearances are an intersecting site of which discursive meanings of institutions 
negotiate with the subject, their appearance management strategies are practices 
of embodiment of these institutionally prescribed and individually reconciled 
meanings. In light of this, I tried to look for teenagers whose appearances show 
different level of maintenance versus their different school background，with 
consideration on the diversity of styles and their observable features in terms of 
appearances. The difference of school background demonstrates a range of 
5 It should be noted that fake names are used but the information of subjects' 
background is real. 
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variation in terms of the schools' disciplining style. International schools are less 
strict in terms of written regulations enforced upon students. Local schools vary in 
degree of regulative practices by many factors, yet it is generally prevalent that 
schools with better reputation, higher standard of requirement in admission of 
students and classified as higher rank in Hong Kong's school system are more 
regulative (or their regulations are stricter and more effective) in terms of appearance 
management on students. Therefore 丨 try to look for young people from different 
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Figure 3.1 Mapping informants on th( low Maintenance 5 
of Appearance 
In expectation, though the sample size is relatively small, the depth of interviews 
should reveal more specified and insightful experience shared by the adolescent 
subjects. The diversified background may not be informative for direct comparison 
and generalization of the generation (teenagers in year 2000,) but if patterns of 
management strategies, collective structure and shared experiences could be found 
in their practices of appearance, that means much to my understanding of youth 
culture in Hong Kong. 
In the following table I have summarized the characteristics and general 
information related to the social cultural background of my interviewees. Such 
listing does not mean to facilitate an inquiry of the impact of these status on these 
subjects, they are not to be treated as social variables causing particular activities on 
the appearance management. The information would be helpful for interpretation of 
the social and cultural locations of the individuals who talk to me, so that 丨 could 
grasp better understanding into their life experiences. 
Age Sex Class School Characteristics 
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Bi 18 F Lower Government Subsidized/ Not too feminine, 
Band 2/ Co-ed active, outgoing 
Yim 17 F Upper-L Catholic/ Government Feminine, passive 
ower Subsidized/ Band 3/ Co-ed 
Erika 15 F Middle Government Subsidized/ Feminine, active, very 
Band 3/ Co-ed outgoing, rebellious 
Polly 15 F Middle Private and Famous/ Band Feminine, a bit 
1/ Girls passive, very good 
academic performance 
Ah B 14 F Upper-L Government Subsidized/ Not feminine, very 
ower Band 5/ Co-ed passive 
Nancy 19 F Lower Government Subsidized/ Feminine 
Band 4/ Co-ed 
i 
Sonia 16 F Lower- Catholic/ Government Over-weight, outgoing 
Middle Subsidized/ Band 2/ Co-ed 
Jackson 17 M Middle Government Subsidized/ Not too masculine, 
Band 1/ Co-ed ear-pierced 
Jerry 19 M Lower- Springboard Program/ Not too Masculine, a bit 
Middle Co-ed passive 
Fiona 17 F Upper- International School/ Feminine, active 
Middle Co-ed 
Boys 14 M Lower Government Subsidized/ Not too masculine, 
Band 4/ Co-ed passive 
Shirley 16 F Upper-L Government Subsidized/ Trendy, feminine, very 
ower Band 2/ Girls outgoing 
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Ronald 17 M Upper- International School/ Not too masculine, 
Middle Co-ed active 
Yen 13 F Lower New Government TB, single-parent 
School/Co-ed family 
Ah Lam 15 F Lower Government Subsidized/ Recent Immigrant, 
Band 3/ Co-ed mature thinking 
Sour 17 M Lower Unemployed Masculine, Tattooed 
Table 3.2 Socio-Cultural Background of Informants 
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[Chapter Four: Media Discourse and Adolescent Experience of Consuming 
Media Images] 
In this chapter I am going to investigate a major question: what kind of 
subjective adolescent experience does consumption of mediated appearance 
constitute? And in another way round, how do adolescent subjects experience the 
consumption of celebrities' images and construct their subjective world of living in 
relation to their appearance? For today's adolescents, media consumption has 
been part of their daily life since they were born. As an indispensable site of 
disseminating, circulating and practicing social meanings about appearance, media 
is responsible for producing knowledge through some regulated ways of representing 
appearance and body, with specific use of language, image and social practices. 
Therefore, media is another institution in the discursive terrain, commencing the 
constitutive work for adolescent appearance with varying degree of its discursive 
impact. 
Media is publicly accessed although audience can selectively expose 
themselves to different content. This implies that adolescents can attend to similar 
or different media resources to retrieve 'knowledge' about appearances. Media 
appears to be more distant to adolescents, whereas more interpersonal 
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communication is carried out in school, family and among peers. But it is a key site 
of circulating social discourse in a larger scale, and adolescents consume the images 
of appearance and body displayed constantly. It has been argued that models and 
celebrities were the targets of social comparisons for physical attributes among 
adolescents (Jones, 2001.) What is the role of those media images of stars in 
adolescent's world? How do they experience the popular culture's depiction of 
appearance and body through consuming the images? In this chapter,丨 wni 
specifically discuss the role of media functioning in the micropolitics of adolescent 
appearance. 
In the interviews, I asked adolescents to talk about the media figures they like 
and dislike, how they regard the appearances and bodies of those stars, and how 
they 'make use’ of these images of appearances and bodies in their own living 
experience. In the following analysis, I would try to describe the pattern of all these 
adolescent experiences of consuming mediated appearance, supplemented by 
textual analysis of the images they managed to provide. In this way, I attempt to 
analyze the relationship between media's discourses and adolescent subjectivities 
concerning appearance, as well as suggest the role of media within the discursive 
terrain. 
The interviews suggest that adolescent subjects have diversified consumption 
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preferences of media images. To describe the pattern of experiences, I have divided 
the chapter into two major sessions. In the first session, three particular cases are 
discussed to highlight some representative functions of consuming mediated images. 
The constructive effort of the three adolescent subjects, in reading and reproducing 
meanings for their own worlds, will be the main focus. In the second session, the 
experiences of consuming media images would be interpreted from the theoretical 
angle of gender performativity. The cases collected aim to demonstrate the specific 
dialectic exchanges between the prescriptive meanings or knowledge established by 
media and the adolescent subjects. The 'effects' of mediated images are not totally 
deterministic, as suggested in some cases that, different background and life style of 
young people could make much difference in their reception pattern. Finally I will try 
to conclude with a more general outline of adolescents' reading pattern of images of 
celebrities' appearance. 
Patterns of Experience: Consuming Media and Constitution of Appearance 
During the interviews, adolescent subjects were invited to talk about their 
preferences of idols, performers or 'stars': why some of the looks and appearances 
are liked or disliked; how they perceive all the representations of appearance in 
media; and what are the prevailing ways to speak of certain types of physical images. 
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Each of the performers embodies a certain kind of attractive appearance, and their 
physical images represent different categories of desirable objects. I would note the 
different perceptions attractiveness by these adolescent subjects, in order to trace 
the dynamics between their subjectivities and their selected icons. 
As discussed in Chapter 3，the informants are sampled by the criteria of their 
appearance and school background. Media use is not presumed in selection 
criteria because the degree of engaging in media images is difficult to be observed 
objectively until ethnographic interpretation is conducted. The following cases are 
structured to illustrate the different experiences according to the level of appearance 
management. The first case discussed is Sonia, who tends to subscribe little 
meanings from the media icons she fancied on her own appearance management, 
but she has intensive engagement in consuming the images of attractive appearance 
of pop stars. Shirley and Jackson are both highly aware of their own appearance 
and have constant maintenance. However, they have different beliefs behind their 
management strategy, which has much relation to their preferred media images. 
Through the depiction of their experience, I attempt to put forward three distinctive 
consumption patterns of adolescents on media images. While Shirley makes use of 
the images to substantiate a differentiated self-concept, Jackson relies on other 
images to project a path of future career for himself and Sonia releases her fantasy 
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by consumption of media's objects of desire. 
Appearance Management Level 
<-*Shirley--*Jackson *Erika/Bi--*Yim/Ronald-*Sonia/Ah Lam 
High Low 
Table 4.1 Scale of appearance management level of some adolescent subjects 
Escapade 
Sonia's room is occupied by posters, photographs, books, newspaper dippings 
and other collectable items of her idols. There is Leonardo DeCaprio's big poster 
on her bedroom door; "I liked him after seeing Titanic, but later he became fat and I 
no longer like him." Similar situation happened on Keanu Reeves after Sonia saw 
Speed but his poster had been replaced already. Japanese pop singer, Kinki Kids 
appears on a poster walled beside her bed, "once they have been here to give a 
concert, I like them since then." Ruby Lin (Figure 4.2g), a Taiwanese pop singer 
was somewhere near the roof, "I started liking her even when she was totally 
unknown by others! By that time she still has not had teeth surgery, and the popular 
TV drama ‘Huan Chu Gege"(環珠格格)was not shown in local television." Actually, 
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every space visible to me in Sonia's bedroom 一 where the interview took place - was 
occupied by commodities of her idols. She has devoted much time, space and 
money to the performers she likes. Amazingly she likes many different performers, 
and she starts liking them easily; just one TV program, song, or movie can provoke 
her motivation to collect everything related to them. 
Figure 4.1 Luna Sea, a Japanese band, Sonia's favorite idol among all. 
Sonia showed me a sketch book in which she kept all the clippings of a 
Japanese visual rock band called Luna Sea. "The band has a famous song called ‘1 
for You,' you must listen to the song! K is very good, I learnt it from the TV drama, it is 
the drama's theme song. And then it was just the time they came to Hong Kong for 
a live concert. I read East Touch (a youth magazine) about it and I rushed to see 
their performance. After the concert, I became crazy about them! And started my 
collection of everything relating to Luna Sea." She was not alone on her 
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enthusiastic pursuit of Luna Sea. She has an older friend who is also "crazily in love" 
with the band and they kept exchanging information about the band for nearly a year. 
"But my friend likes Inlaw; I don't fancy this type, he's sissy, my teacher saw his 
picture and asked why we still like Vivian Chow!" But apparently she is not very 
attracted to the band's music, at least not as attracted to the band members' stylish 
and angry appearances. Actually the band has been underground for many years 
before they became popular in Japan, they are playing a kind of music called visual 
rock. The custom of visual rock is wearing punk looks, or even dragging, to express 
the band's avant-garde and anti-social attitude. Sonia had no concept about this 
underlying custom; she was happy with the band's popularized image - from long 
and colorfully dyed hair to short hair, from unrecognizable make-up to recognizable 
faces, etc. She thought they were ugly with those scary looks, but they had to do so 
when they were waiting for chances to be hot. Visual rock is an alternative type of 
performance. The band would dress themselves in punk style, but subversively 
decorate themselves in feminine looks, with long and bleached hairstyle, bodies 
pierced, tight fitting on very skinny figures. The band's fans would dress in the 
same style when they go to the live concerts, and it is quite subcultural in sense. 
But Sonia does not really understand the meaning of those bodily presentations, "I 
don't know how to tell you, when I was in the concert, so many fans were dressing in 
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the similar style, which is very weird.... They could wear kimono and set their hair 
buns on top of head. They may be imitating those Japanese weirdo." The 
distance she had with those fans did not ruin her mood at all, "the atmosphere is so 
much like ecstasy, and everyone's so committed to get high as if we all have taken 
drugs! I enjoyed the concert so much, I like the people there, acting so wildly " 
Sonia proudly showed me the guitar pick thrown by Luna Sea from the stage, there 
was a hard fight to get this from the crowd of audience. "It is due to that experience 
of live concert, I guess, that I feel so devoted to Luna Sea, I will never forget that 
feeling." But Sonia thinks the band players are actually "very ugly." "They just 
successfully exaggerate their looks and transformed themselves to stylish." 
Sonia is totally not the type of young people who deliberately make themselves 
look the way Luna Sea did. I actually observed her appearance from a long 
distance: an ordinary Hong Kong secondary school student who hardly ever put on 
even the slightest makeup. But the distance showed me a lot. Sonia could feel 
herself belonging to the group, people who are brave enough to wear the weirdest 
clothes, to shout out loud for the band, to admit that they do not want to be boringly 
ordinary, to subvert the social norms of proper looks. The experience of being in 
that live concert has inflated her imagination of Luna Sea, as an escapade from her 
own world of living. She actually constructs the space in which she could feel 
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herself as free as those angry young people, by seating herself in the live concert 
and screaming, jumping, fighting for souvenirs thrown from the stage. She activates 
only part of the schema of the meanings disseminated with Luna Sea's music and 
appearance. For Sonia, it does not mean much for not understanding their 
Japanese songs, it is merely important that she could experience the context in 
which she could desire for the extra-ordinary - something totally different from her 
own life. 
As an over-weight teenage girl, Sonia has faced much frustration about her 
appearance, "they (relatives and peers) keep telling me that if I lose some pounds I 
would look much prettier. But I have given up for long, it's good that I could eat 
whatever I like, and you know I couldn't stop eating chocolate." So does she feel 
like she's really fat? She avoided the question by saying that "I have heavy bones, 
so that makes my weight heavier." She kept saying that she has accepted her 
weight, but there is so much fantasy she has projected towards those gorgeous 
appearances. "Everyone likes beautiful girls, so do I," she said. However, she 
could not honestly conclude that she did not like herself as she was not beautiful. 
Subtly that makes her consumption of all those commodities a pleasurable activity to 
seek her direction of desire. The frustration is quite hard to face, when she could 
not ignore the fact that slim people are the mainstream ideal bodies. I asked if she 
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thinks female singers are too skinny, she said, "people are all skinny now, I think their 
shape are alright, the thinner the prettier." 
Her family supports her fantasy of stars in every way. Her mother even 
accompanied her to the Luna Sea live concert and broke her ankle. Sonia is the 
only child of her middle-class parents. The loneliness of growing up has been 
supplemented by the fantasies about various media figures and her idols. But it is 
still under parental support, or in a sense, being restricted. Her experience is a far 
cry from those young people who could make use of the live concert as a rebellion 
against their parents or shout out their anger about being regulated. 
Sonia needs such a space of fascination provided by the media, under the 
pressure of her confined world of dissatisfaction with her own appearance. Simply 
by purchasing the idol-related commodities she gains the enjoyment of realizing the 
fascination of belonging to a different world, by surrounding more and more of those 
images in her own bedroom. It could be an endless game, and that is why she 
changes her idols so frequently and easily as if the stars are her fashion items. As 
long as the gap between her desire and her life is so huge, there should be 
constantly new targets in the discursive terrain to fill up the holes of inadequacy in 
her subjectivity. And media is merely unlimited in its supply of new faces and bodies 
to fill up the gaps between subjects and their desire. Therefore Sonia 'needs' so 
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many idols and goes on her constant discovery of latest favorites. 
Opting for 'Difference' 
Whereas Sonia does nothing on her appearance despite her fascination for 
Luna Sea, Shirley is a fan of band sound who contrastingly modified her own look. 
She wore a stained salon with black leggings underneath, a loose linen top and a 
flowery head-band round her head, and lots of accessories like feather-made 
earrings and leather stripes on her wrists. "I was not that conscious about how to 
dress myself sometime ago, but later on I felt like I want some difference in the way I 
am. Last year I was crazy about grunge look, you know those torn out jeans and all 
that, but lately I enjoy putting up ethnic look with all these traditional patterns." 
Shirley attends many local band shows, with bands that don't make popular music 
and seldom have their records marketed widely in market. This gives her some 
sense of difference to other young people, who "brainlessly fall for those boring 
songs, with so little exposure to the world outside Canto-pop." The eagerness of 
Shirley to be different is very obvious, and she is quite aware of that. Interestingly, 
at the beginning of the interview, she told me she only wants to feel comfortable in 
her clothes, wants to feel "natural" in her style, wants to feel like "being myself in 
polishing herself. She refused to be labeled as "intentional" in dressing differently. 
But later on near the end of the interview, she suddenly said, "perhaps I am too 
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unconfident with myself, it is good that at least I impress others by the way I look. I 
believe that it takes courage to dress ‘too stylish' and walk on the street." Shirley said 
people stared at her with strange looks on their faces "but I got used to that already." 
For that reason I could not overlook why she takes up such a position, to take 
"weirdness" (in common sense) into her appearance as part of her subjectivity. 
When she was younger, she liked listening to radio and felt interested in English 
songs by British bands. And then she started to tune in for a program that only 
introduced foreign music. That has become an important source for her 
accumulated knowledge of the music "different from the mainstream." It is like a 
new world opening up for her, she said. Though Shirley firmly declares that music is 
truly important in her life, and how she is into that, I think that the meaning of 
'different music' is something more than she knows. By consuming foreign music, a 
new world is indeed opened up for her, a choice of being different, more superior and 
more cultivated has come to her life, and she has taken that up. 
And then when the commercial radio promoted local band sound, Shirley was 
attracted to the music, and began to know some friends outside her school by 
attending the band shows and exchanging information of their favorite music. It is a 
common practice among her group of friends, to polish themselves in some 
exaggerated style to attend band shows. Unlike Sonia, Shirley reached some steps 
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further to carry the practice on her looks in order to feel herself belonging to the 
group. It is more than a ritual to wear uncommon make up and eye-catching clothes 
to enter a local band show; it is a discursive practice of these young people to 
acknowledge themselves and others that they are different from the mainstream. Yet 
they share the same sense of integrity and pride in the context. 
Shirley and her friends bring this kind of attitude into their own lives, they dress 
themselves as different from "the ordinary youth" as possible. The meaning of 
difference has been transferred from the music to their appearances, for them it has 
become a whole system of meaning for their lives (except only when they are at 
school.) They keep practicing the metaphoric meaning they extracted from the 
consumption of foreign music and band sound, to substantiate the meaning of 
"different taste different style" by their own constructive work on daily appearance 
management. That constitutive impact is activated by their strong self-drive to look 
for something outside the world they feel too familiar with. However when Shirley 
polishes herself in the ways she likes, there is a mixed feeling of both proud and 
doubtful. 
"I hate those people who only borrow a form of style without really believing in 
what they follow. Truly stylish people do have substance underlying their 
appearances, and that's their unique charm. People who only try to be stylish on 
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the surface are pretentious, they suck!" Then how does Shirley perceive herself in 
comparison to these people? "I want to be those truly stylish people, but I know I 
am not, at least at this stage, I lack too much. What do I find insufficient.... I don't 
really know." Shirley is caught between the discursive meaning of being different 
and the practices of self-presentation of the style she pursues. After the interview I 
paid attention to the "weirdly dressed" youth on the streets of Causeway Bay. It 
seems to me that they do look different from ordinary teenagers, but as an individual 
they do not really stand out from the crowd 一 they look similar amongst themselves. 
There is still a trend of fashion; Shirley's feather earrings are hot items definitely. 
Also her way of wearing leggings under a skirt or sarong can be found on other 
trendy young girls. The clues are from local magazines, providing resourceful 
guidance to trendy items weekly. Shirley's confusion is stemming from her 
unspeakable dilemma - so what is the point of being different and yet remains the 
same? Yet there is not a fully reflective perspective developed in Shirley's 
conceptual world. And the discursive impact from consuming alternative music and 
fashion trend is stronger in the negotiation. 
I Want To Be A Star 
Jackson was introduced to me by a friend who met him at a local theatre group, 
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which was staging a performance at the Arts Centre. Jackson is talkative, sociable, 
and very aware of his own appearance which draws attention, attraction envy, and 
hostility from peers. At the age of 17, Jackson thinks that he can make use of his 
appearance as an entry ticket to pop music industry. He never explicitly lets me or 
others know that he has such a thought, or presents anything very different, but I 
have a strong feeling that ‘the unspoken is the truly important’ about Jackson - "I 
want to be in show business." 
Jackson actively seeks chances to try various means of performance. At 
school he joins drama club and singing contests, whereas outside school he never 
misses any chance for an exposure. He has put much effort to expose himself at 
different media performances and maximize the opportunity of getting 'discovered' by 
agencies. Last year he was selected to play some roles in local TV episodes, and 
there he met the producer who asked him to take part in the local theatre. Several 
months before the interview, he joined a dancing competition held by a radio station 
and got the opportunity to perform for a Japanese group called "Kinki Kids" during 
their visit to Hong Kong. Jackson is proud of such exposure in the industry of 
performance and the people working in it. The biggest contrast of Jackson to other 
informants is that he talks about media and music from an insider's point of view. 
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He has quickly adopted the way of speaking about the industry. This is particularly 
obvious in his way of criticizing Canto pop music production: "We lack variety. We 
have such a small market with limited choices only, whereas other markets allow the 
existence of more alternatives. And Hong Kong audience does not have the 'depth' 
to appreciate music. However I am glad to see that some mainstream singers are 
adopting new elements in their pop songs, the little difference is creating something 
encouraging, not so boring at least." Jackson has much to say in his analysis of the 
local music industry, although his opinion is quite similar to what's commonly 
discussed by local critics in magazine columns. This insider's way of talking about 
media conveys an important message from the deliverer: whether intentional or not 
it serves as a signification of Jackson passion in contributing quality music to the 
industry. 
In alignment to Jackson's attitude towards music industry, he picks a rather 
unfamiliar name called Jun Kung (恭碩良）(Figure 4.2o) among all those available 
choices of media images. "I do not fantasize any idols, but 丨 truly appreciate Jun 
Kung. He's a singer-song-writer, you know what I mean?" Jackson briefed me while 
he was showing me the photos he took with the artist last summer. "I rank highly 
the originality of music, the pop songs are all made by copy cats. They adopt the 
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form of foreign music and have no spirit in creating music. But Jun Kung is different! 
He writes the songs himself, he doesn't know much Chinese though, so he relies on 
lyric writers to help him on this, yet he made a different sound. His album is so 
brilliant that I kept playing it for a few months." Jackson is learning how to play 
guitar, "Jun Kung knows many kinds of instruments, he's rare in local music industry 
because he has true talent. Unlike those so-called idols who claim they like music but 
have no knowledge at all." ® 
For Jackson, Jun Kung is a symbolic icon of his own dream, a substantial 
symbol of recognition to tell himself and others that he is a true music fan. This is a 
justification of his desire to enter show business. He masks the desire to be desired 
by introducing the discourse on music professionals and by articulating the meaning 
of his fondness for of Jun Kung. This would not be revealed until Jackson related 
his perspectives towards music industry and projection towards Jun Kung to his own 
career goal. 
"One day I would like to sing my own songs and have my own albums. I've 
6 Jackson condemned on general Canto pop singers, which reminds me of Shirley's attitude in talking 
about the same issue. There is a sense of superiority in criticizing what the general teens like, in the 
way they talk. But Shirley got more "higher" aspiration and regards her taste in foreign music even 
more superior, while Jackson does not acquire the same discursive position. 
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formed a band too, but my members frustrate me a bit, they aren't really passionate. 
They have many excuses to skip the band practices." While Jackson kept 
expressing his keen interests in music, his exposure to music genre is really limited. 
Then I asked if he would still enjoy music if he got no chance to release the songs he 
makes to the public, like some unknown musicians. He grinned and said, "Do you 
know how difficult it is?" But he just said a few moments ago that, "with his talent, 
Jun Kung does not need to beg record companies to make albums for him, he could 
release his own music on individual scale, attending band shows when he likes. 
He•丨丨 still be great." I did not ask Jackson if Jun Kung is his goal in show business, 
but twisted the question to "what do you think you will be doing when you are 25 
years old." To my surprise, Jackson made a rather pessimistic prediction of his 
future career. 
"Well I guess after I get a diploma at the Academy for Performing Arts - if I were 
lucky enough to enter the school, then I may be teaching some small-scaled courses 
teaching people how to act for drama. If a little bit luckier, perhaps 丨 would be hired 
by one theatre company and have stable chances to act for their shows. The 
luckiest situation 1 could imagine would be just liked Tang Kin Wang (部建涨）(Figure 
4.2n) - sinking and floating like pieces of driftwood, surely a long way to the top but at 
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least has a chance to try." 
Jackson wants to enter show business eagerly, but he lacks the confidence. 
From Jun Kung, he knows he has not been trained properly and does not appear to 
be talented in music. But what he has taken most into his subjectivity is not the 
image of Jun Kung, but the various singers like Tang Kin Wang who do not know how 
to play six kinds of instruments and do not have particularly outstanding appearance. 
For Jackson, he does not think he qualifies to compare himself to Nicholas Tse 
(Figure 4.2a) who is acclaimed for his attractive body, and not to mention Jun Kung 
whom he claimed to be his idol. To reason for that dream of entering the show 
business, he "has" to love music and gain knowledge of instruments to create a 
ground for himself. His lack of self-confidence made the wish of "becoming a star" 
unspeakable, hidden under the mask of "enthusiasm towards music." 
"Jun Kung is not handsome, but he's very stylish, in a casual style, very 
American-like; a true singer-song-writer never sells his look." Contradictingly, 
Jackson is highly aware of his own appearance "as a favorable condition for entering 
the industry." Jackson took much self-reference to the artists. He has 
personalized the images from media by comparing his own appearance with them, 
by categorizing himself as under a certain type of image based on the discursive 
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attributes. He perceives himself to be the liking of Edison Chan (陳冠希）(Figure 
4.2c), "but I know I am not up to that standard, far less handsome than he is. 
people who first see me will have a good impression about my appearance,丨 know, I 
am 'higher' than ordinary kids on the streets."丨 did not understand what he meant 
by "higher." Jackson explained that is a sense of "better taste, smarter." Jackson 
seems to have a very clear map of what good-looking means in the society, with 
various forms of style forming the contour lines of the map, he could easily point to 
me his position. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, though he knows he is 
looking fine, he is not handsome enough to feel confident enough to compete for a 
place in show business. That leads him to a mixed strategy in talking about himself 
as a young person who actually wants to be a star. 
But of course Jackson would not relax his self-exercise on polishing his 
appearance, as far as he knows that he needs to keep a pleasant look to attract 
further attention and chances to perform. “I am not too fussy about my own look 
actually, but I insist that guys should be clean and tidy, which can already be 
good-looking. Well if you see everyone's not wearing bell-bottomed jeans anymore, 
you just get rid of them, no need to study the trend but just don't be too scarily 
old-fashioned. I wear simple items; after all guys shouldn't be too fancy. 
Sometimes I wear accessories like caps and bracelets." I asked Jackson about his 
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self-image: what he does not like about his appearance. "My nose is too big! See 
my ears, they are flung like Mickey Mouse, and my mouth is too big also. That's 
already too much!" he said. 
Ignorance 
There are a few cases in which adolescent subjects could not talk much about 
media images or insist on denying that they have special preference for any media 
figures. Sometimes adolescent subjects like or appreciate performers due to their 
talents, inner qualities or performances. Bi appreciates singer-song-writers, who 
have the ability to create their own music. Cheer Chan (Figure 4.21) from Taiwan is a 
female singer who does not have much exposure in the media, but her songs are 
described as "simple, refreshing and high quality." Mostly when she is giving 
performance she plays music with only a guitar and her own voice. Cheer Chan 
has quite a lot fans from universities, she is never appearing like an idol, but a nice 
singer. Bi's preference to Cheer Chan is consistent with her own thoughts about 
appearance. She denies physical attractiveness as a sufficient reason for someone 
to be 'liked； although she also admits that these performers are good-looking. She 
does care more about a person's inner quality, and she is not so involved in 
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consuming media images. At her age of 19, Bi has grown to a big girl with her own 
attitude towards society and life. For example she is an environmentalist and 
sometimes bothered by her family's practices in housework. Seems that Bi has 
other issues she considers to be very important and how herself or others looks 
could not gain much of her attention. 
Likewise, subjects who also have other engagements more important to their 
lives do not have much to talk or comment on media images. These adolescent 
subjects are those who have most attention placed on schoolwork or other duties, 
and they regard it is improper to allocate time on media entertainment. But still, 
they notice that certain types of appearances are more appealing to them. Such is an 
'appreciation' for attractive appearance among adolescent subjects who think that 
the performers look great but do not have much emotional engagement. . Ronald 
said he does not have any idols to fancy, but he appreciates Sammi Cheng's (Figure 
4.2j) facial features. As an elite student from a well-known International school, 
Ronald is more interested in talking about the activities he organized with his 
schoolmates. "My life is always busy, there are endless work piling up. Most of my 
time is spent on studies or projects which 丨 take the lead to work on." The night 
following our interview would be a charity function organized by Ronald, and he 
asked me to buy a ticket. I understand that Ronald has his own ambition to fulfill, to 
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learn as much leadership skills as possible and to prepare himself for a better 
prospect. Ah Lam has all her attention devoted to studies, nothing matters more to 
her than good academic results. Coming from a lower-classed family and having 
immigrated from the mainland for just 2 years, Ah Lam thinks it is still difficult to adapt 
to life in Hong Kong. She knows that her classmates are not as hardworking as she 
is, but she does not care when other girls talk mostly about their idols and content of 
magazine about star. That does not mean Ah Lam does not consume any media 
texts. She also watches TV and reads local newspapers; she thinks Andy Lau 
(Figure 4.2e) and Kelly Chen (Figure 4.2m) are attractive, but she only gives 
attention to them when they show up on TV screen; she never buys any commodities 
or stick their posters onto bedroom walls. 
瞧國國 
Figure 4.2a Nicholas Tse Figure 4.2b Nicholas Tse with Faye Wong 
BiAii 
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Figure 4.2c Edison Chan 
p i k 國 I m 
Figure 4.2d Takeshi Figure 4.2eAndy Lau 
Figure 4.2f Faye Wong Figure 4.2g Ruby Lin 
画農 _ 
Figure 4.2i Gigi Leung Figure 4.2j Sammi Cheng 
[ H H 
Figure 4.2k Cecilia Cheung Figure 4.21 Cheer Chen 
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Figure 4.2m Kelly Chen Figure 4.2n Tang Kin Wang Figure 4.2o Jun Kung 
Figure 4.2p Danielle 
Table 4.2 Some images of media figures mentioned by interviewees 
Gender Performativitv of Adolescents and Mediated Appearances 
A widely-shared cultural knowledge is that there should be different looks for 
different genders and social positions. A study in adolescents' reading of media 
images of appearances demonstrates that much of such 'knowledge' about how 
(different) male and female should look is learnt and ‘perpetuated，by media. 
Adolescent subjects are aware of the 'gender qualities' represented in the physical 
images of pop stars. All the interviewees have some comments and explanations 
about their preferences towards those images. 
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Jackson and Yim impressed me a lot as they could immediately classify the 
dominant types of ideal images among popular media when being asked. 
Jackson's analysis was that, there are mainly three kinds of ideal male appearance: 
young guys (陽光少年);sexy and masculine guys; and stylish guys(有型格).He could 
provide one or two examples of each type for me - all pop singers or movie stars. 
Yim's analysis of male image was much vaguer than that of Jackson. She thought 
male artists can only be classified as 'handsome'/ idol-type (偶像派）o r 
talented-type (實力、派).Yet she got a detailed classification of female artists: 
heart-throbs (玉女)；beautiful ladies (美人)；and stylish (型格 ) .The media presents 
to adolescent subjects the icons of ideal appearance and body for each gender. 
Such classification is meaningful as it indicates the representations or symbols of 
appearance are repeatedly cited and reinforced. 
Media is an institution responsible for the designation of classificatory system 
for different appearances by 'expertise' in powerful position to do so. Adolescent 
girls and boys are citing from the discourse, to classify appearance and body of their 
own and of others, and 'become' one of the 'classified' types. In media texts, 
physical images become icons and transfer 'knowledge' about ideal female/male 
appearance. For individuals, their knowledge system about ideal female/male 
appearance is constituted accordingly. And if they also make use of the 
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classificatory knowledge to create and maintain their own appearances, they are 
practicing the discourse and performing the recycled forms/meanings of particular 
gender positions. 
Jackson is an obvious example. He identifies himself with the categories of ideal 
images projected by media. ‘I am the kind of energetic young guys (陽光少年）like 
Edison Chan (陳冠希).，Jackson embraces performativity of media images so 
directly because he has aligned himself with show business. During interview he 
has mentioned more than once this phrase, 'working in our industry'(做我地呢行） 
which is commonly used by artists. For other adolescent subjects, the practices of 
performativity are carried out less explicitly. For example, Erika thinks she will be 
more popular among boys if she presents her appearance in a more feminine way, 
like talking gently in soft voice as Gigi Leung (梁詠琪）(Figure 4.2i). 
As raised by Judith Butler in her theory of gender performativity, no one is the 
original writer of these gendered discourses. "The act that one does, the act that 
one performs, is, in a sense, an act that has been going on before one's arrival at the 
scene. Hence, gender is an act which has been rehearsed, much as a script 
survives the particular actors making use of it, but which requires individual actors in 
order to be actualized and reproduced as reality once again" (Butler, 1990: 409.), 
even though the media is only reciting the existing meanings circulating in the society, 
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with some sort of slight adjustment, or mixing inventive meanings to the convention. 
Adolescent subjects are making sense of appearance in real life by following the 
contour lines of the media territory, interpreting and enacting the script for their own 
performance on gender. 
In the interviews, girls and boys told me a lot about their views and opinions on 
the stars and their appearance (they talked more freely on the topic.) By liking or 
disliking the performance of stars, by comparing themselves and others to the 
images performed in media, by imagination of the performance of stars, and by 
distancing themselves from the media performance, my informants are revealing 
many subjective meanings from the scripts they received. The following are the 
cases of which common patterns of endorsing the script of gender performance 
could be found. 
Ideal and Standard 
Most adolescent subjects have their favorite performers attracting them with 
appearances. But there have multiple ways of defining their own preferences. 
They have clear distinction between "liking" and "appreciation." They appreciate 
nice-looking performers in general, but they only claim they like one or two 
performers. The intriguing distinction is marked by the degree of their emotional 
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engagement with the performers. Those who have kept collections like posters 
and newspaper clips and attended all the movies and public shows of these 
performers claimed to "like" the performers and may even treat them as idols. 
These attractions towards same-sexed performers are found in some cases of 
younger girls or 'well-behavingVtraditional girls. Ah B's Sammi Cheng, Polly's 
Danielle, are of this type. 
Polly is a hard-working student, she is a prefect in her Band-one school's 
discipline team. She only likes Danielle (Figure 4.2p), a model who has exposure 
on TV and print advertisements but not formally involved in any shows. "Danielle's 
very pretty, I like her face, she looks like a doll. My classmates will pass me her 
clippings from various magazines and I wrapped my books with these pictures of her. 
Why am I doing th is?丨 don't know, it's good to decorate my folders and books with 
her on it." Danielle has a nice short hairstyle, I asked if Polly would like to imitate 
that; she said, "No , I don't think I suit Danielle's hairstyle, I don't look as sharp as she 
is." Polly has never expressed the feelings towards Danielle in relation to her own 
self. I think this ambiguity of same-sexed attraction highlights her desire to be in a 
body very different from her own. 
Ah B is a 14-year-old girl who could reveal her self-reference with her idol more 
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frankly. Ah B likes Sammi Cheng (Figure 4.2j) very much: "she's pretty, and very 
slim. I wish I could be that slim too, sometimes when I look into mirror I think it's 
really ugly to be so fat." Although they can hardly elaborate why they like these 
figures but not others, I think the emotional engagement with the ideal feminine 
image performed by these media figures is quite important in these girls' lives. It is 
from the representation of these female stars' images that young girls learn the 
discursive meaning of femininity and beauty in the society. They are seeking a 
direction for a material form of their imaginary ideal bodies. The stars are the 
realization of these desires about oneself, appearing in a perfect script of gender 
performance. This could be a significant discursive resource for them to refer to 
themselves now, and in the years to follow in their lives. These girls probably have 
gained knowledge on how they could be happy by freely choosing their own 
appearance; they know what they want themselves to act by liking a distant image. 
Genuine Versus Fake 
"The act that gender is, the act that embodied agents are inasmuch as they 
dramatically and actively embody and, indeed, wear certain cultural significations, is 
clearly not one's act alone. Surely, there are nuanced and individual ways of doing 
one's gender, but that one does it, and that one does it in accord with certain 
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sanctions and proscriptions, is clearly not a fully individual matter" (Butler, 1990: 
410.) 
It appears to me that, adolescent subjects commonly believe there is a "genuine 
self for every individual, and that "genuine self is liked a natural entity which one 
could not alter easily. They do not have a substantial and clear concept about "self," 
nor do they think deeply whether that conceptual self is influenced by the living 
contexts. Appearance is one aspect of the outer presentation of the "self as one 
should be true to the "self and thus, if one does not belong to a certain type of 
personality, one's appearance should be in accord with one's personality. Those 
who try to violate their "genuine self, and act inappropriately with their appearance 
would be strictly condemned. "When this conception of social performance is 
applied to gender, it is clear that although there are individual bodies that enact these 
significations by becoming stylized into gendered modes, this "action" is immediately 
public as well" (Butler, 1990: 410.) In the criticism of my informants, it is obvious 
that the modality of enacting scripts is sensitively examined. 
Fiona hates ordinary teens pretending they are cool and stylish; she only 
appreciates stunningly beautiful appearances while judging media performers. She 
positively values 'being attractive' in media context, like Audrey Hepburn, with a 
justification that those people possess genuine inborn charm. She thinks that only 
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very few in the world possess the special quality to be described as 'beautiful.' One 
needs to have perfect facial features and genuine charm, such as Audrey Hepburn, 
she thinks such appearance can astonish her;" I wonder how they can look like that, 
so glamorous that it's just perfect." All other appearances shown on media are not 
impressive to Fiona, they are just "better looking than ordinary people," but actually 
they are still ordinary people. Her negative comment on ordinary people is based 
on the fact that "they are denying their 'inborn quality' and mistake themselves as 
attractive as they imagine." 
Shirley thinks it is meaningless to make oneself stand out with unsuitable looks. 
"I only appreciate those real stylish people, they have something inside and naturally 
showing on their appearances. It seems that they have a special scent! But most 
of us are not such kind of people, you can grasp the outer form by imitating those 
stylish looks, but you can never be those people actually." Shirley's experience in 
attending local band shows gave her such impression that many people are putting 
on fake faces; "they wear something that seems scary and outstanding, but they are 
not stylish at all, to me these people suck." "Even if those people are performers, 
they should recognize and accept their truthful looks but not pretends to be someone 
else." Just as what Fiona said, those young people are "pretentious" as they merely 
take the surface form of clothes and accessories without truly grasping the spirit of 
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the rock culture. Neither do they possess any intrinsic charm underneath their looks. 
Jackson said, "I ain't those kids who don't know what's rap and hip-hop but wears 
unfit loose tee shirts and pretend they are skateboard players. They have no idea 
how funny they actually are." 
Butler (1990: 411) said, "Gender reality is performative which means, quite 
simply, that it is real only to the extent that it is performed." Adolescent subjects are 
more skeptical towards the genuineness of gender performance. They criticize 
harshly those who try to act out a script which is "not written for them." They are 
aware that, in the context of media, appearances may not be necessarily "true faces" 
of the performers. However when talking about 'being true to oneself,' they still 
insist that 'honesty is the best policy.' Many adolescent subjects' reason to dislike 
media performers since they are pretentious (扮野）and unreal (好假 ) . I could not 
conclude whether they have brought such discursive meaning of "genuine self from 
media to their own judgment system in real life contacts. That could be another way 
round, when they find others making use of too many performative scripts that are 
only borrowed from existing codes of appearance management. The value of 
genuine self is mutually produced by the criticism towards media figures as well as 
common peers. Because they talk so much about the concept of "being true to 
one's own body," it becomes a kind of common knowledge among their age group 
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that there has always been a natural body and original appearance for every 
individual. They are totally unaware of what they mean by talks of "genuine self, 
which has been constructed as a script ready for imposition on any individuals. 
Direction to Desire 
Yim is particularly quiet and gentle, comparing to Shirley, Sonia and other girls I 
talked with. "I only fancy Takeshi (Figure 4.2d), although his songs are really no 
good, I still bought his album." Yim told me shyly. At her age of 17, Yim has no 
experience in romance. She comes from a Christian lower-middle class family. Her 
parents are very caring and kind-hearted and give Yim and her sister a warm family 
life. Yim does not fancy being someone special, she is a little bit timid to reach out 
to the social world and finds herself incompetent in studies. She plays the role of a 
good daughter well. She is the kind of student who never causes trouble for teachers 
but not that sharp to leave them particular impression. Yet Takeshi as her preferred 
male image is different from other young girls, and that tells me something about 
Yim's desire. Takeshi is not a popular choice among mass audience, since he has 
little exposure in local media, only a few movies to be shown on theatres. His album 
was released a few years ago when he first started his career in Taiwan. His image, 
the way he looks on movies and pictures, is the only way Yim could make use to 
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imagine. He is not the young idols like Edison Chan or Nicholas Tse, he gives a 
more mature man-like impression. But Yim could not explain to me, just could not 
stop smiling to hide her shyness, "just because he's handsome, nothing special 
indeed." 
This kind of emotional engagement is more sexual as the icon is recognition of 
desirability to them. Bigger girls and boys are able to speak up such ‘liking.’ Erika 
likes Nicholas Tse because "he looks cool and seems quite exciting." She would not 
buy magazines unless Nicholas Tse is on cover or there is his poster. She is 15 now, 
with more dating experiences, and more 'open' in recognizing her interest in a 
particular type of the opposite sex. "So do you find Nicholas Tse dating Faye Wong 
(Figure 4.2b) an exciting affair?" I asked Erika, she said "A bit exciting only, if he goes 
out with me that would be even more exciting, haha•” Interestingly, when I asked 
about their ideal boyfriends, the girls place very IKtle significance on male 
appearance. Erika complained that none of her boyfriends looks liked Nicholas Tse. 
The script of performance of attractive male image is well-written in media texts,. 
Adolescent girls could easily borrow the script to substantiate their ideal towards 
desirable males. The media script does not match their real lives, but at least it 
gives them a solid form of projected image, for them to speak of the vague and 
unexplored arena of desire. 
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Conclusion 
Media is undeniably one of the key sites for adolescents to seek knowledge in 
construction of self/social identities, including knowledge about own and others' 
appearances. However, as found in the cases, the pattern of their experience in 
consuming media images is showing great diversity. Unlike the research measures 
quantitatively the influence of media towards adolescent body image, the findings I 
came across suggest a more complicated picture of young people's engagement in 
reading and reflecting on media texts. 
Media is like a rich repertoire, presenting a great variety of commodities for 
adolescent consumers to pick what they like?. The appearance of media figures 
constructs regulated knowledge of the class and categories of gender performance. 
But they are, to a large extent, freely and independently selecting what to prefer, to 
like, to appreciate, to endorse and embrace, to criticize and ignore. As a site in the 
discursive terrain of adolescent lives, media produces meanings and offer different 
subject positions for readers. The different experience of my informants indicates 
that there are too many ways of interpreting media texts and reflecting on themselves. 
In this case, analysis of young people's appearance in relation to media should 
7 Except the fact that they are restricted from pornographic media content under the legal age of 18. 
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cautiously avoid over-looking the details in-depth, by presuming that adolescents are 
collective message receivers. Conceptualization of media as the beginning of a 
linear communication mode, assuming all young people are exposed to similar texts 
without specification of what they really are, could miss important information about 
adolescents' reading and the reproduction of their own meanings about appearance. 
In addition to the conclusion that media is a discursive resort for adolescent 
subjects, I should carefully note here that there is a complicated dialectic relationship 
between discourses of media and of other institutions. Subjects interact between 
discourses of media and other institutions. In the next chapter, I will discuss 
schooling and its disciplinary practices, and its discursive impact on adolescent 
appearance will highlight a sharp contrast with their experience in consuming media 
texts. It is a complicated interaction that these adolescents come as 'subjects' in 
regard of their appearance and self-concepts. 
Through comparison, it is clear that the ways of talking about appearance 
change a lot in different contexts. Ambivalently adolescent subjects divide the 
whole context into two main spheres: media is one and mundane life is another. 
They can express their preferences for physical attraction more easily and openly 
while talking about mediated appearances. They all believe that their 'tastes' are 
subjective and personal but they think it is all right to express the feelings associated 
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with appearances. Context of speaking about appearance changes - media is not 
personal, relatively it is more 'distant' than daily life experience, due to the imaginary 
boundary placed culturally between media and 'mass society.' Also, adolescent 
subjects are less regulated, facing less surveillance and discipline in media contexts, 
and thus they feel more 'secure' to express desires. 
8 There are still regulations, surveillance and discipline in media context. For example, the legal 
restrictions for adolescents under 18 to see category three movies in Hong Kong is an enforcement of 
formal disciplinary practices. 
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[Chapter Five: Disciplinary Practices of Schools and Self-concepts of 
Adolescents] 
School is the context in which many adolescents experience disciplinary 
practices of appearance. With one-third of their days spent in school since three 
years old, they have six years in primary school and then three to seven years in 
secondary schools to experience significant growth. The discourses circulating 
within school life circle could reproduce, reinforce and sustain certain meanings 
about appearance, body, gender, and sexuality. In the previous chapter, I have tried 
to illustrate the pattern of adolescent experience of consuming media images and the 
subjective meanings constituted in their self-concept of appearance. As two sites 
within the discursive terrain of adolescents' lives media and schools are distinctively 
different institutions. In this chapter I am going to discuss the mechanism of 
meaning production within Hong Kong's secondary schools and how that discursively 
constitutes the subjective experience and emotional structure of adolescents towards 
their own appearances. 
Schooling is particularly concerned in this study because bodies are regulated 
constantly in the context 一 its movement, temporal and spatial assignments as well 
as its presentation. The highly disciplined context is a peculiar site of knowledge 
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reproduction, meaning dissemination and experience constitution for adolescents. 
There they experience daily disciplinary practices and subtle power relations on their 
appearance. This chapter is an inquiry into these questions: 
• How do school authorities perform disciplinary practices on adolescent 
appearances? 
• What are the power relations involved? 
• What patterns of adolescent subjectivities are produced? 
In the first section, a brief summary of school regulations on adolescent 
appearance would be presented and analyzed. These regulations are considered 
as well-documented rules designed and executed by school authorities, which have 
major discursive impact on the subjects-to-be-disciplined. As supplementation, I 
also include two interviews with schoolteachers who are expected to execute the 
regulations to their adolescent students. This part would serve as a foundational 
introduction into the prescriptive meaning system circumscribing adolescents' lives. 
As discussed in the chapter of methodology, this study mainly covers students with 
only one contrasting case; a drop-out adolescent who has quitted schooling since 14 
will be illustrated as contradictory example when necessary. 
The representation of school disciplinary background leads to further discussion 
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on the knowledge system created out of and reinforced by these practices on 
adolescent appearances. By discussing that, major focus would be placed on the 
subjective adolescent experience of living within that web of regulative meanings. I 
will illustrate the interrelationships between the discourses, the disciplinary practices 
on appearances, and the knowledge produced as part of adolescent subjectivities, 
as well as how they apply these meanings in daily life. This is an attempt to analyze 
the process of constitution of adolescent appearances and subjectivities by 
discourses circulated within schools, which is conceived to be traceable. In addition, 
every moment of this constitutional process also indicates the structural power 
relationship within the school context and the functioning of effective discourses as 
strategic regulations over adolescents. 
Lastly I will bridge the two chapters by pinpointing the interrogation and 
negotiating moments between the discourses of schools and the experience of 
consuming media images. Adolescent subjects live in a complicated discursive 
terrain, of which media and schools and other institutions are competing against and 
supplementing each other simultaneously. 
Section 1: Disciplinary Practices: Schooling and Adolescent Appearance 
What was then being formed was a policy of coercions that act upon the body, a 
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calculated manipulation of its elements, its gestures, and its behavior. The 
human body was entering a machinery of power that explores it, breaks it down 
and rearranges it. A "political anatomy," which was also a "mechanics of 
power," was being bom; it defined how one may have a hold over others' bodies, 
not only so that they may do what one wishes, but so that they may operate as 
one wishes, with the techniques, the speed and the efficiency that one 
determines. Thus, discipline produces subjected and practiced bodies, "docile" 
bodies (Foucault, 1979:138.) 
To study adolescent appearance, it is hard to seek reference from studies of 
Western countries since the system of ideology and operation of schooling is unique 
in every culture. In Hong Kong, most secondary school students are required to 
wear school uniforms except those attending international schools. The uniform, as 
an artifact imposed on students' bodies and appearances, plays a very important role 
in constituting them as an individual. Also, there are strict rules and guidance on 
the appearance that students should follow, at least when they are inside the schools. 
I have studied the school regulations on students' appearances provided by my 
informants. These disciplinary practices on appearance of adolescents are 
substantiation of the Focauldian perspective on "docile bodies." The meanings and 
knowledge reproduced and exercised by these practices will be analyzed in this 
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section. And as supplementation, I conducted two telephone interviews with the 
'executor' of these regulations - school teachers who talk about their perspective in 
disciplining students according to these regulations. 
Documentation of Regulations 
The objects to be regulated are more than the uniform worn by boys and girls, but a whole set of rules regarding 
every attribute of their appearance. One major part of school regulations has listed in detail all items to be allowed and 
banned regarding their appearances. What I would like to discuss is; as disciplinary practices what do these regulations 
aim to produce in terms of the students' appearance and their subjectivity? The following is an example from a girls' 
school's student handbook, the presentation of realistic regulations would help me digging into the meanings embedded, 
penetrated and perpetuated by the school authorities. 
. • The dress or skirt must be 5 cm from the floor when kneeling. 
• A slip must be worn or the uniform must be lined. 
• NO RE. shorts are to be worn under the dress or skirt. 
• No sandals, clogs, boots (ankle or high) or heels of more than 5 cm are permitted. 
• Only white ankle socks, without logos or colored patterns are to be worn. 
• Plain, navy blue, V-neck pullover, cardigan or sleeveless vest (without logos or colored 
patterns) may be worn, All such items should be approved by the school. A school 
crest will be issued by the school for such items and it should be sewn in the correct 
position on the items concerned. 
• A scarf or gloves, if worn, must be navy blue only without logos or colored patterns. 
A student in uniform 
• May not wear make-up; 
• May wear only a watch and a pair of simple and identical earrings if her ear lobes are 
pierced, provided the earrings are studs and do not dangle; earrings must be worn in the 
middle of the ear lobes; 
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• May not wear a necklace, a ring, a bracelet or other accessories which are not part of the 
proper school uniform; 
• Should keep her hair tidily and off her face. When necessary, she should use a 
single-tone hair band or clip or other appropriate hair accessories of the following 
colours: black, light blue, navy blue or brown, to make her hair look neat and tidy. 
• Should adopt a simple hairstyle appropriate for a student 一 very short boyish hairstyles 
are not allowed; 
• No tinted hair is allowed. 
• May not use gel, spray or mousse. 
• When a student is permitted to dress casually at school, she should wear clothing which 
is appropriate for a student. Shorts/skirts worn should be no shorter than 10 cm above 
the knee. The school badge must be worn, and be clearly visible, on the upper left 
hand side of the appropriate casual wear. 
Nearly everything appeared on a student's appearance is controlled by the 
school regulations. From hairstyle to the pattern of jacket, to the accessories and 
underwear, the school rules are trying to homogenize every student's looks. The 
students are treated like soldiers, who should be armed with correct weapons when 
they are in their position of the institution. The students' bodies are articulated like 
objects in these regulations. 
The items one put on one's appearance are special medium; they are artifacts 
one makes use of to present themselves to others like a message sender. Strict 
regulations imply that every room to express their taste and preference through their 
appearance is forbidden. It is a way to coerce conformity in appearance, to impose 
on their bodies a strict sense of self-identification as students. Individuality is 
downplayed while collectivity is emphasized by the compulsory uniform. The idea 
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of collective identity as students is visualized by the uniform and embodied by the 
students. Some informants told me that school authorities make use of ethics 
lessons or assembly talks to convey the message of uniform regulations. For 
example, school principals would talk about the importance for students to be tidy 
and responsible for their appearance, and students should look like students but not 
street gangs. They are under the expectations to conform in order to fulfill the 
collective school spirit. On the other hand, merits are granted for co-operation and 
collective responsibility while demerit for individuality, difference and personal style. 
Reading closely into the regulations, there are more "don'ts" than "dos" 
regarding students' appearance. It is interesting that most schools have a clear 
stand stated in the first place; "students' appearance should be tidy, simple and 
modest." Under this vision, a long list of prohibited items follows to declare that 
violation of these rules means punishment. A school teacher told me there was no 
such school regulation as "no tinted hair allowed" before hair tinting became common. 
The practices of discipline are fluid and passively active in nature. To a certain 
extent, the institution has to chase the consumer culture passively and then take 
action to ban the intrusion of these fashion trends into their schools. 
The function of using fashionable items or altering one's appearance is denied 
completely in school context; appearance is an object to exercise self-responsibility 
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for the collective identity rather than the pursuit of style and beauty. The prohibited 
items could be found as a set of calculated strategies by the authorities to combat the 
ever-changing trend of youth, aiming to preserve the "tidy and simple student look•” 
Restrictions from acquiring personal glamour and fashion in school rules has 
visualized the constant confrontation between school discipline and individual 
freedom of embodiment. While the fashion trend is changing rapidly to destabilize 
the meaning of "being young" in popular culture, schools are trying hard to stabilize 
the meaning of "being a student." 
Teachers' View on School Regulations 
"Control this rigid and precise cannot be maintained without a minute and 
relentless surveillance." (Barky, 1988.) Disciplinary practices must be implemented 
and executed to produce the effect on individual students. School teachers have to 
take up this task on a daily basis, to examine and evaluate the appropriateness of 
their students' appearance. Some informants told me their school teachers are 
always alert to their appearances. Sometimes they would stand at the main entrance 
of school after lunch hours to check if students have "tricks" on their looks after going 
out for lunch. As authoritative figures in school contexts, what do teachers perceive 
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and believe in these disciplinary practices? 
I have talked to Miss Lam, who has taught secondary schools for two years 
after graduation from university. She thinks students are representative of the 
whole school; it is impossible for a band-one school to have an image like a band-five 
one. "Actually we are seeking the help of our students to maintain a nice image of 
our school, to give public the impression that this is a good school with positive 
school ethos reflected on the looks of its students. After all, the general public don't 
know how good the teachers or school administration are; they only see what they 
see! I do believe that the good school spirit, the tidy and responsible appearance of 
students is the most basic presentation. And it is a good way for them to learn how 
to obey." Miss Lam believes in the hidden message behind these tedious rules; 
"one cannot violate certain social rules. Students have to learn that refusing to 
cooperate means selfishness. If they cannot even observe such tiny rules, they will 
not be aware of how their own behavior could influence people badly when they enter 
the society. Everyone should take up their little responsibility, to hold back some of 
one's selfish wish for the good of the community." 
Another teacher I interviewed is Mr Lo, who has taught in secondary schools 
for 12 years. He shared similar attitude with Miss Lam on the need of schools to 
educate students to be "a co-operative member of society." But he admits that it is 
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not totally effect since school teachers cannot monitor every acts of students and 
"they can do anything they like after school or in long vacations." So Mr Lo thinks "it 
may be meaningless since we just coercively conduct our expectation on the 
students, but they don't truly learn to behave properly." Mr Lo has pointed out the 
crack of school discipline, students as actors in the scenario could still exercise their 
freedom when teachers are not around. Yet Mr Lo still considers that he is obliged 
to execute the regulations. "There is high pressure on teachers too, from our senior 
management, we just cannot relax especially when the overall academic 
performance of students is not satisfactory, the principal regards that as a sign and 
we are urged to 'look tighter' on our students." 
The justification provided by schoolteachers on disciplining students' 
appearance shows the ultimate intention of the institution - to produce responsible 
and properly behaved citizens for the society. Just as Miss Lam proudly said, the 
neighborhood near her school appreciates their students very much, and they dare 
not seek help from students of other schools. "Because students wear this uniform 
give the community confidence about their conduct." Nevertheless, teachers may 
not be aware of the fact that these very processes of regulating the adolescents are 
intrinsically the ideal they aim to achieve. 
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Analysis 
The emphasis of those regulations is not on the accurate length of the girls' 
skirts or the boys' hair, but the interpretation for individual students to behave 
appropriately. By regulating their appearance from time to time, the adolescent 
students are enacting the prescriptions from the institution. Their sense of self is 
constantly under such engineering of power, and their structure of self is already 
made to manifest the quality of responsible students and "good citizens." Gordon 
Tait's book "Youth, Sex and Government" depicts clearly the mechanism of governing 
young people. 
"...They operate by enlisting youth into doing specific kinds of work on the 
self - to shape the self, in this case, into the image of the sexually responsible youth. 
This work takes the form of adopting various practices of the self. That is, youth are 
persuaded in various ways (the modes of subjectification) to do work on their 
sexuality (the ethical substance), work that can be understood in terms of an array of 
different practices" (2000: 160.) 
The constitutional impact of disciplinary practices transcends the operation of 
surveillance and punishment in school context, but the internalization of subtle 
meaning produced by circulating the discourses at the micro level of the students' 
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self Structure. And their daily self-practices of wearing a proper set of uniform, using 
the right color of hair accessories, and taking off their earrings and bangles before 
they go to school are the moments the micro power mechanism takes place9. 
These are the moments that they perform the required duties on their appearance, 
activating the meaning of being docile in the subject position of student. The power 
is coercively exercised by school authorities and simultaneously, from their 
internalized self-identification with the position of students who should be disciplined 
by the practices. 
Students' View on School Regulations 
All my interviewees can memorize the restrictions set by their schools. The 
length of uniform dresses, the particular style of shoes, the cutting of uniform 
trousers, the underwear, the hairstyle, the accessories (some schools prohibit 
earrings but some allow one pair of earrings with radius 2mm,) the socks, even the 
fingernails. More than the detailed and well-instructed restrictions printed in student 
handbooks and surveillance carried out by teachers and prefects, the different levels 
of emphasis placed by the authority allow students to have a clear understanding of 
9 Of course, the firmer the regulations mean the clearer the boundary of which one could revolt 
against. The resistance of students against these regulations would be discussed in the next chapter. 
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the boundary. Yim said that the most serious violation to school discipline is tinting 
hair, which will be severely punished by the disciplinary team. The knowledge of 
"what is most condemned" is disseminated by the day-to-day interaction between 
students and teachers. Beyond the well-documented school regulations, discursive 
meanings are circulating endlessly in tacit manner. 
I asked every interviewee this question, "what rationale do you suppose your 
school maintain in creating so many regulations on your appearance?" They all 
thought the school needs that to keep students "looking like students" and to 
"preserve a good reputation and image of the school." They said that if students 
looked as if they were delinquent youth on the streets, other people would have bad 
opinion towards the school, which would be harm the school's reputation. 
Interestingly, students talk about this in nearly the same tone as the school teachers. 
It shows that some adolescent subjects have internalized such regulative 
requirement as a self-requirement, and it becomes their own responsibilities to 
"preserve the reputation of the school." Yim, Bi and Polly are typically the case. 
They consider it really "no good" for outsiders to make bad comments about their 
school because of the inappropriate looks of students. They care what others see 
when they are in uniform, but they do not use the argument of "preserving school 
reputation" in other situations. They do not mention behavioral or attitudinal aspects 
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of students as basis of outsiders' impressions. 
Jackson and Shirley have more negative attitude towards those regulations. 
They know the aim of school, but they really do not want to completely conform. 
Jackson said, "They want us to look tidy, right? But I can't look tidy if I don't use hair 
gel! So once I argued with my teacher and he couldn't persuade me either, just told 
me to obey rules in school and said that I can do anything I want after school." He 
thought those regulations are unnecessarily bothering. Shirley held similar opinion, 
but she is more conforming than Jackson. She said she was willing to follow any 
regulations except the earring issue which was her "principle." Shirley is of the 
attitude that although those regulations are "stupid, one should compromise in school 
as long as being a student and is free to do anything she likes during personal time. 
She hates her classmates who are very attentive to their looks in school. "So to me 
they are really stupid, when I see those girls who can't give up dolling up themselves 
even at school, I think they are hussy (發妓)." 
In my cases, bigger boys and girls appear to have "seen through" these 
regulations and regard them as superficial and nonsense. While some may still 
have the anger to violate the rules or fight for their "rights," some try to mark a 
distinguished boundary in their lives 一 "school time is school time, after school I can 
be my own master of my appearance again". For the latter they simply do not 
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bother anymore, to negotiate with the disciplinary school context. It suggests that, 
there are multiple ways of living with disciplinary practices. Some students are 
embracing them, some are violating them, some are negotiating with them, and 
some are ignoring them. In light of this, does it mean that adolescent subjectivities 
produced are totally diverse? Is there any pattern of adolescent subjectivities 
discursively constituted by the coercive practices of disciplining students' 
appearance? 
Section Conclusion 
In this section, I have outlined the disciplinary practices of schools in regulating 
adolescent appearance. In the following, I will discuss the embodiment of 
adolescent subjects in light of this. How do students respond to and enact these 
prescriptive guidance/restrictions on managing their appearances? What is the 
structure of self under the constant surveillance of school? Are the schools 
successful in producing them as "docile bodies"? To probe into these questions, 
their self-narratives of living in their bodies and school will be the central focus in the 
next section. 
In the following section, I will attempt to outline the major discourses circulated 
by the adolescent subjects in regard of appearance and self-identity. I will argue 
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that, the disciplinary practices of schools on adolescent appearance, and the micro 
power mechanism has created particular patterns of adolescent subjectivities. It is 
clear that the schools are making explicit disciplinary practices through all those 
uniform and appearance regulations. But what is underlying these practices is a 
more powerful discursive constitution of a regulated subjectivity - these regulations 
make every student look standardized, equalized and isolated as part of a big 
collective. Despite the multiple ways of interacting with the disciplinary practices 
found in the cases, the substantially regulated self-narratives of adolescents on their 
appearance and self-concepts reveal that the constitutive impact of school discipline 
could not be denied. 
Section 2: Self-narratives: Reflection of School Disciplined Subjectivities 
I. Insignificant Body. Insignificant Appearance 
The most general discourse about body and appearance is that, the material 
body is not significant. In Hong Kong, such conception is circulating not only in 
adolescent culture, but I am convinced that its discursive impact emerges since 
adolescence and continues to prevail so that a widely observed cultural phenomenon 
of degrading body can be observed. 
Nearly all conversations with my interviewees convey a way of thinking that, 
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body and appearance is merely a 'surface'. It gives other people the first 
impression about a person, but that is an unfair judgment. Body and appearance 
are dismissed as part of the 'self which should instead be something 'inner' about 
that person. Many of them said it is easier to be approached by other people if 
someone has a nice appearance, yet it does not mean anything as in the long run 
interpersonal relationship counts on personality but not outlooks. Fiona told me 
looking good girls are "getting faster at the first step and it's definitely an advantage, 
but after the first step people will pay attention to her personality; if appearance is the 
only good stuff they got and she is actually bitchy with bad character, people around 
will turn away from her finally." Fiona only finds herself attracted to people who 
share similar character with her, those who look approachable and friendly. Nancy 
is another supporter, "I totally don't care about others' appearances when making 
friends; I look for nice character and most importantly friendship should be based on 
mutual feelings’” although she has just told me girls are very much valued by their 
appearances and boys appreciate pretty girls only. These two girls are both 
considered pretty and they possess socially valued qualities of beauty, however, they 
strongly believe appearance is not important. Those at the earlier adolescence -
age 13 or 14 - also share a similar view. Interestingly, they do not consider 
appearance as important as academic result. Ah B could not tell what the happiest 
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thing in her life is, but the unhappiest thing ever happened is her failures in tests and 
exams. She is very fond of Sammi Cheng, a local pop singer, but she thinks it is 
'useless' to look like her if she "can't study well". 
For boys, the conception insignificance of appearance and body can be 
observed more easily. Jackson, a nice-looking guy with ambition to enter show 
business, claimed that his ambition is out of his passion to music and his strong 
interest in performing himself. He could analyze his own appearance in details but 
he just did not justify his confidence in show business with his attractive appearance. 
Ronald would never believe that anyone falling in love with him would be due to his 
attractive appearance, but he is very confident with his own good personality and 
ability. Younger boys at 14 could not even talk much about their appearances, as 
they are not interested in evaluating this aspect of themselves. It might be due to 
the discursive impact that they have never paid much attention to the question ‘how 
do I look', as they rely not on the value of appearance in any respects of their lives. 
It is even more interesting to find the same view on boys' appearance in girls' talks. 
Yim could quickly come up with the diverse classification of female artists' 
appearances, but when being asked about the classification of male artists, she 
could only think of "real musicians"(實力派）and "idols"(偶像派.）Bi likes Nicholas 
Tse (謝霆鋒)’ she admires his competence in composing songs, but not his stylish 
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outlook. Borrowing from the media references, girls learn that boys are mainly 
divided into two categories: those with nice looks and those with inner qualities or 
competence. And for both boys and girls, boys with inner qualities or competence 
are more superior and 'valuable' to those who only look cool with "nothing inside." 
The discourse of 'insignificant appearance and body' is presenting itself in a 
prominent way throughout the conversations, but it is neither 'discursively total' nor 
extreme. Older girls and boys would admit that appearance is occasionally 
important and is so only in a specific context. They recognize the importance of 
appearance as the "projection of image" on occasions like meeting new people and 
during formal interviews. Yet they would not hesitate to supplement this statement 
with conclusions like "but of course it is irrelevant in the long run as you'll know the 
person truly." The contradiction about importance of appearance is more obvious in 
older boys and girls, as they have encountered real life situations where appearance 
does matter. Polly said that it would be a big disadvantage if a girl looks untidy and 
unpleasant when she applies for leader's position. Polly is a school prefect with 
very good academic performance and has been active in sports. Even so she 
noticed that a decent and proper outlook helps gaining good impression as well as 
authority from others. However, this claim is undeniably powerful, as subjects are 
talking and acting as if "appearance being not important" has always been a 
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perpetual truth. 
It indicates that the knowledge regime has been established concretely as a 
'universal truth.. It is hard to find any specific subject positions offered by this 
discourse of insignificant appearance. Because the conception is so widely 
circulated and has been firmly stabilized, individuals (including adolescent subjects), 
instead of questioning why visible appearance is not valued higher than something 
intangible about a person, would tend to 'believe' that it is unquestionably true. 
Here I would suspend investigating the origin and emergence of this perception, and 
my concern in this study will only be focused on adolescents' 'belief. Throughout 
this chapter, some hints may be drawn to suggest why appearance means 
insignificance in discursive terrain. 
Discourse of insignificant appearance requires activation of individual subjects 
and realization through discursive practices. By repeatedly making statements like 
"personality is far more important than appearance," adolescent subjects keep the 
conception circulating, stabilize and perpetuate it in everyday life and interpersonal 
communication. They try not to judge others by appearances; they treat 
appearance as something they possess, but not a part of themselves. Many of 
them stress that they do not spend much time on polishing their outlooks; they would 
just do the 'minimum' to keep themselves looking clean and tidy. Fiona even 
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criticized herself as too snobbish, paying too little attention to the way she dresses. 
However,丨 suspect that the repeated emphasis is amplifying the significance of 
appearance in a contradictory way. Observing from the contrasts brought by 
younger boys and a recent immigrant’ who have little to talk about appearance with 
limited vocabularies, their interviews convince me that most girls and older boys who 
have confronted real life situations think more about the value of appearance to a 
person. Answers are sought from the idea of insignificant appearance which is 
'learnt' as knowledge to understand life. Through discursive practices, their 'belief 
is constituted firmly and appearance becomes subconsciously insignificant to them. 
Ah Lam, a recent immigrant, said she cannot understand her classmates who 
do not pay as much attention to their studies as to their appearance. For her, 
nothing is more important and worthy of continuous effort than her studies. She 
brings a sharp contrast to other interviewees, who do not appreciate excessive 
concern over appearance but admit that minimum management is necessary. Ah 
Lam even comments that is a total waste of time and money. The lower-class family 
background of Ah Lam explains her dedication to pursue academic success to attain 
a better future. Since she is occupied by this pursuit, she really perceives 
appearance as insignificant. This contrasts to other cases sharply, while others 
could talk much about media figures and how they dislike the uniforms, Ah Lam could 
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not share with them as she hardly pays attention to these aspects. 
II. Be Ordinary 
Another common presumption is that they should look ordinary, common but not 
exceptional. I name this discourse "be ordinary" for convenience. Adolescent 
subjects do not appreciate people who try to look very different and extraordinary. 
They show genuine disgust towards people who are "inappropriately" dressed and 
"over-performing", because these people are "too conscious" about their outlooks 
and styles. The emotion aroused in discussing extraordinary appearance is a sign 
of taking up the subject positions offered by the discourse of being ordinary. The 
discourse offers subject positions of student and young people respectively. 
In every interview I asked the same question, "what impression do you think you 
give to strangers or new people when they first meet you?" Yim answered with no 
doubt, "an ordinary student." Bi said, "a common person, nothing special and hard 
to remember me." Apparently, this is not a matter of self-confidence. Instead, they 
think it is about "identity", as they are students in secondary schools and they do not 
want to project their images inappropriately. They do not choose to be ordinary but 
they think they are always ordinary. In other words, their subjectivity of being a 
student is constituted and embodied in their 'appropriately ordinary' looks. Another 
subject position taken up is 'being young'. Jerry has lost 30 pounds in a year's time 
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simply to "look normal and wear clothes more nicely." And yet he thinks he now 
only looks "common and alright... better than before but of course 丨 ain't particularly 
cool." His motivation to dieting was that, "seeing myself in the mirror was quite 
horrible! I'd think I am still so young I shouldn't let myself go on like this." Bi would 
not wear any accessory like earrings or necklace, "that's so troublesome and 
unnecessary, I ain't that kind of girl... I ain't stylish ("in") at all." She said "those 
girls" are easy to find in the streets in Mongkok, they would be considered as "pretty 
girls by boys" but she simply does not like to join the league. Bi has no hard feeling 
about "being ordinary", on the contrary she really feels very comfortable with herself, 
"because I'm always like that! That's me." 
Underneath all these ways of thinking, presupposition about how a secondary 
school student or young person should look like is clearly defined and managed. 
Polly could not accept her classmates wearing make-up, "they are so young... they 
can't really handle that and they look even worse." Yet all the interviewees accept 
people who dye their hair to "natural" colors, as long as the color is not "excessively 
extraordinary", like orange or purple; some of them have tried to dye their hair brown 
or reddish. The standard which presupposes how a student or a young person 
should look like changes from time to time. The 'signified' or the meaning projected 
by particular practice is not constant 一 changing hair color to lighter tone signifies 
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rebellious attitude some years ago, but now for general adolescents and even their 
parents, it becomes acceptable. The frame remains unchanged, students and 
young people should look ordinary and appropriate - only that the 'content' the 
presupposition of what means ordinary and appropriate has changed. 
To circulate this notion of being ordinary, schooling is obviously engaging much 
in operation. The adolescents are inevitably taking up subject positions as students, 
which means they are subject to the regulations of their schools and accordingly 
carry out discursive practices. Foucault argues that schools are one of the 
institutions which regulates individuals through mechanism of Panopticon: 
normalizing judgments, repeatedly exercising regulations, standardization and 
individualization. My interviewees clearly tell the long lists of restrictions governing 
students' appearances. Obeying to those regulations on a day-to-day basis, they 
carry out discursive practices which make them look alike to each other, and no one 
deserves exceptional attention out of his/her appearance. They are not allowed, for 
example, to wear accessories and dye their hair in school, not to mention uniforms. 
The idea of being ordinary is widely shared among adolescents in Hong Kong. For 
these girls and boys, they never imagine themselves being exceptional and different 
in their outlooks because they are unconsciously being docile. Instead of being 
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pretty, cool or whatever, they are being ordinary:� 
Section Summary 
The self-narratives interwoven with major discourses explain the acceptance 
and activation of regulative discourses as a constituted product. The meanings 
embedded in the structure of disciplinary practices are "absorbed" and transformed 
into the structure of the subjects' senses of self, as if all the ways of speaking about 
their appearance is 'their' own thinking. School regulations demands and 
homogenize students' appearances, constituting a sense of emotional security for 
individuals to be ordinary and to downplay the significance of appearance. 
Section 3: Self Narratives as Co-construction of Media and School Discourses 
III. Be Myself 
Adolescent subjects are very concerned with the genuineness of the ways 
people present themselves. A large part of their self-narratives comprises their 
description of appearance in two ways: categorization of their own position, as well 
as comparison and contrast with others. They insist everyone should 'be myself.' 
Fiona said it is very uncomfortable for her to constantly pay too much attention 
Students have their means of discursive tactics to tackle with these disciplinary practices of school 
regulations on their uniform and appearance. To be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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and time on her appearance, "that is simply not me." Fiona has received quite a lot 
of compliments about her appearance, and she knows that she looks great though 
she never makes such claim. Throughout the interview, she talked much about the 
importance of personalities and disapproved judging people with appearance. It 
becomes more 'convincing' that she is only attracted to 'glamorous but not ordinary 
appearance' on media. She makes use of the meanings she derives from mediated 
appearances to rationalize her 'choice' of staying ordinary and snobbish. 
Bi said, if her friends do mind the way she dresses, she thinks they are not their 
true friends as they "do not accept the real me". When they present themselves, it 
seems that they think they are born with certain type of looks and certain kind of 
personality. It is therefore stupid and meaningless to deny themselves and pretend 
to be some other types. For them, appearance is predetermined, and style is 
natural-born, which can't be shaped with free will. It is unwise to try to change the 
way you look, as that will not be the genuine quality you possess. Nancy does not 
understand why some people put on clothes of skater style (板仔衫•）"Many of them 
simply don't fit for such style and that makes them look awful. No matter how hard 
they try, the clothes don't good look on them." Jackson also hold the same view, 
"they know nothing about hip-hop, just wear loose pants to imitate the style." 
For most of them, they rank facial feature as the first thing they consider as the 
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beauty of appearance. Coming next is body figure while the least important is way 
of dressing. They perceive appearance as something 'given and unchangeable, 
implying everyone should not waste time and money to manage their appearance. 
The discourse is partially consistent with their shared views on media images. 
It is certainly not a universal phenomenon for young people to be so alert about the 
true identity of themselves. As analyzed in the previous chapter, informants have 
conceived a "genuine" self and once the role is assigned, one should perform 
accordingly to the script, as appropriately as one fits into his/her gender, social role 
and subject position. The harsh criticism received by enacting an improper script 
indicates adolescent subjects have acquired much knowledge from schools, media 
and other institutions. At their age and gender they show particular patterns to 
perform in terms of appearance, and they are disciplining each other's local system 
of such performance, giving pressure to their uncompromised peers. Schools' 
disciplinary practices have constituted a sense of conformity in the structure of 
adolescent self. Individual differentiation is suppressed and in a way adolescent 
subjects lose the capacity to allow diversity in appearance management. The 
impact of both media and school is combined and negotiated, constituting the 
adolescent discourse of "be true to oneself. 
Conceivably they show strong disapproval towards 'pretentious behaviors'. Ah 
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B hates the "bad girls" in her class who act like they are very rebellious and perceive 
themselves as powerful. Jerry cannot stand those younger boys in his school who 
are very short and thin but pretend to be "bad guys", he really wanted to "give them a 
lesson!" Fiona said those people with projection of so-called cool style irritates her 
because they seem to say “1 am too good or too cool for you." Jackson told me he 
is quite unpopular in school, many people notice him but they all dislike him, he 
thought they are stupid but that was because of his appearance. He looks 
outstanding but he is also quite self-conscious. Although they share similar attitude 
towards those who pretend to be cool, stylish, rebellious, bad or whatever else, they 
deny the possibility that some people really possess these qualities. Born to be cool 
and stylish - it is not one's true face. For most adolescent subjects, being ordinary, 
simple and natural is the only way to "be myself'. Apparently every act of 
appearance management is distorting one's true face, losing one's own identity. 
The underlying assumption is that they believe every one of them is common, 
sharing similar characteristics and should also look alike. 
Schooling plays a particular role in constituting this ‘be myself notion. When 
they talk about "being myself and perform one's proper role to present their 
appearance, they implicitly talk about accepting oneself as "ordinary and common." 
While condemning the improper performance of appearance, they are expressing an 
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emotional insecurity at the same time. Those who are different and stand out from 
the faceless crowd (even by strange apparels) threaten their subject positions as 
youngsters being endorsed by school. They cannot tolerate others' presentation of 
difference as a negative reflection of tolerance towards their own homogeneity. 
Exceptional cases can be found in Jackson and Shirley 一 a boy and a girl who 
do not resist the idea of "being myself. By referring to them as "exceptional" I mean 
they look really different from other interviewees in style and appearance 
management. Yet they also claimed they hold the same belief that they are just true 
to themselves and be what they are meant to be. Jackson considers himself 
"higher" than those boys in Mongkok. When I asked him to explain what "high" 
means, he cannot really tell but I presume it is a sense of superiority. He has his left 
ear pierced because he thought that would make him more stylish. He knows how 
to be good-looking by wisely picking casual but smart clothes, but he insists he is 
putting on his own style, which is merely "comfortable and casual." Shirley also 
claimed that she is not "in" or trendy at all and is afraid that having selected her as my 
interviewee would disappoint me. However, towards the end of interview, she 
admitted that strangers would perceive her look as "weird"(奇裝異月艮)，although she 
insisted she just puts on items she likes and whatever makes her feel comfortable. 
She has pierced six to seven holes for earrings; once she was "arrested" by her 
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teachers and they had a bad quarrel. "If 丨 didn't wear any earrings the pierced holes 
would merge soon, so I insisted that I must not put them off even on school days. 
My teacher was very angry and she didn't understand why I broke the rules even 
though I knew I would be punished.丨 said this is my principle!" Shirley said those 
people who are not stylish but pretend to be stylish "suck". For her, a person with real 
style is very admirable but that is something about the person's inner quality, the 
charm and attractiveness "projected from the inside out." 
To sum up, the discourse of "being myself is prevalently circulating among 
adolescent subjects. But interestingly they have different ways to present themselves 
under the same premise of "being myself. 
IV. Be a Girl 
In this and the following section, I will discuss some gender specific discourses 
about adolescent appearance. The conception of 'being a girl' is clearly offering 
subject position of 'girls' to the subjects, thus most girls have strong attachment to 
this notion. The meaning of 'being a girl' in mainstream perception is revealed in the 
narratives of informants, these girls inevitably make reference to opposite sex in 
expressing their concepts of self. 
There is a mainstream perception towards female bodies and appearance. 
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Fiona and Bi said they are not very feminine, as they do not like to pay much 
attention to their appearance. That means there is a general image of femininity in 
adolescent girls' imagination. Clues can be found from all the girls' talks I had with 
my interviewees. Nancy said "female is supposed to polish their appearance to 
please the one she loves"(女爲悅己者容)’ it is necessary for girls to "keep up their 
attractiveness." Nancy thought that girls are evaluated by their appearance, 
whereas boys are appealing to girls by their speech. She learnt this through her 
personal experience and from her male peers. She knew that many boys are 
approaching her because of her appearance, so she began to realize that her 
appearance is appealing and attractive to boys. The notion of 'being a girl' is very 
much related to attractive appearance. Continuous and conscious pending 
maintain and present an attractive appearance which restrictively means 'femininity', 
which echoes with the cliche saying that girls are subject to 'male gaze' in 
determining their own value. But still the girl subjects are very conscious about the 
value of physical attractiveness; every one of them told me the prerequisite to be a 
popular girl is 'pretty appearance.' Erika has kept her hair for half a year because 
she thought long hair is more feminine and "all the boys like long hair." However, as 
discussed in the previous sections, girls are not necessarily feeling upset or 
powerless if they do not consider themselves pretty girls. The reason is that there 
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are other 'discursive resorts' for them to make sense of their subjectivity as a girl. 
In many cases, girls seek the discourse of 'being myself to 'justify' themselves 
as ‘not so feminine； Others should accept that "as a girl I don't have the kind of 
fabulous look and I do not want myself to be those objects of desire; if they do know 
me and like me they should not evaluate me with such standards." Also, they have 
drawn resources to build up their subjectivity as girls against other discursive resorts. 
In my analysis, the conception of 'being a girl' is so diversified and multi-layered that 
appearance is only one primary concern for the adolescent subjects. To be a girl in 
the discursive terrain, pretty appearance is the first thing coming up in their minds, 
but they also emphasize the importance of inner qualities. For a girl to be popular, 
according to Nancy, "appearance is the priority, and then she must be nice enough to 
be approached." For Bi, she is confident with herself as she thinks appearance is 
less important than a golden heart. Polly and Yim think that even if a girl is very ugly, 
a very kind heart and good personality find her someone who truly likes her. All of 
these girls agree that girls with pretty appearance have advantage in attracting boys, 
and they believe that girls like this are most popular within social circles, although 
they prefer inner qualities to appearance. Therefore Bi, Fiona, Yim and Polly 
"choose" not to be girls with fabulous looks. From this way of speaking about 'girls', 
the discursive constitution is completed by the activation of girl subjects - they hold 
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on to the idea of 'being girls' and think they "have chosen" for themselves to be girls 
with good personalities. Some girls tend to "choose" a more feminine role, taking 
care of their appearance and being aware of the ways others perceive. These are 
the two dimensions of the notion of 'being girls', which are not exclusive to each other, 
because none of the girl subjects would argue that appearance and personality is 
totally irrelevant. The situation is that they have ‘particular inclination' towards one 
pole，namely the outward appearance/ physical aspect; and the other namely the 
personality/ inner qualities/ spiritual aspect. I may say they are embodying the idea 
of ‘being girls to different degree', with some being more engaged in appearance 
management while others are less. To explain the particular inclination, the 
subject's cultural background should be closely studied. Now I will turn to elaborate 
how the girls are discursively constituted by the dimension of inner qualities, followed 
by a summary of how the conception of 'being girl' constitute the subjectivities of 
these girls and why they have different ways of embodying in appearance 
management. 
What does it mean to be a girl with good inner quality or personality? 
According to the girls' interpretation, they appreciate qualities of sincerity, kindness, 
truthfulness, etc. Fiona said she hopes to be a person who is very understanding 
and approachable, and so far she thinks she is being "down-to-earth" and nice. Bi 
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enjoys taking care of people, getting much satisfaction from being helpful and 
enthusiastic. Yim thinks of herself a decent and hardworking girl, whereas Polly 
considers herself a lucky girl with the ability to achieve good academic results. All 
these inner values the girls find to substantiate themselves as ‘good girls' are 
irrelevant to their appearance, however, these inner qualities are obliged to other's 
expectations, except for Polly who is concerned with her academic achievement. 
For other girls, the inner qualities or personalities they aspire for or rely on are in fact 
not so personal. Somehow they are fulfilling expectations of their teachers, parents 
and peers, as well as the social discourse about how a girl should be. 
Girls differ in their embodiment are based on the degree they are satisfied with 
their appearance while some girls attach to the discursive constitution of 'pretty girls' 
more than others. This is a complicated result from the cultural upbringing. Family 
and peers have substantial influence on their self-perception and lead to various 
forms of discursive constitution. For instance, Nancy told me she is used to take 
compliments from her brother and his friends, and she has been invited to be 
photographic model. She has learnt that her appearance is widely accepted under 
the social standard of beauty and realized she possesses the advantage over other 
girls. So she has higher satisfaction about her appearance and would incline 
toward discursive constitution of 'pretty girls'. Fiona's case well serves as a counter 
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example, since she possesses good-looking appearance yet resists classifying 
herself as a 'pretty girl'. She has been brought up in International school since she 
was a primary school student. She repeatedly emphasizes that there are many 
good-looking girls around and comparatively she is not particularly outstanding. Her 
family stresses gender equality very much; her parents are highly educated and she 
has cultivated a sense of feminism that doesn't make her feel all right with the subject 
position of 'pretty girls'. To conclude this section, I would say that the subjectivities 
of adolescent girls are constituted by the discourse of 'Being a Girl': either in the 
dimension of taking up subject position of 'pretty girls' that would embody more 
feminine appearance management; or in the dimension of taking up subject position 
of 'good girls' that would embody less feminine appearance management while 
turning to develop feminine personalities. 
V. Be a Boy 
Among adolescent boys, the notion of ‘Be a Boy’ is less complicated. Girls are 
more diversified by the discursive constitutions but boys are constituted in a more or 
less similar direction. The conception directed them to place less importance on 
boys' appearance but more on their achievements. Although all the boys I 
interviewed come from very different backgrounds, they clearly demonstrate the 
discursive constitution of subjectivity among adolescent boys and provide a strong 
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clue for the future development of male subjectivity. 
Ronald, an international school student who is very active in organizing 
activities and school functions, has very strong confidence in his working ability and 
thus presents the most self-assurance among all the interviewees. He thought 
people will be attracted to him because of his personality rather than his appearance, 
"that it must not be out of physical attraction since so many guys are more 
good-looking than I am and it's very easy to find one better than me." But he 
projects much pride in his experience, his independent thinking and his mature 
personality, showing that he is different from other boys. He said he is too 
passionate at work, sometimes he does think that he should relax more but he thinks 
his classmates are neither incapable nor lacking enthusiasm. Here he shows that 
the conception of 'being a boy’ is offering a subject position for every boy that they 
have to be accomplished and confident. For Ronald, who has taken everything so 
well and is rewarded by compliments and satisfaction of achievements, he definitely 
finds 'being a boy' an easier task than other interviewees I met. As far as I know, he 
is not totally happy in his school environment. Although he comes from 
upper-middle class, his classmates come from even more prestigious status, with 
some of them regarding Ronald's family as not wealthy enough and that he does not 
look outstanding at all. That has not caused hard feelings to Ronald, however. As 
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long as he has fulfilled the expectations attached to the prescribed guidance, he is 
produced as a self-confident boy. The general knowledge about boys circulating 
around is that they need not be gorgeous and desirable in appearance but they are 
meant to be competent. Discursive practices have repeatedly drawn boys to the 
same direction, which include pressure from parents and teachers, treatment from 
their peers, etc. In Jackson's case, he has received unfriendly treatment from his 
schoolmates because he is very self-conscious with his appearance. 
"I am dedicated to performing arts," Jackson introduced himself with this. He 
loves the feeling of being spotted on stage. But when he entered the singing 
contest held in school, he suffered terrible response from all the students inside the 
hall. He does not have particular achievements except his occasional performance 
in entertainment shows, TV programs and theatres. These experiences became 
the most welcomed topic to Jackson during the interview. When talking about his 
future plan after HKCEE, Jackson shows strong aspiration for a career in show 
business. He stresses that he truly appreciates singer-songwriters who can survive 
in the "unhealthy" music industry of Hong Kong, and his goal is to become one of 
them and has started to play guitar and formed a band with friends. After analyzing 
and criticizing ail about the music industry, he told me he could not stand a life "purely 
living for music, as that will be a very hard path." He revealed to me that his 
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aspiration was actually becoming a pop star rather than a true musician. I am 
surprised by his well-articulated rationales in justifying his aspirations, and I am sure 
that he is well aware of his appearance as an advantage to attract people and 
interest in the entertainment industry. As a boy, he is discursively constituted to be 
a subject aspiring for accomplishment and success, but he cannot make his 
appearance a justification or self-claim to support his aspiration, simply because, for 
boys, appearance is not supposed to be important. Therefore he somehow 'twists' 
the justification and convinces himself and others that he truly loves music. 
Jerry has shown little self-confidence but it is obvious that he tried to hide his 
uneasy feeling during the interview. Exceeding the proper age of taking the exam 
and doing poorly in his HKCEE, he finally entered the Springboard Program and has 
since taken courses in office operation. The most special point about Jerry is his 
success in losing 30 pounds in a year's time, which seems to have violated the idea 
that "being a boy appearance is not so important." However he kept his dieting 
experience a low profile. He claimed it is not very difficult, "I simply didn't buy 
snacks from supermarkets...and ate less during ordinary meals... then later I lost 
many pounds." For girls such a success of dieting would mean a very big 
achievement but for Jerry it is not worth mentioning. His intention is to "look better 
while wearing clothes; when I was fat I couldn't really buy nice clothes." His 
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determination has brought him success, but as the task itself is more or less an 
'insignificant' one for a boy, Jerry did not find much satisfaction and sense of 
accomplishment - or even so he could not really express such satisfaction to me. 
Sour, the only interviewee who is no longer a student, has confirmed the 
discursive constitution of boys in terms of appearance. Sour stopped his life as 
student after he was 14 as he thought he really could not make anything out of 
studying. Then he started working mainly in hair salons. By the time 丨 interviewed 
him, he was employed by a newspaper and magazine chain store, assisting in 
delivery. His aspiration is to save up a sum of money and go take a driving test as 
soon as he turns 18 years old, so that he can own a truck and deliver goods for 
companies, developing his own business. Sour surprised me and altered my 
biased impression towards young people being labeled as 'problematic youth', who 
are believed to have much anger towards the society and would seek disapproved 
ways to release their discontent. Sour did go to Disco and he dyed his hair, he even 
got himself a tattoo on his left arm, but all these do not appear to me as resistance to 
society. He said he did all these out of boredom, and these acts were merely "new 
games" for him, when he feels bored again he might get himself other "new games", 
for the sake of fun and excitement, even for a short while. Sour's demonstrates the 
discursive constitution in the same way. He fails completely in the education system, 
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for a 17-year-olcl boy it's not a socially recognized status but still he aspires for his 
own business, which is discursively constituted by the notion of 'being a boy'. "If I 
were a girl, I don't need to think so much for the future, but eventually 丨 wHI have to 
marry a girl and provide living for my family... I hope that when I am 20, I can live 
alone and get some money for my mother, then go to travel sometimes with the girl I 
love." What Sour did to his body means to me an alternative appearance 
management or embodiment project. However Sour would deny that, as he said 
"it's actually nothing special, I only did that for fun! I was bored that time, simply like 
this." I suppose that his tattoo and 'golden hair' bring him other kinds of recognition 
from his peers, "my friends screamed when 丨 met them in disco!" But as a boy he 
just would not say that he tattooed to please others or himself. This is a big contrast 
to what Nancy quoted from the cliche "female is supposed to please the one she 
loves by polishing her appearance." 
Section Summary 
In this section, I have discussed other discourses of appearance that are 
negotiated by adolescent subjects who draw different meanings from media 
experience and school context. They regard "appearance as insignificant" and 
would pursue a discursive direction of being "ordinary," as well as fulfilling the gender 
regulations imposed by schools "to be a girl or a boy." The constitution of their 
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subjectivities is a much more complicated process of dynamic interplay between their 
selves and the discursive terrain, which goes on and on at every moment in their 
lives. 
Section 4: Other Disciplining forces 
I. Family 
Family is another disciplinary institution of adolescent appearance. But there 
are few clues from the interviews that family is exerting control on adolescents, as 
most of them said their families do not put any pressure on the ways they manage 
their appearances. Some adolescent subjects still go shopping with their parents, 
as they are financially dependent. In my opinion, as my interviewees are mostly 
looking 'ordinary； their parents do not feel the need to interfere too much. Or it is 
possible that they consider it stupid to tell me their parents controlled them like 
they were kids. However, I am convinced that parents and siblings have a direct 
role in disciplining adolescent appearance. In daily life, family members may help in 
managing adolescent subjects' clothing and accessories. And they can always 
comment on the subjects' appearances as a practice of discipline. If they do not 
support adolescent financially, that would mean an ultimate constraint for their 
appearance project. It may be the case that, after entering secondary schools, 
parental influence gradually fades as autonomy and independence is encouraged for 
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the growth of adolescents into adults. As a result, declining control of family leaves 
the adolescents some space to have their own ways in creating their looks after 
school. Polly has an interesting experience: her mother always forces her to buy 
some new clothes because she does not "take care of appearance as a girl should." 
Polly only likes to wear jeans and sport shoes. "My mom thinks I'm abnormal as I can 
wear the same pair of sport shoes for all occasions." Interestingly, the family 
discipline for Polly is raising the discourse of "be a girl" which is 'defeated' by the 
discourse Polly takes from school. 
II. Peers 
Power is everywhere, as Foucault said. Every individual possesses some 
degree of power to exercise surveillance and discipline to other individuals. Another 
disciplinary institution with much influence is adolescent peers. In school, 
adolescent subjects are constantly under mutual surveillance and are subject to the 
evaluation of their peers. Every interviewee told me there are some unpopular 
students in their school life. Jackson fails to gain popularity because he appears to 
be too self-conscious with his good looks. Bi said other students laugh at a boy in 
her class because he looks childish, "he wears a pair of trousers which is too short 
and shows his white socks! His school bag is the kind that is used by primary 
students." Erika said no one is willing to be a teammate of a fat girl, who actually 
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has no friends in school. They both said these students are pitiful as they "don't 
want themselves born to look like that." The standard held by my interviewees 
toward their peers is that, they should not look "abnormal" or "weird." Adolescent 
subjects do not stress beauty in selection of peers, but they expect appearance that 
is "acceptable." By that, they mean a face with no severe problems (like pimples,) 
body not overweighed, with expected taste in choosing commodities, overall 
cleanliness and tidiness, etc. With all these standards behind, adolescent subjects 
claim that "appearance is insignificant" in making friends, because to their logic these 
standards are "minimum requirements." To me, after leaving secondary schools for 
years，the daily life under constant observation from peers seems to be so cruel for a 
growing adolescent subject. It is noticeable that some adolescent subjects are 
isolated due to the disciplinary practices of peers. Discourses offer them subject 
positions and they act accordingly. In a way they expect their peers who are living 
in the same discursive terrain to be similar to them. Standardization of discourse, 
stressing everyone should look ordinarily similar, is most preeminent in school life. 
As a result, those adolescents who are "extraordinary" and do not share common 
grounds are particularly "unacceptable" to other students. Although there is never a 
formal evaluation among peers, the informal talks about other students become 
reminders to every individual about the regulations that they should not violate. 
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When a group is discussing the look of a particular student, subjects among this 
group are reminded how they should look in order to avoid the negative comments. 
Polly told me there are more and more girls in her class starting to wear dresses, 
"about 7 or 8 of them wear dresses on tutorials after school." She gives such notice 
because wearing dresses is not a 'norm' at girl's school, but when girls enter higher 
forms, they are more aware of the discursive direction "to be girls." Polly does not 
think that it is inappropriate to wear dresses; she just feels alert about the change of 
trend among her peers. Subconsciously, Polly is taking up the role of surveillance 
and discipline but at the same time she is also subject to the 'trends' set by her peers. 
Yet her classmates who start to wear make-up irritate her. She thinks that it is 
inappropriate for their age and she criticizes it heavily. Again, her criticism and 
private discussion with her peers about those girls wearing make-up is a kind of 
surveillance for the discourse of 'being ordinary.' 
III. Courtship 
Erika does not mind the disciplinary rules of her school as she hardly pays 
attention to them. She does not like to stay home often, though she likes her father 
and knows that he wants her to do so. She does not fit perfectly into the subject 
positions of a student or a daughter as the other girls do, or I will say she is not so 
involved in her assigned roles. She enjoys going out with other teenage boys. 
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She liked to initiate topics about her boyfriends and love affairs during the interview. 
She considered herself experienced in relationships with the opposite sex and 'have 
tried almost everything； Yet she still expects surprises and fun in the future 
relationships. Somehow I regard that experience in dating pulls her out from the 
school and family discourses to a certain extent. She is entering another sphere of 
life other than the two institutions，where she does not get reward or punishment as a 
student or a daughter. Though she may enter another subject position, her 
subjectivity has less correlation with the subject positions offered by her school and 
family. Although she does not look too different from other girls, she shows more 
explicit interest in polishing her appearance. She yelled that she needed to diet and 
wants to straighten her long hair. She considered herself to be adorable in boys' 
eyes. While Yim and Bee do not have much interest in talking about their looks, 
Erika shows me how dating experience may alter an adolescent girl's subjectivity. 
Section Summary 
This is a micropolitical phenomenon: the politics of adolescent appearance. 
Disciplinary institutions have practices to ensure the administrative function is 
productively at work. By normalizing certain kind of 'knowledge' about appearance 
and body, discourses produce specific meaning for adolescents to understand 
themselves. The repeated practices within the disciplinary institutions produce 
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knowledge about adolescent appearance, building up their subjectivities, and in turn 
produces power as adolescents rely on discourses to constitute themselves. From 
the very basic, they need the disciplinary discourses to manage their appearances 
and more deeply they cannot make sense of 'who they are’ without the subject 
positions offered by discourses. They 'know' that they are students and thus they 
have appearances like students, as they learn that appearance is not so important for 
students and they should look ordinary. In another way round, disciplinary 
institutions possess power to determine and temporarily stabilized specific meaning 
in discourses, so that they can constitute the adolescent subjectivities. The schools 
possess power in defining 'who students are’ and the identification means subjection 
to the regulations on appearance. Family and peers possess power to pressurize 
those adolescents who do not look 'ordinary' or look 'like a girl/boy.' The power 
relations are fluid, diverse and multiple. There no explicitly coercive relation existing 
between adolescent subjects and the disciplinary institutions，except in schools 
where some kind of punishment is exercised, but the key point in understanding the 
micropolitics is the productivity of power in constituting the adolescent subjectivities. 
Section 5: Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, I have outlined the discourses about appearance circulating 
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among adolescent subjects and analyzed how disciplines are operating with 
discourses. Then I tried to describe the pattern of subjectivities constituted by these 
discourses and disciplinary practices. I have not discussed a major element in the 
lives of adolescents in Hong Kong, which is also an indispensable part of the 
discursive terrain concerning politics of adolescent appearance: the media. Also I 
have left the question of agency of adolescent subjects blank until Chapter 6. 
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[Chapter Six: Discursive Tactics and Adolescent Subjectivities] 
In the previous chapters, I have discussed the disciplinary practices governing 
adolescent appearance and the interactivity between those institutions and individual 
subjectivities. The disciplinary practices direct subjects to make sense of their 
appearances and carry out different discursive practices to realize the production of 
"ordinary students." The narratives of adolescent subjects suggest that school 
discourse constitutes their self-concepts in some restricted ways. But that is never 
simple one-way-flow of coercion from discourses to subjects. Instead, complicated 
specificity emerges at each moments of 'taking up’ different subject positions in 
adolescents' life. Metaphorically, all the discourses are floating blocs which 
adolescents can rest on, extracting meanings in various ways under different 
circumstances. In light of this, is it possible of adolescent subjects to creatively 
"use" discourses in making sense of themselves and the social world? Could there 
be agency involved? Would the material body and other constraints open up 
disjunctive cracks of the discursive terrain and allow resistance to emerge? If so, 
what would be the pattern of constituted adolescent subjectivities under such 
interactive negotiation within the discursive terrain? These are the questions to be 
explored in this chapter. 
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In the first place, I would present an account of the discursive tactics in forms of 
embodiments and talking. Those examples cited are scenarios of adolescents' 
subjective experiences. And then I would attempt to bring out the interactivities that 
demonstrate how these tactics are actually negotiations between subjects (local and 
micro individual level) and various meanings from the social context (general and 
macro social level), thus making up a more complete picture of politics of adolescent 
appearance. Henceforth, I would end the chapter by summarizing the modalities of 
adolescent subjectivities as co-authored by individuals and the institutions. 
Discursive Tactics 
Tactics are guileful and instant responses to facilitate self-construction. As 
suggested by De Certeau, adolescent subjects are 'free-fighters' in the terrain of 
prescribed meanings of their appearances. They are not necessarily 'victims' who 
are waiting for liberation from the disciplinary practices imposed by institutions. But 
they can creatively create their own ways by utilizing resources available from the 
discursive terrain. The embodiment of prescriptive meanings is complicated by the 
individuals' tactics, which are noisy and disturbing to the mainstream disciplining 
system. Such tactics could take place in the form of making up a subject's own way 
to present him/herself with appearance, this is tactics in the form of embodiment. 
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That is an everyday or habitual practice of the subject, through carrying fashion or 
other items, the subject embodies different meanings from those prescriptive ones, 
and have created a sense of individuality in the context of institutions. Another type 
of tactics is much related to the way of talking about appearance. It is more of an 
instant response, and has immediate impact at the specific moment of making the 
statement. Not all kinds of talking about appearance are discursive tactics, only 
those purposefully offsetting the prescriptive meaning dominating in the context in 
the discursive terrain. Usually it comes in a way of commenting on other people's 
appearances, it could be complements or disapproval. 
In fact, from the sharing of subjective experience of the adolescent interviewees, 
there are observable patterns of individual tactful practices to get across the 
regulative institutional context. In their everyday life, they are co-writers of their 
embodiment projects - they never allow disciplinary institutions dominate their 
self-construction of appearance and subjectivities. Instead，they use tactics of 
disguising, disturbing, incomplete conformance and secret polishing in their 
embodiment projects to 'become' subjects. Also they have particular ways to offset 
or negotiate with the imposed meanings of appearances, in order to make a 
subjective sense of their own selves. In this section, I would outline the patterns of 
discursive tactics and this would be a foundation for discussion of discursive tactics 
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as the interactive negotiation of adolescent subjects in the next section. 
Disguising 
Authorities impose preferred norms in explicit forms of rules or implicit guidance, 
to regulate the ways of embodiment as well as stabilizing certain kind of meanings 
resided in them. Adolescent subjects are supposed to observe these regulative rules 
by embodying the hidden meanings on their own bodies and appearances. It is not 
a difficult task to those adolescent subjects who have learnt to disguise themselves 
according to the preferred norms imposed by school authorities. This is one of the 
'tricks' used by adolescents to create easier lives for themselves. Erika is studying 
form four, being a school prefect, living with her parents. Apparently she is very 
active and out-going, during the interview she tended to initiate topics of her interests. 
She becomes a prefect just because one of her teacher likes her a lot，as she told me. 
Erika consciously portrays herself as a descent and quiet girl in her daily 
'performance.' 'When I am walking on the way to school, I look at the ground and 
hold a few books in my arms... that time you know I really look like a very good girl.' 
She grinned with self-confidence just like she knew the secret to win over a battle. 
But she does not need to disguise all the times, even in her school. She can be 
rude and naughty when she is staying with her peers, who like to be her friends a lot. 
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'Basically I'm fun-loving... but there're several images, I mean when others look at 
me...' But I interpret that Erika does not perform decent image with an intention to 
gain benefits from authoritative figures. The teacher likes me very much because 
I'm very active, and I guess I'm like an adorable little girl in his eyes.' In the school 
context, it is always the most secure option to be a good girl. In Erika's case, she 
even gains the title of school prefect. She enjoys the special status and power very 
much. However, she always emphasizes that she is not a good girl throughout the 
interview. 'Sometimes we buy some cans of beer, and walk down to the park near 
our school to gather there, drinking and laughing…it's fun, and once we even had 
quarrels with students from another school.' This sort of experience of 'being bad' is 
proudly narrated, similar to her announcement of promotion as the prefect leader. 
But more excitement was added in describing the 'being bad’ moments than the 
rewarding moments at school. ‘You know I've hidden some packs of cigarettes in 
my closet, if my dad notices that, I'll be killed' she grinned. In context of family life, 
she also uses this tactic to gain convenience and avoid confrontation with her father. 
She does not consider herself as pretentious, rather she seems to perform differently 
to get convenience in her life. Following the clues suggested by the regulative 
discourses in different contexts, and performing accordingly, has become a 
convenient tactic for adolescent subjects. As a little trick to deal with life, disguising 
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to be proper and nice enables the subjects to gain approval and even more freedom. 
When subjects are apparently following the rules, surveillance becomes less strict 
and teachers and parents are less alert about their behavior. The bunch of 
meanings associated with the regulative discourses serves as guidance for them to 
gain approval, as if they are following a handbook which would grant them a passport 
to go freely in the context. There is no absolutely true face of Erika, the one who 
looks very descent is presented as a well-accepted image, the one who looks 
rebellious and exciting is another performance she personally enjoys to be. She 
has observed the disjunction of the discursive terrain - no one really cares about her 
truthfulness and sincerity in being a good student/girl in the school context. What 
the school authority expects is merely a descent and proper 'look' of a schoolgirl. 
Disturbing 
Sometimes adolescent subjects resist complete discipline by disturbing the 
regulative system of meanings. Disturbing means that they do not seriously violate 
the regulations imposed on them but merely they create noise and troubles for 
authorities. Using this tactic gives them a sense of autonomy, and a little taste of 
victory in front of the regulations. When they are supposed to dress like everyone 
else do, their disturbing behaviors outstand themselves among students 一 at least in 
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their subject sense. They get the clues of disturbance from the discursive web of 
the regulative context, they are simply taught by the context that what ways they 
dress up would mean subversion. Disturbance can be an individual tactic to irritate 
authorities and the disciplinary discourses in circulation, it can also be a collective 
tactic to add burden on the normative context. 
In the previous chapter, I have mentioned Shirley and her principle of wearing 
earrings. She does obey rules most of the time when she is attending school. 
Only one day during examination period she thought there would not be any 
supervisory figures nearby and wore all her earrings - she has five pierced holes 
totally. 'It's very unlucky that I was spotted by a teacher, who wasn't supposed to 
show up! She recorded my name and then picked me out to scold even after the 
long Christmas holiday. She kept asking why I had to do that as I should know well 
it's forbidden in school. I had my reason of course. If I didn't wear earrings, the 
pierced holes would disappear easily, then I would have to pierce again. She 
couldn't accept this at all.' One day without earrings would not have much 
difference to Shirley, I suppose. But she won with the disturbing tactic in irritating 
her teacher. She just needed not to wear her earrings, but she took the risk and got 
herself in trouble. And later she told her friends and me this story repeatedly, giving 
it a remarkable meaning in her school life. Connotatively, she has challenged the 
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regulative norms with her individual performance of appearance. That was not a 
serious mistake, at least she was only warned and scolded by her teacher. Yet by 
doing so she gained a sense of taking charge of her own appearance, more than that 
she found the importance of insisting the 'principle' of doing her own right thing. 
Yen's school is newly established for a newly developed district. There is a 
strange phenomenon in their school causing tension between teachers and students. 
The students like to wear jumpers in summer times, even when it is very hot and 
bright day. Yen said every one of them does so, she thought their uniform looks 
better in this way. "I don't feel hot actually, but our teachers do want to stop us 
eagerly. I'm afraid they'll finally pass some regulations to ban jumpers in summer." 
Yen thought she would be 'weird' if she does not look like others, but how about 
being considered as 'weird' by other people? Yen knows that, out of the school, it is 
quite weird to wear jumpers on top of uniforms. But she feels much more 
comfortable with the cover of uniform, the jumper. She and her classmates are 
going to be the first group of students to graduate from this school. They are now 
form two and there are only 400 students totally. The relationship between teachers 
and students are much closer than that in other schools. This is a good case of 
collective disturbance, and students succeed in irritating their teachers who never 
understand why they are so 'weird.' 
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Another well-known tactic of schoolgirls in dealing with their bodies under 
uniforms is wearing shorts. Nearly all schoolgirls have to wear uniforms in forms of 
dresses or skirts, which some of them find irritating. "For some sporty girls, it is 
inconvenient to play and act freely with uniforms, and many of the girls in my school 
like to sit in a very ugly way with their legs spread, so these girls always wear shorts 
under the cheung sam" Polly told me. Girls are under constant surveillance, they 
have to observe even more regulative meanings of 'being girls' in a girls' school. 
Such restricted context cultivates collective disturbing tactic. There is never a 
formally written rule that girls must look feminine in terms of bodily gestures and 
postures. Even if they are forced to wear dresses or skirts in schools, some of them 
are not docile under the constraining and limiting uniform. With the shorts 
underneath, they can sit freely spreading their legs, they can play as much sports as 
they like. Their bodies are even more autonomous and self-controlled than other 
girls who are not in the context of girls' school. Subjects in the context tactically 
twist the web of meaning of 'being girls' to fulfill their own physical needs as well as 
self-construction projects. 
Incomplete Conformance and Secret Ornaments 
These two tactics demonstrate well how adolescent subjects negotiate with the 
regulative context and create bodily tactics with their appearance. The regulative 
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meanings of 'students' are produced as knowledge and manifest the power 
relationship between those in rule, teachers and those being ruled, students. But 
studying more closely to the experiences of adolescent subjects, they seem to know 
that teachers are not absolutely unbreakable authority. They have learnt that if they 
are well behaving, getting older, they can gain teachers' trust and thus more 
autonomy in school context. The negotiation process is that, from the whole 
discursive set of appearance disciplines, they are obedient to most of them but not 
complete obedience. They allow themselves breaking one or two rules in a subtle 
way. Fairly good students, who never irritate the school system, much often use this 
tactic. They are secured from the risk of being punished, and their freedom signifies 
privileges they get after they have accumulated 'good records' for some time. 
Nancy is studying form 7, as the eldest group of students in secondary schools, 
she gets much convenience in managing her appearance.丨 noticed that she wore 
hair gel heavily on her curly long hair, she said, 'I make up my hair like this on school 
days also, the teachers and prefects never scold me for this... you know we're 
actually adults at age of 18, 19. They somehow respect us as we have proven to 
them that we're not bad students and we come to school to study, otherwise we won't 
still be here at form 7.’ Nancy has pointed out the negotiation clearly. Cooperative 
students are not complete docile bodies, at least some of them are. There is shared 
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knowledge of the different level of tolerance, for different types of individuals in the 
context. This is a tactic involving specific conditions between the subject and the 
school context. They have conformed to the regulative expectations of authorities 
and have academic achievements, in the first place. They do not violate seriously 
the school regulations on appearance but only break one or two rules in a manner 
which is not disturbing. And that they are rewarded less restricted dress code at 
school. 
Another tactic used by adolescent subjects is secret ornaments. The school 
regulations regarding appearance are all written in details, in order to facilitate 
efficient surveillance and disciplinary practices. It is common that school 
regulations about uniforms and appearance management are always made against 
the students' wish. However, subjects are creative in seeking tricky ways to polish 
themselves according to their preferences. Through secretly polishing themselves 
they demonstrate they are in control of their appearance and body. 
Jackson said he puts on hair gel skillfully everyday and his teachers can't 
accuse him for that. "It's a new product we call it ‘hair-mud’’ I just need to dip a bit of 
it and apply to hair, it's dry in texture and looks very natural, when my teacher comes 
over to check my hair, even if he puts his hand on it, he doesn't know that I have 
applied hair products!" Jackson giggled while telling me this trick he uses every 
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school days, as if he has shown the weakness of his teacher. Nancy said she would 
wear some lipstick with a little glossy effect when she looks tired in the morning. 
That particular lipstick is slightly pink and seems very natural on her face. "If 
anyone asks me, I'll just tell them my lips are dry and I must put on moisturizer." 
Then why she has to do it? Nancy said, "I don't want to look pale or dull, there are so 
many people in a school,丨 can't neglect that people are looking at me. It's no big 
deal anyway." 
Sometimes adolescent subjects create new use of existing discursive resources 
offered by school and differentiate themselves from other students. They can have 
their school badge unsealed and take it off whenever they are out of school. They 
pay extra attention on their shoes and socks, which could make them different even 
in the same uniform. They buy blue and white sweaters according to school 
regulations, but those are fashionable cardigans from boutiques with a sealed school 
badge on it. All these tactics are responsive, at the moment the school launches 
new regulations, subjects quickly find their ways to live with it. In the same way 
schoolteachers are responsive to the fashion trend to make preventions as soon as 
they can. 
Actually the school would not be totally ignorant to their tactics, but they cannot 
always keep up with the pace of student's deconstructive tactics. Therefore there is 
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a lapse period for subjects to dress a bit freely, but some schools re-launches more 
restricted rules afterwards. No matter how, the constant process of negotiation with 
regulations embodied in their daily appearance management, has constructed 
adolescent subject's sense of self. By knowing what they allow themselves to do and 
what they do not, by tackling with regulative meanings imposed on them, they make 
use of the discursive terrain interactively to engage in self-construction. 
School Discourses as Tactics against Media values 
The interchangeable uses of media and school discourses by adolescents 
demonstrate the fluidity of negotiation between the individuals and the discursive 
terrain. There is reciprocal relationship between the two contrasting discourses, in 
which adolescents use them to be tactics against each other. Interestingly, 
appearance as a site of competition between media and school discourses， 
adolescent subjects seek discursive strength from each camp at different situational 
moments. When adolescents are comparing themselves to media figures, they 
tend to rely on the school discourse and reclaim themselves as students. The 
flexible changes of stand-taking are obviously tactical. 
Sonia fancies a female singer who is well-known of her "skinniness" while Sonia 
is an over-weighted girl. The sharp contrast between the media's standard of 
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beauty and Sonia's own appearance has created slight tension during the interview. 
I carefully asked Sonia about her perception towards her own body shape, she 
replied that "it is not that bad to be fat sometimes, everyone looks the same under the 
uniform, and I don't need to bother with diets like some girls in my class." In this 
case school uniform has become a protective mean for Sonia under the pressure of 
weight issue. She has tactically drawn the meaning of appearance for "students" to 
combat with the media's harsh value on female bodies. 
After showing me the magazine clippings of her idol,丨 asked Polly about her 
general perception towards female appearance. Though I tried not to focus on 
personal level at the beginning, Polly talked about her classmates who began to 
wear make-up since Secondary 3 (about 14 to 15 years old.) "I think some little 
make-up doesn't matter, but some of them wear heavy and colorful make-up even on 
supplementary classes (not regular school days.) I don't see the need to do so. 
We're still going to school, only going to school!" Noticing the negative emotion 
associated with the phenomenon in her girls' school, I asked Polly if she would wear 
make-up if school allows. She said, "I don't think so, I'm not a fashion model." 
Then I asked，"don't you want to look prettier with cosmetics?" Polly smiled, "that's 
too troublesome to wear make-up. I don't want to be late to school." Even if Polly 
has learnt clearly from images of media figures that female appearances are 
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"required" to be attractive, she could respond to my challenging question and her 
peers' behavior by re-asserting her identity as student. 
Interactivity between Discourses and Subjectivities 
Up to this stage, adolescent subjects have talked about their story of 
constructing self in multiple ways, which are embodied in their bodies and 
appearances. The story is complicated by the active participation of adolescents in 
the discursive terrain. If disciplinary practices imply totality in administration, the 
story of adolescent appearance in Hong Kong would be much simpler to tell - all the 
disciplinary institutions produce subjects through specific talks and social practices. 
However, these adolescent subjects are not docile bodies waiting for liberation from 
the big web of meanings about appearance. Instead, they are the co-writers of the 
story, who weave actively with threads and needles made of all the discourses. 
They rely on the discourses to identify themselves as particular subjects, but they are 
able to pick up different discursive resources at different moments for creation of their 
own identities. 
Undoubtedly the language and social practices concerning adolescent 
appearance pre-exist their subjectivities. But the incapability to alter this broad level 
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of discursive terrain does not mean direct conformity. As discussed before, all 
discourses require activation of individuals to become meaningful as directions of 
their embodiments. Therefore, the crux of the issue of subjectivity is lying on the 
individualistic local level, the tiny little things in moments of daily lives. All the 
personal viewpoints expressed by adolescent subjects and their real life practices of 
appearance maintenance are what they have woven with the discursive materials 
extracted from school, media, peers, family and other institutions. Self is 
constructed by very detailed and specific 'guidance'-丨 am all right with something 
but cannot allow myself in some other ways, I think I should be this type but not that 
type, etc. What is meant by 'guidance' is a result of extraction, interpretation, 
reflection and utilization from discourses as resources of meanings about 
appearance. At particular moments, subtle but significant negotiations take place 
between adolescent subjects and discourses, enabling self-creations of different 
ways to live with bodies and appearances. It is thus a constant and interactive 
self-constructing process of making up different adolescent subjectivities. 
In exploring teenage sexuality, Sharon Thompson (1995) found that teenage 
girls have drawn different limits for their sexual behaviors; they have very personal 
guidelines whether to permit themselves engage in sexual activities, "...these 
seemingly miscellaneous rules for sex and romance constitute local and individual 
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erotic systems..." and that "these systems are more ritual than reality, more promise 
than fulfillment, more guideline than rule" (Thompson, 1995: 147.) Thompson's 
approach of conceptualizing adolescents' search of sexual identity can be adopted in 
analyzing the politics of adolescent appearance. Adolescent subjects gain 
knowledge and acquire social meanings about appearances from the cultural context 
made up of discourses. But these discourses are disciplinary and operated to 
perpetuate certain power relations, which means adolescent subjects are involving in 
a self-constructive project to make sense of themselves, to embody themselves in 
particular ways. They are extracting discursive threads from the greater culture, 
from the symbolic environment, from the intimate social relations. They are learning 
and interpreting the disciplinary knowledge about appearances, but not totally 
dociled as they actively seek tactics to reclaim their right against the coercive 
regulations. They are utilizing the discourses to establish detailed personal 
guidelines in polishing their appearances with different ways. Therefore they bring 
the broad level of discursive terrain into becoming of local and individual systems of 
practices. 
What are the guidelines, the promises or the rituals of adolescent subjects in 
managing their appearances? How are these local and individual systems of 
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appearances manifest the negotiation and interaction of adolescent subjects with the 
broad discursive terrain? To analyze these questions, I have attempted to start with 
the discursive tactics made use by adolescent subjects in managing their 
appearances. The cases of discursive tactics tell, at what particular moments 
negotiation emerges and what guidelines are self-constructed. Hopefully I have 
been able to infer from the specific creative use of discursive resources to get better 
understanding of the complicated relationship between adolescent subjectivities and 
discourses of appearances. 
Modalities of adolescent subjectivities 
In the previous chapters, I have attempted to outline the discursive web of the 
social meanings of adolescent appearance and how they are living within. In this 
session I will further compartmentalize the findings to suggest three major modalities 
of adolescent subjectivities. By deductively analyze the practices of individual 
subjects, it is possible to observe the patterns of "becoming" a social member in 
terms of appearance management. These modalities include conformed 
subjectivities, marginalized subjectivities and shifting subjectivities. I should note 
here that, the conceptualization of these modalities is rooted in the presumption that, 
schooling as an institution has been playing a major role of stabilizing society by 
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producing "righteous" young adults and transiting them as proper social members to 
the adult world. Conformation to schooling discourses implies acceptability under 
mainstream social standards. Under this notion, the patterns of produced 
subjectivities are categorized into such division of modalities. Yet I trust that other 
perspectives would also apply to conceptualize the experiences of the adolescent 
subjects. 
The modalities are co-constituted by media, schools and individuals, they may 
also be applicable to other aspects of social behavior other than appearance 
management. The following analysis is based on cases I talked with, as observed I 
group the diversified of these subjects. Since they are situating at different 
socio-cultural locations, these cases could be valuable indication of other young 
people with similar background. However, the uniqueness of each individual should 
not be neglected. 
I. Conformed subjectivities 
Nearly half of my cases are typical "good students" or "good sons/daughters." By 
these labels I only mean that they are adolescent subjects classified as well-behaved 
young people in Hong Kong society's common sense. These subjects are better 
endorsed by adults, including school and family authorities or common social 
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members, than other adolescents. They are of an oppositional extreme to the 
cultural imagination of "youth as potential danger and social problem." In terms of 
appearance management, these subjects allocate least time in daily ornament and 
feel comfortable with school uniform and basic casual wear. During interviews, they 
showed less interest in talking about appearance-related topics. But in fact the 
indifference shown towards physical attractiveness has implicit variance between 
these subjects. 
Polly, Yim, Bi, Fiona, Ah Lam and Ronald are never "angry" with the school 
disciplines, since their value is recognized and positive self-concepts are constituted. 
They are conforming to schools with least difficulty, and actually their smooth lives 
may be regarded as successful products of disciplinary practices. 
For Polly, Fiona and Ronald, who are both accomplished in academic 
performance or other talented aspects, they all claim that appearance is not any 
important issue. Coming from international schools, Fiona and Ronald are of 
privileged group. And they are self-confident in their competence in learning, as 
well as managing their lives for prosperous future. Their schools do not impose strict 
regulations on their appearance. In Ronald's mind, there are simply "more important 
things in life" to be concerned (his extra-curricular activities, his plan for future, his 
studies.) Fiona, who has much opinion on media figures' appearances, thinks she 
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has only become more attentive to her own look after she went out with a guy. Her 
claim that "appearance is less important to personality" does not seem to be as firm 
as Bi. Bi devotes most of her time in housework to relieve the burden of her mother, 
she studies and in spare time does voluntary work for church and community center. 
It has been her belief that "serving others is the happiest thing" and being 
kind-hearted has enriched her life. 
Polly has extremely good academic results. One year after the interview, she 
got distinctions of eight subjects in her HKCEE results. She has much confidence in 
herself and comparatively the least difficult in living within a highly disciplined 
meaning system. The girls' school she studies at is well-known of harsh regulations 
on girls' uniform and hairstyle. As a member of disciplinary team (a student leader) 
of her school, Polly gains much recognition from authoritative figures about her value 
as a student and a proper, well-behaved young person. Her experience as 
excellent student is so rewarding that she would not feel deprived of anything in the 
system. 
Ah Lam aspires for similar goal as Polly. Coming from a lower-classed 
background and being a recent immigrant from Mainland, Ah Lam urges to 
strengthen her qualifications and attain better living standard. She has no more 
room in her life to pay attention on appearance. Though the images from media are 
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attractive, Ah Lam hardly "wastes" time on consuming them. 
Yim has a very good relationship with her family members. Her parents are 
always encouraging though Yim and her sister cannot achieve well in academic 
results. Yim's sister is her best friend. She is brought up in a closely connected 
family and becomes a nice and gentle young girl at her 17. All the discontent about 
herself lies in academic failure, but she is trying hard to gain better score without any 
idea to give up. Hence the focus of her life is not so much related to her "self and 
that she is not concerned about her appearance to the extent as large as other young 
people described in the following session. 
For all these cases except Ah Lam, they do not actively choose to conform, but 
they are so properly brought up and being well treated in the institutions that they are 
already produced to be "socially desirable" subjects. Though Yim may not be good at 
examinations, her classmates and teachers are affirmative to her effort, not to 
mention her parents. Ah Lam may not be privileged at this stage, but her struggle is 
justified and embraced by the society's expectation (to work hard for better living 
standard.) Bi has found her own value in other social activities which becomes 
different growing experience unique to Bi, comparing to other cases. For highly 
accomplished young people, they simply enjoy the subject position as given by the 
institutions, and they are unlikely to be ignored or disapproved as long as they stay in 
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the mainstream web of meanings. These young people do have moments of 
struggles,丨 suppose, yet since they have taken the subject position of good students 
offered, they are rewarded all the way to be proper grown-ups so there is no need to 
resist to mainstream discourse or to strive too hard to be happy. 
II. Marginalized subjectivities 
At another end of the extreme, Sour is the biggest contrasting case to other 
subjects I met. Being dropped out from school at 14 and have "protruding teeth," 
Sour does not feel good about himself and his whole 17 years' life. He has all typical 
attributes of socially perceived "problematic youth." Living with indifferent parents 
and sister at an old public housing estate, he meets street gangs and joins them 
occasionally at triad society's activities. He never has a long-termed job with some 
working experience mainly in hair salons. By the time 丨 interviewed him, he was 
employed by a newspaper and magazine chain store and assisting in the company's 
delivery. His aspiration is, saving up a sum of money and going to take driving test 
right after he gets 18 years old, then he can start his own business to deliver goods 
for companies. 
I was used to think that young people like Sour have much anger towards the 
society which is unfair to them, and thus they seek disapproved ways to release their 
discontent. Sour did go to Disco and dye his hair, he even got himself a big-scaled 
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tattoo (a dragon) on his left arm. But all these do not appear to me as resistance to 
society, by the impression he presented in the two interviews we had. He said, all 
these acts of tattooing or even make-up sometimes are simply out of boredom. 
These acts are merely "new games" for him, when he felt bored he might get himself 
other "new games" so that he could have something different in life, even for a short 
while. He cannot achieve socially recognized status of a 17 year old boy as he 
fails completely in education system. He cannot conceive himself as an ordinary 
young guy as Jerry or Jackson or Ronald, he is totally out of that system of discursive 
meanings. What sour did to his body, means to me an alternative way of managing 
his appearance or an embodiment project as reflection of his marginal status. 
Although Sour said, "the tattoo is nothing special actually, I only did that for fun! I was 
bored that time, and just received salary, it's as simple as that." I suppose his tattoo 
and 'golden hair' and other "extra-ordinary" apparels bring him other kinds of 
recognition from his peers, "my friends screamed when they first saw my tattoo in 
disco!" 
The ways Sour employed to manifest himself on appearance are commonly 
shared by a large group of young people with similar background of Sour. These 
young people do not differ much in choice of clothes, hairstyle and even the picture 
tattooed (mostly dragon on arms or legs). They also know well that such dress 
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code looks intimidating to other people, and will be easily doubted by policemen. 
Yet they are still performing along the style (and reproduce the meanings of street 
gangs) to gain self-recognition, to gain sense of security by threatening the society 
by their potential destructive power. The group is largely marginalized, being 
expelled from schools (mainstream discourse) and anchor themselves to alternative 
discourse within which subject position of "problematic youth (social definition)" is 
offered. 
III. Shifting subjectivities 
When there is discrepancy between the prescribed subject position and the 
personally preferred self-image, some adolescent subjects are tactically shifting on 
and off to different positions. As Erika, Shirley and Jackson can tell, they are never 
"teachers' cup of tea." Erika is always energetic and seeking fun, she enjoys the 
class of oil painting and long-hours telephone conversations after school far more 
than routine lessons. Her father is a secondary school teacher, this only makes her 
fearless in front of teachers in her school. Erika does not take school as anything 
serious, she does not think too much and ask why but she knows how to play. These 
images of Erika are seemingly contradicting to each other but all are faces of hers. 
As described in previous sessions of this chapter, she is not intentionally cheating 
people around, she actually thinks that is just "co-operative" acting according to the 
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expectation of different groups of audience. 
For Jackson and Shirley, they know quite well that they are yearning to be 
someone special and different. By cognitive self-awareness on their preferred music 
style, art pieces or other cultural commodities，these subjects gain different 
discursive impact out of school context. They may affiliate themselves to other 
cultural groups and establish self-concepts apart from "students." Hence the 
subject position embedded in the schools' disciplinary practices is not so well taken. 
Some of these adolescent subjects feel difficult to live with the authoritative figures 
and all those regulations on their appearances (or other behavioral aspects.) And 
to have easier life within the "prison-liked" campus, they may try not to resist by 
cut-throat means but tactically pretend that they are "good students." After school, 
these young people take off their uniform and obligation of students, and get into 
other meaning systems to which they feel really belong. For these adolescent 
subjects, school life means context of performance to entertain peers, teachers and 
sometimes parents. Where they cannot escape but try to adapt to, school discourses 
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In this chapter I have summarized the observable patterns of discursive tactics 
used by adolescent subjects. These tactics are mostly used in school context 
where direct disciplinary practices on subjects' appearances are exercised. 
Reciprocally, adolescent girls seek discursive impact of school when they sense 
social pressure (e.g. comparing to media figures) towards their appearance. 
I further conclude the findings of my whole project by suggesting three major 
modalities of adolescent subjectivities. It appears to me that, adolescents are 
striving to live with the society with what they have and what they can do. They could 
be accomplished students who fit well into the subject position offered by schools, 
which practice social expectation by consolidating the values of a capitalist society in 
its administration, to produce individual members of society to be docile bodies. 
They could be struggling ones who fake to be conforming under disciplinary context 
and free themselves at possible occasions. They could be left out but seek 
alternative discursive strength through marginalized group culture and embrace the 
group's dress codes. All these diversified means of being someone in the school or 
the society are important clues to interpret the pattern of living experience, not only of 
adolescent subjects, but also adults of different socio-cultural locations. 
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[Chapter Seven: Conclusion] 
It is an investigation to explore three basic areas, namely discourses circulating 
in major institutions (media and schooling), the embodiment practices of adolescent 
subjects and their appearance management strategies, also the tactics they use to 
combat with the disciplinary contexts. In the following I should conclude how the 
findings acquired from in-depth interviews with 16 young people answer the research 
questions raised at the beginning. 
Findings: Claims and Arguments 
School is a major site of circulating meanings about body and appearance, and 
it is likely that adolescents living in the constantly regulative institution embody the 
discourses implanted in the disciplinary practices on their appearance. And in a 
way structure their sense of self in regard of the body, appearance and identity by 
exercising the school rules of regulating their apparel items at the micropolitica丨 level. 
School authorities consider the disciplinary practices on students' appearance 
as necessary training for young people whom are expected to grow into responsible 
social members. Some schools have well-listed regulations to guide and restraint 
students how to perform themselves. The regulations incorporate almost every tiny 
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details of a student's look. The space of freedom for individual students to differ 
themselves from others, is quite limited. By putting forward these disciplinary 
practices, students are under constant surveillance and must keep paying attention 
to their uniforms and apparels. And that becomes daily execution of the "big idea" 
hidden in these regulations. 
There are clues suggesting the substantiation of discursive meanings in relation 
to school regulations, as found in the self-narratives of the adolescent subjects. 
Many of them consider themselves as "ordinary" and disagree to delusive 
self-concepts, feeling that one should be honest to themselves and not perform any 
inappropriate styles beyond one's "true self. They think appearance is not 
significant but personality while ethical conduct is highlighted. They consider it is no 
good to outstand oneself through ornaments, because they want to be truthful and 
honest about their own ordinary appearance. 
On contrary to the common belief that adolescents are rebellious and easily 
misguided by the media images to pursue unattainable body ideals, the discourses 
among adolescents in these cases place little value to appearance. This also 
intriguingly shows a big contrast to their pattern of experiencing media images of star 
texts. 
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In many cases, experiences of informants suggest that media is reinforcing the 
ideal gendered role models, providing a room of fantasy and imagination, a site of 
pleasure by consuming stars' appearances, and a possible source to project different 
sense of self-identity. In view of this, the media's role is not as dominating as 
discussed by existing literature. The experience shared by informants in fancying 
idols has demonstrated the media's role, especially the images of celebrities and 
media figures, is a discursive space that adolescent readers resort to release 
imagination and desire. Media is also important in dissemination of meanings about 
gender performativity, a resourceful site for adolescent readers to learn about the 
categories and associated meanings of different appearances. They stress the 
importance to "be myself in their self-narratives, many clues could be found in their 
interpretation of mediated images. But the discursive meaning is diluted by the 
impact of school disciplines, a subjective sense of self is combined to be "honest to 
one's genuine self, which is mostly ordinary and not much different to others." 
Despite the compelling context of schooling, much pressure is confronting 
adolescent subjects in managing their appearances. Adolescent subjects have 
created rooms for themselves to assert their rights of polishing their appearances. 
There are particular moments when they use discursive tactics to claim their 
autonomy on their appearance. They use tactics like disguising and secret 
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ornaments to create an easier space at schools, so that they could exercise certain 
practices to polish themselves but not being punished. These moments are 
significant in such a way that they construct another kind of discourse counter-set the 
impact of prescriptive ones, and they successfully disrupt the administration of 
school authorities. Usually older girls and boys, who are more familiar with the 
school context and more confident in their preferred self-image, could make better 
use of the tactics. At times when media values on gendered bodies impose 
pressure on adolescent subjects, they draw discursive strength from the identity of 
students. This illustrates the fluidity of meanings in negotiation between individuals 
and various institutions. 
Conclusively, there are three major modalities of adolescent subjectivities as 
constituted by the interaction between individual and the discursive forces. The 
ones well endorsed by school authorities are mostly accomplished students and they 
securely acquire the position as conformed subjects. Some adolescents have 
learnt to shift their positions under different circumstances; they have multiple 
identities and observe different regulations required by the institutions. This is a 
constant negotiation between these subjects and their living contexts. The 
"problematic youth" classified by society are of marginalized subject position, and 
they may have more extreme ways of performing themselves like tattooing. They 
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share sense of security and gain peer recognition by those acts on their bodies. 
Limitation 
This study is limited in several aspects. Detailed analysis of the textual 
materials, like media images of celebrities and school regulations, are not strictly 
conducted since the major focus is placed on discourse analysis instead of textual 
deconstruction. But it would be fruitful and more informative if the texts are fully 
utilized. The small sample of informants, though I tried to diverse in selection, may 
not be able to cover some representative cases. 
Apart from these technical constraints, this study does not go into the depth of 
sexuality issues but focus on the appearance as the only target of investigation. It is 
argued that appearance reveals much about gender and sexual identity, and 
according to Foucauldian studies the micropolitics of these practices have much 
greater impact on forming sexual subjectivities. 丨 had considered including 
discussions on sexual self of adolescents in relation to the acquired social meanings 
of appearance, but decided to limit the scope of this study to discuss more about 
their self-concepts. I hesitated because I am not an experienced researcher, and 
not confident enough to win the trust of my informants in talking about their sex 
experience. However, the analysis of appearance is rich and informative enough by 
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itself, as a topic for deeper understanding about Hong Kong adolescents. 
In the future studies on adolescent appearance, researchers could consider 
going further on the issue of their sexual identity in relation to appearance and body. 
Other social institutions are just briefly discussed in this study; for instance, family 
and peers could be further investigated in their discursive function on adolescent 
appearance. It would also be meaningful to conduct focus group interviews among 
adolescent groups and gain more understanding of their peer dynamics in talking 
about appearance. 
Highlight/ Expectation 
Schooling is found to be highly significant in the discursive terrain of constituting 
adolescent subjectivities. The self-concept of young people reveals much about 
their insecurity and constraints to be creative and different, in their appearance and 
probably other aspects of life. After all, appearance is just one of the medium 
through which they identify themselves and communicate with the society who they 
are. But if the sense of ordinariness is overtaking Hong Kong young people, it may 
be socially problematic in that we lack an energetic and liberal force of creativity in 
our local culture. How could a more diversified and tolerant cultural context be 
created, to encourage young people and other social subjects to grow into more 
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Appendix - School Regulations 
校服準則 
辅本原則--粮潔’簡單，樸素、不可標奇立異；顏色，質料及款式須符合校方規定之標•準》 mm 
1 •普通白色“的確涼”質料短袖恤衫（a ) •布校徽須縫往恤衫袋上，校傲得與所屬的社相符 
2 •純中灰色“的確涼”質料長褲（b )。（女生费純中灰色“的確涼”質料截裙’ A字观， m) 
3 •黑色皮链或白色爲主之運動链（C)，白裸。 
4 • 熊色皮帶（ d )。 










2 . 氣 溫 1 5 G C以下，女生可绿純中灰色絨料長補。 
3 . 氣 溫 1 5 0 C以下，學生可於課堂外穿歟甲奢及頸巾 ( h ) � 
4.工衣及運動制服不得取代校服，只可在1:場或丨 • .體育課時资符（ i )� 
5.髮型以簡單爲主,不可標奇立異，頭髮不可漂染、不可逮上定型髮品、不可太長》 
6 . 學 _ 准 配 帶 露 眼 飾 物 " 《 丨 _ ^ 卸 墩 ^ ^ 等 均 _ 0 















Spurts oays Personal Appearance ； ,)Sludcnls - House inicksuits ;xnil house shirts. Navy blue school caniigun may he worn under ihc A snidenl in uniform iracksuil iackct if necessary. Spirts shoes must be • • (ai may not wear make-up; 
bi Compeliiiors - House shirt and .sports punts only within ihc (b) may wear only a wacch and a pair ol" simple and 
stadium. They should dress like other students idenlicd earrings if her ear lubes are pierced, provided when cntcnng aiwJ leaving ihc sports grounds. the earrings are stiids and ilu not dangle; earrings must , ... be worn in the middle of the ear lobes; c) Girl GuidCN & Red Cross personnel - own umlorm 
^ . ... (c) mav not wear a necklacc. rina. a bracelet or other 
Prelects - school unilorm accessories which are not part of the proper school e) School team inembcrs - icam uniform uniform： 
Picnic Day , November Night & W a l k a t h o o (d) should not wear any club budges other than badges for 
Students may wear appropnaie casual wear. Tlii� school badge the school prefect, the class mon i tor , the class 
must be worn, and be clearly visible, on the upper left hand side representative, the A V Team, the S.A. official, house 
of the appropriate casual wear. • official and F.5 graduate. 
Chr is tmas Celebrat ion / Party (e) may wear inside her uniform a religious object or a i Students mav wear dresses and skiits but ��ui slacks. The sch<>ol jiicle pendant on a nylon or silk string of the following i badge musl worn, and he clenrly visible, iin ihc upper left hand colours: green, blue, black or brown; side of Ihc appropriate casual wear. They may al.o wear school (should keep her hair tidv and off her face. When : uniform. nccessary. she should use a single-tone hair band or 
Report Card Day or other appropriate hair accessories of the In case students return wiih parents, stucle.ib musi wear .�cho»l following colours; black, lighc blue, navy blue or „,ulorin. brown, to make hgr hair 丨(H水 neat aruj UUV-
Chinese New Yea r P rog r amme (g) should adopt a simple hair<itylc appropriate for a . L , n …，，…�r, ,.r studem - very short hovish hairsivles arc not allowed: Sludenls must be in sch(X)l unilorni. Participants in sport.�i>r 而、 games nuy change into VM. unilorm or school iracLsuii «.hen |(h> no timed hair is allowed. necc.ss.iry. but chanun� l>at;k into school unirorm uftcrwiuils. ‘ “ . , , , , , , , f i) nuiv noi use eel, spruy or mousse. Fi>rm7&F>>rm5inockexam{Knod/durinjisUKl>U:av(? ‘ -
Before sUKly leave bcjin：;. Form 7 & Fonn 5 studeni.s ..vuirnin- A ？Utldcnt (n VitfUiil wear to school lor a«y activilics such privuie Mudy seeing «eachers when a sutdeiu is permitted lo dress casually at school, etc. musl be in unilomv As s.Hin as .tudy eavc begins, they will should wear clothing which is appropriate lor a be considered us currcu yeargnidu^ cs As gr:ulu.^  smdeni. Short.s/skirts worn should be no shoner than lU wear uppn,pn;uc casual wear The school cm above ihe knee. The school badee muse be worn, mul 
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